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Welcome to the 7th Biannual Meeting of the UKCCSRC! 
 

 

We are having this Biannual, hosted by Strathclyde University, at an interesting time 

for CCS in the UK. The two DECC Commercialisation Programme FEED studies are 

nearing completion and decisions on funding may be made before the next Biannual 

in Manchester on 13-14 April 2016. Firm plans for a Phase 1 of UK CCS deployment 

will mark a successful end to a process that began in 2005, when a BP gas pre-

combustion project at Peterhead with CO2 going to the Miller field was proposed as 

part of the UK Gleneagles climate initiative celebration.  This would indeed be a cause 

for celebration, but it would also mark the beginning of a period of hard work for UK 

CCS researchers and a likely change in the nature of the research itself, as the 

challenge becomes reducing the costs for CCS deployment and generally helping it 

become just another routine emission control technology. 

 

But in order to plan research for CCS cost reduction is it necessary to know in detail information such as the 

capture technologies to be deployed and the storage sites that will be used.  Since the last biannual at Cranfield 

University in April 2015 DECC’s plans for a Phase 2 and 3 of CCS deployment in the UK by 2030 have been 

explored in a set of scenarios by the ETI, all delivering about 10GW of generation capacity and 50 million tonnes 

of CO2 stored, and we will be hearing from Phil Hare on work done for the Committee on Climate Change 

investigating mechanisms that would secure cost reductions in these types of scenarios.   

 

The UKCCSRC has an ongoing programme, with the Independent Advisory Panel and with other CCS 

organisations, to assess the implications for research.  The challenge now is to determine specific answers to the 

questions:  

 

a) What CCS infrastructure, across the chain, will actually be built in Phases 2 and 3? 

and  

b) What are the research projects that the CCS research community could undertake, given the time, money and 

capacity available, to support cost reductions? 

 

Please keep these difficult, but extremely interesting, questions in mind when listening to presentations and 

participating in formal, and informal, discussions over the next days at the 7th UKCCSRC Biannual. 

 

Best wishes, 

 

Jon 

 

 
Professor Jon Gibbins 
Director, UK Carbon Capture and Storage Research Centre (UKCCSRC) 
  



 

Welcome to the University of Strathclyde! 
 

 

Welcome to University of Strathclyde and welcome to Glasgow, especially those of 

you who are visiting for the first time.  

 

I am delighted that the UKCCSRC Biannual Meeting takes place in Strathclyde. 

Strathclyde and Glasgow are well used to hosting large-scale engineering and science 

events.  

 

Carbon capture and storage is a crucially important discipline for the scientific and 

engineering community to master in order for the UK to achieve economic and 

environmental sustainability. The Faculty of Engineering at University of Strathclyde 

has a broad portfolio of research and consultancy activities in carbon capture and storage spanning across 

several engineering departments, including the Department of Naval Architecture, Ocean & Marine Engineering, 

Civil and Environmental Engineering, Chemical Engineering and Mechanical Engineering. The interdisciplinary 

nature of CCS research is also reflected at Strathclyde. Researchers in the Department of Mathematics and 

Statistics and the recently launched Centre for Energy Policy are actively involved in CCS related activities. 

Strathclyde is also a member of the Scottish Carbon Capture & Storage (SCCS) partnership, collaborating with 

academic and industry partners across Scotland to promote CCS. 

 

Research collaborations are already under way between academics from Strathclyde and other UKCCSRC 

partner institutes. It is also hoped that closer working relationship will lead to further joint research, which will 

support the commercialisation of the climate change technology worldwide. 

 

I believe that the UKCCSRC is going to be a fascinating meeting and I hope you enjoy the city, make new 

connections and build new research bridges following-on from the conference and take forward real actions for 

the next generation of CCS research. 

 

I would like to thank once again the UKCCSRC Management Team who have put this conference together and 

thank all of you for coming here to be a part of it.  

 

Best wishes,  

 

Dimitris 

 

 

 

 

Professor Dimitris Drikakis 

Executive Dean of the Faculty of Engineering 
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(TIC) 
 

AGENDA 

TUESDAY 8 SEPTEMBER 2015 

10:00-12:00 OPTIONAL TOUR OF THE CCS FACILITIES AT DOOSAN BABCOCK, RENFREW  

12:00-13:00  REGISTRATION AND NETWORKING LUNCH -  FOYER, TIC  

13:00-13:15  
Main 
Auditorium 

Welcoming Remarks  
Prof Dimitris Drikakis - Dean of Engineering, University of Strathclyde  
Prof Jon Gibbins - Director, UKCCSRC 

13:15-13:45  
Main 
Auditorium 

Opening Keynote 
 
Seeing is Believing? - Phil Hare, Pöyry 
CCS is not alone when predicting the costs of generation in the future. The wind sector manages this 
very well and recent reports by ETI and CCC have made a significant step forward in portraying the 
nature and costs of a wider deployment of CCS in the UK. Of course these also show some of the 
challenges facing the CCS industry, but never the less help policy makers engage. 

13:45-15:05 
Main 
Auditorium 

New Projects in the UK 
  
Building the UK Carbon Capture and Storage Sector by 2030 – Scenarios and Actions - Den Gammer, 
ETI 
The presentation will start with the CCS scenario work developed by ETI, Element Energy and Pöyry 
early in 2015. The presentation will then go on to show to what extent the CCS projects identified in 
that study could contribute to cleaning up the UK's power sector and industrial sectors. Key factors 
which can influence build out both onshore and offshore will be presented. 
 
Caledonia Clean Energy Project Overview - Stephen Kerr, Caledonia Clean Energy Project 
The presentation will give an overview of the current status of the project including the planned work 
programme, opportunities and key challenges. 
 
UK CO2 Storage Appraisal Study - Sam Gomersall, Pale Blue Dot 
The presentation will outline the current DECC/ETI UK CO2 Strategic CO2 Storage Appraisal Project, 
being carried out by Pale Blue Dot Energy. The project is screening potential UK CO2 storage sites to 
select 5 specific locations for detailed appraisal. The presentation will go over the project, its objectives 
and the progress to date. 
 
Blueprint for Industrial CCS in the UK - Mark Lewis, Tees Valley Unlimited 
This presentation will outline the recently launched suite of reports which make the case for 
establishing an industrial CCS network in the Tees Valley. The presentation will review the conclusions 
and the next steps being pursued following the report. 

15:05-15:35  BREAK – FOYER, TIC 

15:35-15:55 
Main 
Auditorium 

Update on the CCS Technology Innovation Needs Assessment – Joshua Brunert, Carbon Trust 
The update of the CCS Technology Innovation Needs Assessment (TINA) for the Low Carbon Innovation 
Coordination Group is ongoing. This presentation will provide a background introduction to the process 
of the TINA and outline the objectives of the refresh exercise. 

15:45-17:15 
Main 
Auditorium 

Enabling the Next Phase of CO2 Storage in the North Sea  
 
Chaired by Jon Gluyas (Durham University) and followed by a panel discussion  
 
The Role of Hydrogen Storage in a Clean Responsive Power System - Den Gammer, ETI 
System level modelling of the UK energy system by the ETI, using its ESME modelling system, shows 
adoption of H2 production, storage of H2 in salt caverns, and daily use of the stored H2 can generate 
GWs of power during times of peak power demand. The ability to store H2 means that the H2 
production facilities and the associated CCS infrastructure can be sized for the average load rather than 
the peak, and so can run at high load factor.  



ETI contracted Amec Foster Wheeler Energy and the British Geological Survey to carry out techno-
economic studies on H2 production schemes associated with salt cavern stores. This presentation will 
include the insights gained from the study, covering H2 production, cavern systems from a UK 
perspective, the costs of dry operation of caverns of different depth and built up economics for power 
production from fossil fuels (with CCS) using such systems. Safer combustion of high hydrogen content 
fuels in GTs and gas engines is examined in a separate ongoing “High Hydrogen” project by the ETI, for 
which a short update will be provided. 
 
CO2-EOR ERP study - Richard Heap, ERP 
The maturity of most North Sea oil fields means there is a narrow time window to deliver CO2-EOR. 
With potential incremental oil recovered declining by a fifth, from about 500 million barrels between 
2025 and 2030, if a supply of CO2 is not delivered early enough redevelopment costs are likely to 
restrict the reopening of closed fields. Realising the benefits from CO2-EOR including taxable oil 
revenues, offering low-cost storage for CCS and sustaining the wider oil industry, will require early 
approval of both CCS Competition projects with Phase 2 plants in operation by early 2020s. Enabling 
more than one CO2-EOR project will require developing a CO2 transport infrastructure to bring 
emissions from capture plants in either Teesside or Humber. Enabling the development of a CO2 
transport company would de-risk the link between capture and storage operators. Oil price variability 
presents a significant risk to CO2-EOR investments. Interventions to the offshore tax regime will be 
needed to desensitize projects. Early engagement with the public will also be needed to inform 
developments and establish acceptance for CO2-EOR. 
 
CO₂ Storage and Enhanced Oil Recovery in the North Sea: Securing a Low-Carbon Future for the UK - 
Stuart Haszeldine, University of Edinburgh 
Climate prediction persistently shows that immediate reduction of carbon emissions is essential to 
avoid terminal societal disruption. The North Sea has about one third of European CO2 storage capacity 
immediately accessible. Converting this resource to commercial reserves will be slow unless: 1) More 
data is available at no/low cost from Oil and Gas Authority (seismic, dynamic fluids, boreholes) 2) A big 
enough storage demand is created to interest global investors - by CCS pricing or UK carbon certificate 
mandate, 3) Effective cost reductions are planned (co-located multiple storage users in one layer, and 
in stacked different layers; brine extraction) 4) Profitable CO2-Enhanced Oil Recovery can attract oil 
companies.   
 
4th Speaker TBA 
 

17:15  SESSIONS CLOSE 

17:15-17:45 
Conference 
Room 4/5 

UKCCSRC Data and Information Archive Briefing 
This briefing will review what data archiving options are available to projects, explain the process of 
submitting data, what 'types' of data should be submitted and be the opportunity to answer any 
queries . This briefing is primarily for representatives of Call 1&2 projects and recent EPSRC funded 
projects but is open anyone who wishes to attend. 

17:30-19:00 Networking reception Tellers Brasserie, The Corinthian  

19:00-21:30  Dinner The Flying Scotsman, The Corinthian  
Speaker: 
Tania Constable (CO2CRC) -  Carbon Capture and Storage in Australia 

 
 
 
  



WEDNESDAY 9 SEPTEMBER 2015 

08:30-09:00 ARRIVALS AND REGISTRATION – FOYER, TIC  

09:00-09:15 
Main 
Auditorium  

Future UKCCSRC Activities and Other Funding Opportunities - Jon Gibbins, UKCCSRC 

09:15-09:30 
Main 
Auditorium 

Supporting CCS through Policy & R&D: The UK Approach & Update - Brian Allison, DECC  
This presentation will give an update on how DECC are supporting CCS through R&D. 
 

09:30-09:50 
Main 
Auditorium 

Energy Security and Innovation Observing System for the Subsurface (ESIOS) Update, Bob Gatliff, BGS  
In the 2014 Autumn statement the Government announced it will allocate £31M through the Natural 
Environment Research Council (NERC) to create world class subsurface research test centres. ESIOS will 
be a national science facility for monitoring and observing how subsurface energy technologies interact 
with the environment and it will provide full-scale testing to help de-risk new and established energy 
and storage technology, increase efficiency and environmental sustainability. ESIOS will establish new 
knowledge and science which will be applicable to a wide range of energy technologies, including for 
example, carbon capture and storage, groundwater flooding, compressed air energy storage, 
geothermal energy, shale gas and shale oil, underground gasification, urban geological processes and 
soil geomicrobiology and other areas. Projects will address how the earth's crust behaves in relation to 
subsurface energy activities. The opportunities for true-scale research are limited and the chosen sites 
will address uncertainty on a larger scale by studying overburden, seals, aquifers and the critical zone 
and how these interact beneath the ground and on the surface. NERC will soon announce a call for high-
level ideas and will invite scientists and engineers from academia, industry and government to 
contribute to the next phase of planning at a "Town Hall" meeting. ESIOS is likely to start in 2016-17. 

09:50-10:10  BREAK – FOYER, TIC 

10:10-11:40 
 
Conference 
Room 2 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Technical Parallel Sessions 
  
CO2-EOR: Financial Game-Changer for North Sea CCS or Elusive Chimera? 
Chaired by Andy Chadwick, BGS 
  
A UK Pathway to Rapid and Profitable CCS Rollout - Stuart Haszeldine, University of Edinburgh 
There are several methods of Enhanced Oil Recovery, but using CO2 as a solvent for EOR is the only 
process which offsets greenhouse gases.  A reliable UK CO2 supply will soon be available when CCS 
develops and SCCS examined diverse blockages to profitable CO2-EOR. These results are summarised in 
the recent SCCS EOR report where it discussed the carbon balance; geological suitability; 7x economic 
leverage; tax; oil price; social acceptance. Fracked shale and underground coal gasification domestic 
hydrocarbon production could provide more CO2 and the rollout of commercial CO2-EOR could enable 
10x more CO2 to be stored by 2050 than state-led pathways. 
 
CO2-EOR in the UK: Analysis of Fiscal Incentives - Emrah Durusut, Element Energy 
The SCCS CO2-EOR Joint Industry Project commissioned Element Energy to quantify the potential 
impacts of fiscal incentives for CO2-EOR in the UK Continental Shelf in detail, recognising the additional 
costs, complexities, uncertainties and longer-term liabilities faced by CCS projects involving CO2-EOR. 
The analysis was carried out in 2013 using financial modelling of investor behaviour under a wide range 
of drivers, scenarios, sensitivities. The approach drew on published data and the team’s data and 
models for oil and gas taxation, and the understanding of CCS and CO2-EOR. 
 
Offshore CO2-EOR: The Realists View - Steve Furnival, HoBoil Ltd 
CO2-EOR has recovered over 2 billion barrels of oil from onshore oil fields in the Permain Basin of West 
Texas. Nowhere in the world has CO2-EOR been implemented in an offshore environment. Why? Clearly 
the current oil price does not help but even if we were back at $100/barrel or more it is considered 
highly unlikely that CO2EOR would work for technical reasons mostly relating to the interplay of 
supercritical CO2 properties and the geological parameters favoured in the offshore. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Conference 
room 4/5 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Carbon Capture and Storage for Natural Gas Power Stations 
Chaired by Mathieu Lucquiaud, University of Edinburgh 
  
Gas-FACTS: Gas - Future Advanced Capture Technology Options - Karen Finney, University of Sheffield 
The Gas-FACTS project is a consortium of five leading UK universities, providing important underpinning 
research for carbon capture development and deployment on combined cycle gas turbine power plants 
in the UK. The three main integrated, research-based work packages focus on: gas turbine modifications 
for improved CCS systems performance; advanced solvent-based, post-combustion capture 
technologies for future gas power systems; and whole systems performance assessments. These are the 
principal candidates for deployment in a possible tens-of-£billions expansion of the CCS sector between 
2020 and 2030. In the presentation, the key findings of this research programme will be overviewed, 
linking the gas turbine options of humidification, exhaust gas recycling and CO2 transfer/recycle (WP1), 
with the investigations into gas-specific solvents and flexible capture systems (WP2). These 
experimental phases of the project, primarily conducted at PACT facilities, have fed into the extensive 
modelling and process simulations concerning system integration and assessments (WP3); in particular 
looking at future operating requirements, RAMO and the trade-offs between solvent-turbine 
configurations under realistic constraints, as well as financial, social and environmental sustainability 
factors. The continuing interaction and involvement with our considerable industrial expert advisory 
panel has greatly facilitated the impact delivery aspects of the project (WP4). 
  
Rotary Wheel Adsorber for Carbon Capture (Project: Adsorption Materials and Processes for Carbon 
Capture from Gas-Fired Power Plants – AMPGas) - Enzo Mangano, University of Edinburgh 
We present the progress on the “Adsorption Materials and Processes for Carbon Capture from Gas-
Fired Power Plants” project, an EPSRC funded research consortium led by the University of Edinburgh 
with the collaboration of the University of St. Andrews and Heriot-Watt University. The aims of the 
project are to apply a range of experimental techniques to determine equilibrium and kinetic properties 
of nanoporous materials purposely developed for carbon capture from diluted streams; develop an 
integrated adsorption process based on rapid thermal swings and demonstrate the process using a 
bench scale rotary wheel adsorber (RWA). Different adsorbents tailored for CO2 separation from dilute 
streams are being developed, i.e. Zeolites and amine-containing MOFs, amine-based Silicas, activated 
carbons and carbon nanotubes. The ranking of all the materials is carried out using different techniques 
ranging from the Zero Length Column, to breakthrough, volumetric and gravimetric experiments, to 
assess the CO2 capacity, the equilibrium and kinetics of the adsorbents. An innovative bench scale RWA 
has been designed and is being built at the University of Edinburgh to capture CO2 from dilute streams 
using rapid thermal swing adsorption cycles. The system will demonstrate the proposed capture process 
and produce experimental results to validate the detailed adsorption model. 
  
Effective Adsorbents for Establishing Solids Looping as a Next Generation NG PCC Technology -Hao 
Liu, University of Nottingham 
The flue gas characteristics of natural fired gas power plants, mostly operating in a combined cycle of 
gas turbine and steam turbine (NGCC), differ significantly from those from coal-fired power plants. 
Comparing to the flue gas of the same size coal-fired power plant, the flue gas of a NGCC power plant 
contains significantly lower CO2 and higher O2 concentrations and has ca. 50% higher flow rate, which 
make the separation of CO2 equally, if not more, challenging. A new generation of PCC technologies for 
NGCC power plants which overcome drawbacks of amine scrubbing need to developed and 
demonstrated in the next 10 ~ 20 years in order for their commercialisation from ca. 2030. Solid 
adsorbents looping technology (SALT) is widely recognised as having the potential to be a viable next 
generation PCC technology for CO2 capture compared to the state-of-art amine scrubbing, offering 
potentially significantly improved process efficiency at much reduced energy penalty, lower capital and 
operational costs and smaller plant footprints.The aim of this project is to overcome the performance 
barriers for implementing the two types of candidate adsorbent systems developed at Nottingham, 
namely the supported/immobilised polyamines and potassium-promoted co-precipitated sorbent 
system, in the solid looping technology specifically for NGCC power plants, which effectively integrates 
both materials and process development and related fundamental issues underpinning the technology 
development.  
 
CFD Modelling of Post-Combustion Carbon Capture with Amine Solutions in Structured Packing 
Columns (Project: Computational Modelling and Optimisation of Carbon Capture Reactors) - 
Daniel Sebastiá Sáez, Cranfield University 
The scope of the present work is the development of a CFD model to describe the multiphase flow 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Main 
Auditorium  

inside a structured packing absorber for post-combustion CCS. CFD models found in the literature are 
divided in three scales due to the current computational capacity: micro-, meso- and macro-scale. This 
work focuses on the three scales. Micro-scale has usually dealt with small 2D computational domains. 
Meso-scale has commonly been considered to assess the dry pressure performance of the packing and 
macro-scale studies the liquid distribution over the whole column assuming that the structured packing 
behaves as a porous medium. 
The novelty of this work lies in expanding the possibilities of the afore-mentioned scales:  
• At micro-scale, the interfacial tracking is implemented in a 3D domain. The UDF that describes the 
reactive mass transfer of the CO2-MEA system is added in order to account for the influence of the 
liquid maldistribution in the mass transfer performance.  
• At meso-scale, the VOF method is included to describe flow characteristics such as the liquid hold-up, 
the interfacial area and the non-reactive mass transfer. 
• At macro-scale, liquid distribution within the porous medium along with chemical absorption is 
studied. 
  
International CCS 
Chaired by Jon Gibbins, UKCCSRC 
  
Carbon Capture and Storage in Australia - Tania Constable, CO2CRC 
Australia is currently the world’s third largest exporter of Liquefied Natural Gas (LNG). With an 
additional 62 million tonnes capacity to come on stream soon, it will become the largest exporter. 
Australia exports 27% of the world’s coal and is currently the world’s second largest coal exporter. It 
also exports 650 million tonnes iron core and pellets, and is currently the second largest iron exporter. 
Australia's economy benefits significantly from fossil fuels' exports, earning $68 billion in 2014. Australia 
must progress Carbon Capture and Storage research development and deployment to ensure long-term 
and cost competitive deployment to meet long-term climate goals, whilst sustaining its export market in 
domestic energy security. That said, the business case in Australia is difficult. CCS must be socially 
acceptable, meet regulation and community concerns, must be cost competitive and technology 
neutral. Real projects will make an enormous difference to public and community perceptions. In this 
way, CO2CRC’s Otway project and Chevron’s Gorgon LNG project in Western Australia are important to 
the deployment of CCS in Australia. 
 
Research Coordination Network on Carbon Capture, Utilization and Storage Funded by National 
Science Foundation in USA - A.-H. Alissa Park, Columbia University 
Carbon Capture, Utilization and Storage (CCUS) is one of the largest challenges faced by scientists and 
engineers due to its scale and complexity. A group of researchers have come together to discuss and 
address the important questions related to CCUS to bring much needed synergy into the field. This 
effort is funded by the National Science Foundation in the United States and the members include over 
100 scientists and engineers from 10 different countries. Our mission is to build a trans-disciplinary 
Research Coordination Network (RCN) on CCUS that will facilitate research collaborations and training 
that cross the boundaries of the natural sciences, engineering, and the social and economic sciences to 
develop new understanding, theories, models and technologies as well as assessment tools for the 
developed technologies and their implementation plans for global communities. In this presentation, 
the Director of the RCN-CCUS, A.-H. Alissa Park, will give the updates on the RCN-CCUS activities and 
highlight important accomplishments. 
 
Changes in the Dutch CCS Landscape - Jan Brouwer, CATO 
The presentation will address the Dutch CCS Landscape from a number of perspectives.  
- Political: the minister of Economic Affairs is expected to present the Dutch Energy Policy 4th Q 2015 
and has drafted a CCS vision for the next decades. This vision includes continuing support to CCS R&D 
and a distinct government involvement in a long-term transport and storage strategy. 
- Industrial: the Rotterdam CCS demo (ROAD) is assumed to be close to a positive FID, now that the 
business case has improved by considering alternative funding and cost reduction options.  
- R&D: whereas the new Dutch CCS policy includes continuing R&D support, funds will become available 
only to CCS projects that implement international cooperation. This will significantly change the 
research landscape in the Netherlands. 
- Societal: strong opposition with respect to the production of natural gas has resulted from an increase 
in production related earthquakes in the Northern part of the Netherlands. This opposition affects the 
public support for the use of fossil fuels in general and hence CCS. It furthermore adds to the strong 
distrust of all sub-surface related activities (such as CO2 storage). 



The Norwegian Instruments for CCS Development - Åse Slagtern, The Research Council of Norway 
Norway has an ambitious CCS strategy that ranges from high level R&D to plans for building a CCS 
demonstration plant by 2020. The CCS strategy is part of the Norwegian target of reducing CO2 emission 
by 40% by 2030. The R&D activities range from basic research to pilot and demonstration activities. 
New innovative solutions for CO2 capture is prioritized together with research that can lead to large 
scale CO2 storage in the North Sea. International collaboration between research communities as well 
as knowledge sharing across borders is also essential in the CCS strategy. 
 
Capability Construction of Shanghai CCS Research Centre - Dehao Ju, Shanghai Jiao Tong University 
The presentation will cover these main points; progress and deployment of CCS demonstration projects 
in China, CCS activities in Shanghai and SJTU and the Shanghai CCS research centres plan. 
 
Guangdong Offshore CCUS Project (GOCCUS) - Xi Liang, University of Edinburgh 
GDCCUSC is an open platform to support industrial development, academic cooperation and process 
design in CCUS, and other near zero emission technologies to mitigate greenhouse gas emissions and 
other pollution. GDCCUSC is the legal entity of the UK-China (Guangdong) CCUS Centre, which was 
initiated by Guangdong Electric Power Design Institute (GEDI), UK CCS Research Centre and Scottish 
CCS, (both based at the University of Edinburgh). GDCCUSC is leading the development of a one million 
ton scale Guangdong Offshore Carbon, Capture, Utilization and Storage Project (GOCCUS), which 
includes capturing CO2 from a conventional power plant with post-combustion capture and the first 
major offshore CCUS demonstration project in China.  

11:40-11:50 BREAK – FOYER, TIC 

11:50-12:50 
Main 
Auditorium 

Where Does CCS Figure in the Divestment Debate – and if Not, Why Not?   
 
Panel discussion chaired by David Reiner, University of Cambridge    
 
Stuart Haszeldine, University of Edinburgh 
Student activism at Edinburgh placed divestment onto the University agenda. A formal evidence 
process was created, making recommendations to Court - the supreme governing body. This decided to 
differentiate between fossil fuel extractors, using environmental cleanup and CCS as one criterion. 
Divestment is intended to be public and prolonged. Some evidence, reports, and decisions are publicly 
available: www.ed.ac.uk. 
 
Richard Millar, University of Oxford  
Divestment has recently been in the news at Oxford and elsewhere around the world. Outcomes such 
as at Oxford, where the university agreed to divest from holding direct coal stocks (of which it didn't 
own any anyway), make the lessons to take from this process unclear. Additionally, what divestment 
campaigns and other climate-relevant financial instruments currently don't consider is what investment 
decisions public bodies and extractive companies should be making in terms of cumulative 
sequestration capacity based on what we know about the cumulative nature of the impact of carbon 
emissions on the climate. The Oxford Martin Safe Carbon Initiative is working to focus attention of all 
involved in climate/energy investment on the required long-term transition to zero carbon that we 
know is required and must be incentivised by investment decisions today. 
 
Angela Whelan, Ecofin Foundation  
Angela leads the UK CCS Commercial Development Group and works with potential financiers, insurers, 
project developers and policy makers that are most active in the UK CCS space. She will discuss some of 
the main challenges that need to be overcome if CCS is to become investable and be viewed as a viable 
route to decarbonising fossil fuel power generation. 
 
Belinda Perriman, CCS Consultant  
Belinda would like to challenge the narrative around climate change and the role of the fossil fuel 
industry in climate change mitigation. We have grown up on a narrative of Hollywood 'good guys' and 
'bad guys'; the fossil fuel industry being placed squarely in the 'bad guy' camp and renewable energy in 
the 'good guy' camp. The move away from fossil fuels to renewables is woefully slow. We have also 
grown up on Hollywood scripts where someone rides in to save the day at the very last moment. But we 
live in the real world; it's the only world we have got to live on and we need to get real. Here is how and 
why CCS is vital in the real world narrative.... 
 
 



Chris Littlecott, E3G 
Chris will give an environmental NGO perspective on the role of CCS with respect to fossil fuel 
divestment 

12:50-13:00 Wrap Up and Closing Remarks 

13:00 
Onwards 

NETWORKING LUNCH- FOYER, TIC 

 

NETWORKING RECEPTION AND DINNER – TUESDAY 8 SEPTEMBER 2015 

The Networking Reception on Tuesday 8 September will take place in Tellers Brasserie at The Corinthian (191 Ingram 

Street, G1 1DA) and will be followed by a dinner in The Flying Scotsman, also at The Corinthian. The Corinthian is a 

short walk away and is labelled in the map in the delegate pack. There is a fixed capacity for the dinner and therefore 

if you have not registered, we will unfortunately not be able to accommodate you. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

BIANNUAL MEETING FEEDBACK SURVEY 
 

We want to hear from you! 

 

In order to help us make future UKCCSRC Biannual meetings better for you, 

please fill out our feedback survey online after the meeting! 

It’ll only take 5 minutes. 

 

https://www.surveymonkey.com/r/strathclyde2015feedback 

 

As an added incentive, once the survey is completed, you’ll get exclusive 

access to the presentations from the meeting! 

https://www.surveymonkey.com/r/strathclyde2015feedback


CHAIRS 

 

Andy Chadwick 

Individual Merit Research Scientist, British Geological Survey 

Andy has been involved with CO2 storage since 1998 participating in many European CO2 

storage research projects and a number of UK government and industrially-funded ones. His 

main interests lie in storage site characterisation, monitoring and regulation. Current research 

directions include quantitative analysis of time-lapse seismic data to characterise CO2 plumes, 

and history-matched flow modelling to understand CO2 migration in reservoirs. He has advised 

a number of national and international regulatory bodies and is particularly interested in 

developing pragmatic integrated monitoring systems and strategies for industrial-scale storage 

sites.  

 

Jon Gibbins 

Director, UKCCSRC and Professor of Power Plant Engineering and Carbon Capture, University of Edinburgh 

Jon has worked on coal and biomass gasification and combustion for over 25 years, at Foster 

Wheeler, Imperial College and University of Edinburgh and on carbon capture and storage (CCS) 

since 2002. He is currently the Principal Investigator of the UK Carbon Capture and Storage 

Research Centre supported by the Engineering and Physical Sciences Research Council (EPSRC) 

as part of the Research Councils UK Energy Programme. He is also the Professor of Power Plant 

Engineering and Carbon Capture at the Institute for Materials and Processes based at the 

University of Edinburgh. He is involved in a number of other academic, industrial and 

government initiatives on CCS in the UK and overseas, including the DECC Advisory Committee 

on Carbon Abatement Technology, and has also contributed to a number of media pieces and other outreach 

activities on CCS. 

 

John Gluyas 

Professor in CCS & Geo-Energy & Dean of Knowledge Exchange in the Department of Earth Sciences, Durham 

University  

Jon Gluyas is a geologist whose career has spanned both industry and academia.  Educated in 

the UK (BSc Sheffield, PhD Liverpool), Jon joined the petroleum industry in 1981.  There 

followed an international career of 28 years in which he worked around the globe in both 

exploration and production.  During the mid-1990s a hastily arranged visit to Venezuela exposed 

Jon to the issues and opportunities presented by aging and abandoned oilfields.  Rejuvenating 

such fields became his passion and led him from multinational company BP, via UK 

independents Monument and Lasmo, to founding first Acorn Oil and Gas and subsequently 

Fairfield Energy.  Acorn was the first company to redevelop a completely abandoned North Sea 

field.  A change of direction in 2009 saw Jon becoming the first professor in Europe to hold a chair in Geoenergy, 

Carbon Capture and Storage (Durham University, UK).  Throughout his career Jon has published over 60 articles, a 

text book and edited two books.  He has served on the ruling Council of the Geological Society (2003-2007), was 

president of the Petroleum Exploration Society of Great Britain in 2009, President of the Earth Science Teachers 

Association between 2010 and 2012, Chairman of the British Geological Survey Board (2010-2011) and Chairman of 

the UK CCS Research Centre Development Board in 2011.  He is now Head of Department in Earth Sciences at Durham 

University and a Member of Senate. 

 

Mathieu Lucquiaud 

Royal Academy of Engineering Research Fellow, University of Edinburgh 

Mathieu has been working on CCS since 2005, first at Imperial College London and then the 

University of Edinburgh. He has a PhD in Mechanical Engineering from Imperial College and 

currently holds a 5 year research fellowship from the Royal Academy of Engineering. He started 

working on CO2 capture from Natural Gas Power stations in 2010 by examining capture-ready 

options for new combined cycle plants, and is now particularly interested in power plant 



engineering options in gas turbine technology capable of making a step change in cost of electricity generation with 

CCS. 

 

David Reiner 

Senior Lecturer in Technology Policy and Director of the MPhil in Technology Policy Programme 

David is the member of the UKCCSRC coordination group responsible for policy, economics and 

finance and leads the cross-cutting issues research group.  He is Senior Lecturer in Technology 

Policy at Judge Business School, University of Cambridge.  He is also Assistant Director of the 

Energy Policy Research Group (EPRG) at Cambridge and a research associate of the Carbon 

Capture and Storage Technologies Program at MIT. Current research activities include the 

international surveys of public and stakeholder perceptions of low-carbon technologies, 

grassroots activism, and public communications and acceptance of CCS technologies.  He is also 

a member of the Guangdong CCS Ready Project, the EU’s Zero Emission Power technology platform Task Force on 

Public Communications, the Advisory Board of the Dutch national CCS programme CATO-2, and the steering 

committee of the International Energy Agency Greenhouse Gas Programme's Social Research Network. 

 

SPEAKERS 

 

Brian Allison  

Assistant Head CCS R&D and Innovation, DECC 

Brian Allison is the Assistant Head of Carbon Capture and Storage Research Development and 

Innovation at the Department of Energy and Climate Change. He has worked on energy policy 

since 2002. He joined the Office of Carbon Capture and Storage (OCCS) in 2010, initially leading 

on regulation policy (notably CO2 storage and transport third party access regulations), supply 

chain development, CO2-EOR, and Industrial CCS; however, since March Brian has been 

directing CCS R&D policy. Brian represents the UK at the Technical Group of the Carbon 

Sequestration Leadership Forum (CSLF), IEA Greenhouse Gas R&D Programme (IEAGHG) and 

IEA Working Party on Fossil Fuels (IEAWPFF), where he is pursuing opportunities to encourage 

the development of CCS R&D internationally. Brian is currently working with the Energy Technologies Institute (ETI) 

on the Strategic UK CCS Storage Appraisal Project, developing, with international Partners, the CCS ERA-NET (ACT) 

and providing support to the Caledonia Clean Energy Project together with Scottish Government. Brian is also a part 

time Associate Lecturer with The Open University, where he tutors students on their Renewable Energy and 

Communication and Information Technology courses. 

 

Jan Brouwer 

Program Director, CATO 

Jan Brouwer graduated from Utrecht University in 1988 and started his professional career as 

an associate professor in Exploration Geophysics. From 1992 till 2001 he worked as R&D 

manager at OYO, focusing mainly on reflection seismic exploration. After he joined TNO-

Netherlands Organization for Applied Scientific Research in 2001 he has been active in both 

Exploration and Production programmes. From 2006-2009 he was engaged as managing 

director of the joint TNO-SHELL- TU-DELFT research programme ISAPP (Integrated System 

Approach Petroleum Production). Since September 2009 he is the director of the national 

Dutch CCS research program CATO-2. 

 

Joshua Brunert 

Analyst, Carbon Trust 

Joshua works at the Carbon Trust as an analyst advising UK and international public bodies on 

innovation policy for low carbon technologies. Most recently, he has been developing an update 

on the CCS Technology Innovation Needs Assessment for the Low Carbon Innovation 

Coordination Group. This exercise analyses where innovations in CCS can have a significant 

impact on reducing the cost of deployment and supporting GVA and jobs in the UK. 



Tania Constable 

Chief Executive Officer, CO2CRC 

Tania Constable is the CEO of CO2CRC and a Senior Fellow of the University of Melbourne. Tania 

has had an extensive career in the Australian Public Service, most recently with the 

Commonwealth Treasury working on taxation matters within the revenue group. Prior to this 

she worked in the field of resources and energy over the last 17 years. She has been 

instrumental in the development and implementation of policies and regulations applying to 

Australia’s on and offshore mineral and energy resources. Her experience includes various 

senior resources and energy roles in the Department of Industry. Most recently, Tania was the 

Head of Resources, where she had responsibility for policy and legislative advice to the Minister for Industry on oil 

and gas regulation, exploration and development and mining activities, across petroleum, coal, minerals and 

uranium. In 2013, Tania was recognised with an Australia Day Meritorious Award Public Service Medal for 

outstanding public service in the development of Australia’s Liquefied Natural Gas and other resource and energy 

industries. 

 

Emrah Durusut 

Principal Consultant, Element Energy 

Emrah is a Principal Consultant at Element Energy, a leading low carbon energy consultancy 

working with a broad range of private and public sector clients to address challenges across the 

low carbon energy sector. Emrah leads Element Energy’s work in the CCS sector and provide 

insight and analysis across all parts of the CCS chain including CO2 capture in the power and 

industry sectors, onshore and offshore CO2 transport and CO2 storage including CO2-enhanced 

oil recovery. Emrah helps his clients understand CCS markets, technologies, policies, economics, 

regulations and legal aspects. Emrah holds an MPhil in Engineering for Sustainable 

Development from Cambridge University and a BSc in Mechanical Engineering. 

 

Karen Finney 

Research Fellow, University of Sheffield 

Karen is a research fellow in the Energy 2050 group, within the Department of Mechanical 

Engineering at the University of Sheffield. She graduated from the University of Southampton 

with a BSc in Geography, before defecting to engineering – achieving a distinction in her MSc 

(Eng.) and then a PhD, both in energy and environmental engineering from the University of 

Sheffield. Her research experience and expertise is in low-carbon and sustainable energy 

generation, focussing on biomass/waste/fossil fuel combustion, gas turbines, carbon capture, 

fuel pre-treatments, district heating and combined heat and power. She works extensively on 

numerous experimental rigs at the UKCCSRC PACT Core Facilities. She is currently on a part-time 

research sabbatical at Alstom Power Ltd. 

 

Steve Furnival  

Reservoir Engineer, HoBoil Limited 

Steve has worked in the oil industry for nearly 30 years in a variety of oil companies, service 

companies, petroleum software organisations and consultancy companies. He has conducted 

multiple EOR studies looking at thermal, chemical and solvent methods. For the last four years 

he has been an Independent Consultant and for the bulk of this period he has been the 

Reservoir Engineer for National Grid Carbon working on the White Rose Project. 

 

Den Gammer 

Strategy Manager CCS, ETI 

Den has been the Strategy Manager for CCS at the ETI since 2010, and is responsible for the 

selection and shaping of projects in the CCS area. He is experienced in technology management, 

having worked in major projects, joint venture formation and plant construction. He managed 

technology licensing teams and R&D teams in BP. He is a chemical engineer by training, with 



experience in both chemicals and oil refining, and has extensive experience in Intellectual Property management. 

 

Bob Gatliff 

Director Energy and Marine Geoscience, BGS 

Robert Gatliff MA MSc CGeol, Director for Energy and Marine Geoscience at the British 

Geological Survey Robert Gatliff is a petroleum and marine geologist who has worked 

extensively on the United Kingdom Continental Shelf for BGS. He has contributed to the BGS 

offshore mapping and regional report series and worked extensively on the Atlantic Margin. He 

was appointed Head of Marine and Petroleum Geology in BGS in 2004 and has led the 

development of the BGS multibeam mapping capability, a new generation of subsea sampling 

technology and the European contribution to IODP operations. He has worked closely with 

DECC, Oil & Gas UK and the new Oil and Gas Authority in the implementation of the Sir Ian 

Wood Report recommendations and the 21st Century exploration roadmap. 

 

Sam Gomersall 

Ideas Spark, Pale Blue Dot Energy 

Sam is Ideas Spark at Pale Blue Dot Energy. During the last eight years Sam has been deeply 

involved in the delivery of early stage CCS projects, working on funding applications and studies, 

with a focus on UK projects. Before that, Sam worked in upstream oil and gas for 25 years. Sam 

is passionate about taking action on climate change and sees CCS as a critical component of the 

energy transition 

 

Phil Hare 

Director, Pöyry Management Consulting 

Phil Hare joined Pöyry in 2004 and has almost thirty years’ experience in the energy industry. He 

specialises in corporate strategy, particularly energy companies entering new countries and 

building new businesses. In recent years his work has focused on how deployment of 

renewables will fundamentally affect the nature of the industry. He leads Pöyry’s Market 

Analysis & Market Design Global Consultancy Practice. His clients range from some of Europe’s 

largest energy companies, to new market entrants, and regulators and policymakers. Before 

joining Pöyry he held a variety of senior management posts over fourteen years at Powergen plc 

(latterly EON-UK) in both the corporate centre and in operational businesses. He has a Degree 

and Doctorate from Oxford University. 

 

Stuart Haszeldine 

Professor of Carbon Capture and Storage, University of Edinburgh 

Stuart has 25 years’ experience working with subsurface information from basin-scale to field-

scale in hydrocarbon extraction and in waste disposal.  He was awarded the Scottish Science 

Prize in 1999, and elected Fellow of the Royal Society of Edinburgh in 2003.  Since 2005 he has 

created the UK's largest University group examining CO2 storage geology, with a particular focus 

on natural analogues and seepage processes through overburden. He is currently co-leader of 

the Scottish Centre for Carbon Storage, lead scientist on CO2 storage for the UK Energy Research 

Centre, and co-leader of the academic network UKCCSRC.  He served as advisor to the 2005-6 

UK Parliament Science and Technology Committee on CO2 capture and storage.  Several pieces of evidence have been 

submitted to UK government consultations on CCS. 

 

Richard Heap 

Executive Analyst, Energy Research Partnership 

Richard joined the Energy Research Partnership as an Executive Analyst in January 2009. He 

works on a diversity of issues, the most recent being CO2-EOR. Others include Nuclear Fission, 

Public Engagement, Hydrogen, Smart Energy and Industrial Energy Efficiency. He also worked on 

the Energy Innovation Milestones to 2050 project. Before ERP, Richard was Senior Policy 



Advisor on Energy and Climate Change, at the Royal Society, leading influential projects on ocean acidification, 

geoengineering, biofuels, CCS and radioactive waste management, including a report on the management of 

separated plutonium. He also wrote and prepared statements on climate change for the G8 Science Academies. 

Richard completed both his degrees at Imperial College, graduating in Biology followed by an MSc in Environmental 

Technology. 

 

Dehao Ju 

Lecturer, Shanghai Jiao Tong University 

Deahao has the following research interests; fuel atomization and combustion in engines, flow 

and spray measurement and analysis, flash-boiling atomization and multi-threshold image 

processing tech. He is the Principal Investigator for the following projects; “Quantitative 

Measurements of CO2 and Fuel Distributions in the Flash Boiling Atomization of Gas Dissolved 

Diesel Using IR PLIF and UV PLIF” and “Internal Nozzle Flow Analysis of Flash-Boiling Atomization 

with Gas Dissolved Fuels by the Multi-Threshold Algorithm”. 

 

Stephen Kerr 

Project Director, Caledonia Clean Energy Project 

Stephen Kerr is responsible for project development activities on the proposed Caledonia Clean 

Energy Project. Stephen is a graduate Aeronautical Engineer and a Chartered Mechanical 

Engineer with over 25 years worldwide experience on a wide range of renewable energy, oil & 

gas and construction projects. Most recently Stephen led the development of the Inch Cape 

Offshore Wind Farm project situated around 15 km off the Angus coastline and consisting of up 

to 110 turbines with a capacity of around 784 MW. Stephen is based in Edinburgh. 

 

Mark Lewis 

Low Carbon Consultant, Tees Valley Unlimited 

Mark came to Teesside in 1978 to what was then ICI working in the utilities field as well as oil 

refining and the Olefins Business. After some 6 years promoting Lean Manufacturing to the UK’s 

process sectors via the PICME initiative he joined the Process Industry Cluster NEPIC in 2006. 

Here he became involved with the development of Industrial Carbon Capture in the Tees Valley 

and led the EU project LOCIMAP on Industrial Parks aiming to develop these as the future for 

Low Carbon Energy Intensive manufacture in the EU. Since early 2015 he has been working in 

the Local Enterprise Partnership Tees Valley Unlimited as their Low Carbon lead developing the 

Teesside Collective as the first industrial CCS network in the UK  

 

Chris Littlecott 

Programme Leader - Fossil Fuel Transition & CCS, E3G 

Chris is Programme Leader for Fossil Fuel Transition and CCS at the independent environmental 

organisation E3G. He is also a Policy Research Associate with Scottish Carbon Capture and 

Storage, and a member of the Advisory Council of ZEP. From 2008 to 2011 he served as the UK 

board member and Vice President of European Environmental Bureau, Europe’s largest network 

of environmental organisations. 

 

Hao Liu 

Professor of Energy Engineering, University of Nottingham 

Professor Hao Liu is a Chair in Energy Engineering and the Associate Director of the EPSRC DTC 

in CCS and Cleaner Fossil Energy at the University of Nottingham. He has research expertise in 

coal/biomass combustion/gasification, power plant engineering, carbon capture and fluidized 

beds. Currently he leads two EPSRC-funded projects (Gas CCS Challenge project, EP/J020745/1; 

Future Conventional Power Generation Challenge project, EP/M01536X/1) and one UK CCSRC 

Phase 1 Call project (C1-27). 

 



Enzo Mangano 

Lecturer, University of Edinburgh 

During his PhD at the Carbon Capture group at the University of Edinburgh, as part of the 

“Innovative Gas Separations for Carbon Capture” project, he used the Zero Length Column 

technique for the characterisation of the equilibrium and kinetic properties of more than 200 

different novel adsorbents for carbon capture from coal-fired power plants. As part of the 

“Adsorption Materials and Processes for Carbon Capture from Gas-Fired Power Plants” 

(AMPGas) project, his postdoctoral research activity consisted on the design and commissioning 

of a bench scale rotary wheel adsorber for carbon capture. The system aims to demonstrate the 

capture process based on rapid thermal swings and validate the prediction of the detailed 

adsorption model being developed. 

 

Richard Millar 

Researcher - Oxford Martin Safe Carbon Investment Initiative, University of Oxford 

Richard is a researcher with the Oxford Martin Safe Carbon Investment Initiative. Coming from a 

physical climate science background, his work focuses on trying to elucidate principles emerging 

from our understanding of the impact of cumulative carbon emissions on the climate system 

that are relevant to guide long-term investment decisions in the financial sector. He has 

previously worked on climate sensitivity topics for his doctoral work as well as work looking at 

climate mitigation pathways. 

 

A.-H. Alissa Park 

Lenfest Chair in Applied Climate Science & Director of the Lenfest Center for Sustainable Energy, Columbia 

University 

Ah-Hyung (Alissa) Park is the Lenfest Chair in Applied Climate Science of Earth and 

Environmental Engineering & Chemical Engineering at Columbia University in USA. She is also 

the Interim Director of the Lenfest Centre for Sustainable Energy. Her interdisciplinary research 

focuses on carbon capture, utilization and storage (CCUS) and sustainable energy conversion 

pathways with emphasis on innovative materials and reaction schemes based on the principles 

of particle technology and advanced carbonate chemistry. The current research efforts of Park's 

group include fundamental studies of the cutting-edge of CCUS by developing novel nano-scale 

materials for CO2 capture and better carbon storage options based on carbonate chemistry 

involving earth abundant silicate minerals.  

 

Belinda Perriman 

CCS Consultant, Teesside Collective 

From well site petroleum engineer on oil rigs in the South China Sea to financing oil & gas 

company start-ups in Kazakhstan and Nigeria, Belinda has always enjoyed the variety provided 

by the energy industry. Most recently specialising in clean energy, from helping to create the 

largest, sustainable Biofuels Joint Venture in Brazil to being the Shell lead at the start of the 

Peterhead CCS project in Scotland. Now working to keep the momentum around the eminently 

achievable Teesside Collective, an industrial CCS project. 

 

Åse Slangtern  

The Research Council of Norway 

Åse completed an MSc in physical chemistry at University of Oslo and has 20 years’ experience 

from SINTEF in catalysis, adsorbents and CO2 capture as researcher and later as Research 

Director. She was responsible for gas technology development in Aker Engineering & 

Technology for 5 years and has been a special adviser in the Research Council of Norway within 

CCS since September 2011. 

 

 



Daniel Sebastia-Saez 

PhD Student, Cranfield Univeristy 

Daniel Sebastia-Saez is currently a PhD candidate from the School of Energy, Environment and 

Agrifood at Cranfield University. Daniel graduated with a BSc degree in Mechanical Engineering 

(award with special distinction) in 2009 and an MSc in 2011 from Universitat Jaume I 

(Spain).  Daniel's general research area deals with the application of CFD codes to the analysis 

of the multiphase flow inside structured packing columns for post-combustion CCS. His PhD 

research outcome includes four journal papers on the topic. 

 

Angela Whelan 

Chief Executive, Ecofin Research Foundation 

Angela is Chief Executive of the Ecofin Reseach Foundation. She is working on a joint initiative 

with the Energy Technologies Institute to mobilise private sector capital for CCS, she also leads 

the UK CCS Commercial Development Group and is a member of CCS Development Forum. 

Previously she has held roles as a portfolio manager and as a senior financial analyst at several 

global investment banks; throughout her career she has focused on the utility and renewable 

energy sectors.  Angela has a B.A. in economics from Carleton University, Canada and an M.A. 

and D.Phil. in Ecomomics from Sussex University. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



POSTER PRESENTATIONS 
*the following list is correct as of 27 August 2015. More posters may be present at the meeting 

 

UKCCSRC CALL 1 & 2 PROJECT POSTERS 

 

Principal Investigator Institution Project title 

CALL 1 

Maxine Akhurst British Geological Society  
Glacistore: Understanding Late Cenozoic Glaciation and Basin Processes for 
the Development of Secure Large-scale Offshore CO2 Storage (North Sea) 

Maria-Chiara Ferrari University of Edinburgh Mixed matrix membranes for post-combustion capture 

Mike George University of Nottingham 
Determination of water solubility limits in CO2 mixtures to deliver water 
specification levels for CO2 transportation. 
 

Richard Graham University of Nottingham 
Tractable equations of state for CO2 mixtures in CCS: Algorithms 
for automated generation and optimisation, tailored to end-users 

Hao Liu University of Nottingham 
Experimental Investigation with PACT facility and CFD modelling of oxy-coal 
combustion with recycling real flue gas and vent gas of compression and 
purification units 

Haroun Mahgerefteh University College London 
Multiphase flow modelling for hazard assessment of dense phase CO2 
pipelines containing impurities 

Richard Marsh Cardiff University 
A study of dilution and velocity effects on the flashback and blowoff of an 
atmospheric methane-oxygen swirl flame 
                                    
 Julia Race Strathclyde University FleCCSNet - Flexible CCS Network Development 

Mohamed Pourkashanian University of Sheffield 
UKCCSRC Bio-CAP-UK: Air/Oxy Biomass Combustion with CO2 Capture 
Technology, UK Study 

John Williams British Geological Society Fault seal controls on storage capacity 

CALL 2 

Ben Anthony Cranfield University 
UK demonstration of Enhanced Calcium looping, and first Global 
Demonstration of Advanced Doping Techniques 

Valerie Dupont University of Leeds 
Novel Materials and Reforming Processing Route for the Production of 
Ready-Separated CO2/N2/H2 from Natural Gas Feedstocks 

Paul Fennell Imperial College London Advanced Sorbents for CCS via Controlled Sintering 

Mike George  University of Nottingham 
Measurement of water solubility limits of CO2 mixtures to underpin the safe 
pipeline transportation of CO2 

Stuart Gilfillan University of Edinburgh 
Quantifying Residual and Dissolution Trapping in the CO2CRC Otway 
Injection Site 

Jason Hallett Imperial College London 
Process-performance indexed design of task-specific ionic liquids for post-
combustion CO2 capture 

Samuel Krevor Imperial College London Multiscale Characterisation of CO2 Storage in the United Kingdom 

Mathieu Lucquiaud University of Edinburgh 
Towards more flexible power generation with CCS: Pilot plant test 
campaigns for best practice guidelines for post-combustion capture 

Lin Ma University of Leeds 
Investigating the radiative heat flux in small and large scale oxy-coal 
furnaces for CFD model development and system scale up 

Haroun  Mahgerefteh University College London 
The Development and Demonstration of Best Practice Guidelines for 
the Safe Start-up Injection of CO2 into Highly-Depleted Gas Fields 

Mercedes  Maroto-Valer Heriot-Watt University 
Performance of Flow Meters with Dense Phase CO2 and CCS Recovery 
Streams 

Julia Race Strathclyde University 
Shelter and Escape in the Event of a Release of CO2 from CCS Transport 
Infrastructure (S-CAPE) 

Cheng-gong  Sun University of Nottingham 
Novel reductive rejuvenation approaches for degraded amine solutions 
from PCC in power plants 

Yong  Yan University of Kent CO2 Flow Metering through Multi-Modal Sensing and Statistical Data Fusion 



ECR POSTER PRESENTATIONS 

 

Poster Author Institution Poster title 

Ruta Karolyte University of Edinburgh Oxygen isotope shift in natural springs by exchange with CO2 

Toluwanimi Kolawole Newcastle University 
N,N-diethylethanolamine (DEEA) for CO2 capture: CO2 absorption kinetics 
using stirred cell reactor. 
 

Jingjing Liu University of Nottingham 
Performance enhanced activated spherical carbon adsorbents for CO2 
capture 
 

Johannes Miocic University of Edinburgh Does the fault seal? - A fault seal analysis of a natural CO2 reservoir 

Tamoghna Mitra University of Liverpool Nanoporous Organic Polymer/organic molecule Composite Membranes  

Ebuwa Osagie Cranfield University 
Modelling and evaluation of different process configurations for the post-
combustion CO2 capture plant with AMP solvent 
 

Yuan Sun University of Nottingham 
Novel reductive rejuvenation approaches for degraded amine solutions 
from PCC in power plants 
  

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

EARLY CAREER RESEARCHER POSTER PRIZE 
 

Up to four prizes will be awarded to Early Career Researchers (ECR) for the best poster presentations at the meeting 

covering the range of capture, storage and cross-cutting issues topics. Winners will receive a prize certificate and a 

voucher for £250 of CPD activities. 

 

Posters eligible for the prize will be labelled accordingly when displayed. 

 

The winners will be announced at the end of the meeting 

ECR INTERNATIONAL EXCHANGE FUND – CALL 4 

 

The UKCCSRC is very excited that the fourth call for applications to the ECR International Exchange Fund is now open. 

 

This fund offers a mechanism for UK-based early career researchers working and studying within the academic UK CCS 

community to work with the best CCS researchers around the world. Funds are available to support and strengthen both 

emerging and existing international collaborations. 

 

Awards are available for a duration of between one week and one month. However, applications for exchanges of a longer 

duration will be considered where co-funding from other sources has been obtained (or is being applied for). The visit 

must take place within nine months of notification of funding. 

 

The deadline for the current call is 09:00 UK time on Monday 28th September 2015. For more information on the fund 

and the application process speak to Emilie Brady, ECR Programme Manager, network@ukccsrc.ac.uk or visit the website:  

https://ukccsrc.ac.uk/call/ecr-international-exchange-fund-call-4  

mailto:network@ukccsrc.ac.uk
https://ukccsrc.ac.uk/call/ecr-international-exchange-fund-call-4


DELEGATE LIST 

*please note this is correct as of 31 August 2015 and late registrations are not listed here 

 

First Name Last Name Institution/Organisation 

Kehinde Adefila University of Strathclyde 

Maxine Akhurst British Geological Survey 

Muhammad Akram The University of Sheffield 

Usman Ali University of Sheffield 

Brian Allison DECC 

Khalidah Al-Qayim University of Sheffield 

Mohammed Dahiru Aminu Cranfield University 

Kirsty Anderson Global CCS Institute 

Edward Anthony Cranfield University 

Lindsay-Marie Armstrong University of Southampton 

David Bell Scottish Environment Protection Agency 

Thom Best University of Leeds 

Rupesh Bhavsar University  of Manchester 

Jerry Blackford Plymouth Marine Laboratory 

Robert Bloom University of Leeds 

Emilie Brady UKCCSRC 

Jan Brouwer CATO 

Peter Brownsort SCCS 

Joshua Brunert Carbon Trust 

Christopher Bryceland Scottish Enterprise 

Neil Burnside university of glasgow 

Fay Campbell UKCCSRC 

Andy Chadwick BGS 

Adam Colbourne University of Cambridge 

Tania Constable CO2CRC 

Russell Cooper National Grid 

Diganta Das Loughborough University 

Matthew Davidson University of Bath 

Lunbo Duan Cranfield University 

Valerie Dupont The University of Leeds 

Emrah Durusut Element Energy 

Mike Edwards UKCCSRC 

Tony Espie BP Group Technology 

Karen Finney University of Sheffield 

Davey Fitch SCCS 

David Fitzgerald Doosan Babcock Limited 

Ashleigh Fletcher University of Strathclyde 

Stephanie Flude University of Edinburgh 

Carolina Font Palma University of Chester 

Steve Furnival HoBoil Limited 

Jose Luis Galvez Martos University of Aberdeen 

Davide Gamboa British Geological Survey 

Den Gammer ETI 

Bob Gatliff BGS 

Chris Gent British Geological Survey 

Jon Gibbins UKCCSRC / University of Edinburgh 

Tony Giles Cardiff University 

Stuart Gilfillan University of Edinburgh 

Jon Gluyas Durham University 

Sam Gomersall Pale Blue Dot Energy 

Rachael Hall Alstom Power 

Phil Hare Poyry Management Consulting 

Stuart Haszeldine SCCS, University of Edinburgh 



Richard Heap Energy Research Partnership 

Niklas Heinemann University of Edinburgh 

Md Moinul Hossain University of Strathclyde 

Xiaohong Huang University of Edinburgh 

Johan Hustad NTNU 

Gareth Johnson SCCS/University of Edinburgh 

David Jones BG Group 

Dehao Ju Shanghai Jiao Tong University 

Vasanth Kumar Kannuchamy Queen Mary University of London 

Ruta Karolyte University of Edinburgh 

Jie Ke University of Nottingham 

Mark Kelman Independent 

Stephen Kerr Caledonia Clean Energy Project 

Sarah Keynes NERC 

Rachel Kilgallon University of Edinburgh 

Toluwanimi Kolawole Newcastle University 

Clea Kolster Imperial College London 

Yulia Kopan Atkins 

Mark Lewis Tees Valley Unlimited 

Jun Li University of Strathclyde 

Xi Liang UK-China (Guangdong) CCUS Centre / University of Edinburgh 

Chris Littlecott E3G 

Hao Liu University of Nottingham 

Xin Liu University of Nottingham 

Jingjing Liu UNIVERSITY OF NOTTINGHAM 

Jinyu Liu University of Kent 
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The road so far… Future cost evolution 

Source: Fraunhofer Institute Source: Pöyry, BNEF, IRENA, EPA, NREL, Black & Veatch, DOE, DECC, STA  

PHOTOVOLTAICS… 
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BATTERIES… 

Li-ion cells (€/kWh, 2014 money) 

Source: Pöyry, BNEF, EIA, Navigant, McKinsey, Tesla, Nature Climate Change  
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CFD AUCTION ROUND 1 
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20252020/2021 2030

1 Mt 9 Mt 36 Mt

5 Mt

2 Mt 6 Mt 16 Mt

17 Mt

Shoreline terminals
Storage only
EOR fields 
New offshore pipelines
New  onshore pipelines
Re-use offshore pipelines
Re-use onshore pipelines

Goldeneye

5/42 
aquifer

Captain aquifer 

Teesside –
St. Fergus 
trunk 
pipeline

Feeder 10

EOR field 1 
(2022)

EOR field 2 
(2025) EOR field 3

EOR field 4

EOR field 5

CNS 
aquifer 2

New parallel 
onshore 
pipeline

New  over-sized 
trunk pipeline

Existing over-sized 
Goldeneye pipeline

20252020/2021 2030

1 Mt 5 Mt 11 Mt

2 Mt 8 Mt 29 Mt

Shoreline terminals
Storage only
EOR fields 
New offshore pipelines
New  onshore pipelines
Re-use offshore pipelines
Re-use onshore pipelines

Goldeneye

5/42 
aquifer

Captain 
aquifer 
(2022) Feeder 10

Existing over-sized 
Goldeneye pipeline

SNS aquifer 2

CNS aquifer 2

Potential EOR 
development

New  over-sized 
trunk pipeline

20252020/2021 2030

1 Mt 5 Mt 9 Mt

2 Mt 6 Mt 13 Mt

Shoreline terminals
Storage only
EOR fields 
New offshore pipelines
New  onshore pipelines
Re-use offshore pipelines
Re-use onshore pipelines

Goldeneye

5/42 
aquifer

Captain aquifer 

Feeder 10

CNS 
aquifer 2

5 Mt 9 Mt

5 Mt
2 Mt

12 Mt

SNS 
aquifer 2

SNS 
aquifer 3

EIS 
hydrocarbon 

Potential EOR 
development

New  over-sized 
trunk pipeline

Existing over-sized 
Goldeneye pipeline

Strike prices for concentrated 

Concentrated 

Balanced 

CO2-EOR 
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DELIVERING COST REDUCTION 

Fewer projects, faster timescales…how can/should research efforts support this? 
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What is the ETI? 

• The Energy Technologies Institute (ETI) is a 
public-private partnership between global 
industries and UK Government 

Delivering... 

• Targeted development, demonstration and de-
risking of new technologies for  affordable and 
secure energy 

• Shared risk 
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ETI Portfolio 

Nine Technology Programme Areas 
 
Delivering... 
New knowledge 
Technology development 
Technology demonstration 
Reduced risk 

Nine Technology Programme Areas 
 
Delivering... 
New knowledge 
Technology development 
Technology demonstration 
Reduced risk 
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Scenarios  - giving target ranges for CCS 

 
• No explicit government target for the “mix” of clean power producers, but 

 
– Policy and obligation to reduce GHG emissions by 80% by 2050, from 1990 levels. 
– Acceptance of CCC conclusion that power sector decarbonises first  (cost) 
– Gas Generation Strategy  decarbonisation - 100g CO2/kWh by 2030 needs CCS  
– DECC published projections in range 1GW – 13GW scenarios by 2030, 5GW CCS in most 

recent case. 
– CCC 4th carbon budget – 10GW CCS by 2030. 
   
ETI Scenarios Work (2015) 
 
 Balancing a “lowest cost “ pathway solution (higher demand for CCS) with a later start, normal 
individual project schedules and reasonable risk taking, focuses on  
– 10 GW CCS by 2030 (nominally 50 MT/a) 
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Three main roll – out scenarios based on policy backdrop  

CCS 
growth  

• High CO2-EOR policy support (e.g. tax incentives) 
• CO2 has a value due to the CO2-EOR projects 

“CO2-EOR” 

“Balanced” “Concentrated” 

• Push “on all fronts” to 
win support from 
diverse stakeholders.  

• A variety of regional 
source clusters 

• Multiple fuel sources 
and  capture 
technologies 

• Geographic 
concentration around 
the two competition 
projects Dominant 
role for SNS storage 
and gas CCS 
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‘CO2-EOR’ 

36 Mt 

16 Mt 

17 Mt 

EOR field 3 

EOR field 4 

EOR field 5 

CNS 
aquifer 2 

New parallel 
onshore 
pipeline 

‘Balanced’ 

9 Mt 

13 Mt 

CNS 
aquifer 2 

9 Mt 

5 Mt 
2 Mt 

12 Mt 

SNS 
aquifer 3 

EIS 
hydrocarbon  

Potential EOR 
development 

‘Concentrated’ 

11 Mt 

29 Mt SNS aquifer 2 

CNS aquifer 2 

Potential EOR 
development 

Shoreline terminals 
Storage only 
EOR fields  
New offshore pipelines 
New  onshore pipelines 
Re-use offshore pipelines 
Re-use onshore pipelines 

Potential 2030 scenarios for the UK 
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Balanced Scenario to 2030 
2025 2020/2021 2030 

1 Mt 5 Mt 9 Mt 

2 Mt 6 Mt 13 Mt 

Shoreline terminals 
Storage only 
EOR fields  
New offshore pipelines 
New  onshore pipelines 
Re-use offshore pipelines 
Re-use onshore pipelines 

Goldeneye 

5/42 
aquifer 

Captain 
aquifer  

Feeder 
10 

Goldeneye 
pipeline 

CNS 
aquifer 
2 

5 Mt 9 Mt 

5 Mt 
2 Mt 

12 Mt 

SNS 
aquifer 2 

SNS 
aquifer 
3 

EIS 
hydrocarbo
n  

Potential EOR 
development 

New  over-sized 
trunk pipeline 

2010 – 450 gms/kWh 2020 – 330 gms/kWh  2030  - 75 gms/kWh 
Equivalent ESME power carbon intensity ( covering all mitigation activities)  
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Key conclusions on Scenario Work 
• 10 GW equivalent scale CCS sector by 2030 is feasible and affordable by a range of different 

paths, based on co-ordinated cluster / hub development 
 

• Timely implementation of both CCS Commercialisation Programme projects 
 

• Strike prices at or below £100 / MWh achievable by 2025 with further potential for cost reduction 
by 2030 

– Efficient use of stores and transport infrastructure developed under the commercialisation 
programme is key 

 
• This outcome can be delivered by creating a supportive policy environment with early action 

on critical issues to bring forward timely investment 
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Technology readiness vs UK readiness 
Capture Status Current UK CCS Project 
Coal - PC Proven for power/chems No 

Coal - IGCC Proven for chems Yes 

Coal - Oxy Pilot – (Multiple) Yes 

Gas - PC Proven for EOR/chems Yes 

Refinery, Cement, Steel Pilots No 

Nat Gas Proven  No 

NH3, H2 Proven for chems No 

Storage  Status Current  UK  CCS Projects 

Open Aquifer Proven No 

Structured Aquifer Proven  Yes 

Dep. Oilfield - EOR Proven No 

Dep. Gas/Condensate field Pilot Yes 
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Phase 1 competition  and “10GW CCS / 50 MT/a” 
Project Store MT 

p90/p50 
(CO2Stored) 

Phase 1 
Injection 
MT/a 

Power 
GW 

Pipeline 
MT/a 

Peterhead 37/40 1 0.38 10 

White Rose 200/500 2 
 

0.44 gross 17 

Note 1. The 
White Rose 
store has an 
economic 
injectivity of 
around 10MT/a 
in CO2Stored 
 
Note 2. The 
Competition will 
not de-risk all of 
the White Rose 
store capacity 

• Phase 1: Impactful investment in main 
trunk lines, but only a start to appraisal 
effort 
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Action on preparedness – Transport and Storage  
Address shortage of appraised storage  
 
•      Long lead time of 9 years, non-trivial cost £50M 
•      Reward uncertain 
•      Step –out projects from Phase 1 projects 
           desirable to reuse infrastructure and lower risk 
•       Need for scale to lower costs 

 
 

Appraised stores total <1Gte  (CO2Stored 78Gtes) 

Strategic UK CCS Storage 
Appraisal Project 

Impact of Brine Production  
on Aquifer Storage Call 
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Action on Preparedness - Capture 
Address shortage of follow- up projects 
 
• Awaiting outcome of DECC commercialisation 

project 
• Uncertainty on incentives 
• Cost reduction in capture plant is required 
• But costing in the risk of new technology across the 

chain may favour lock-in  
 

Capex for the “Balanced Scenario” 

ETI Thermal Power Project 
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Policy  
• Governance for infrastructure sharing:   
    
• Strategy for capture readiness:  
 
• Financial incentives for industrial CCS:  
 
• Management of load factor risk for CCS power projects:  
 
• Risk management and governance for EOR:  
 
• Reflecting strategic value in CfD allocation decisions:  
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For more information 
about the ETI visit 
www.eti.co.uk 

For the latest ETI news 
and announcements 
email info@eti.co.uk 

The ETI can also be 
followed on Twitter 
@the_ETI 

Registered Office  
Energy Technologies Institute 
Holywell Building 
Holywell Park 
Loughborough 
LE11 3UZ 
 
 

For all general enquiries 
telephone the ETI on 
01509 202020. 
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Summary of scenarios 
Scenario Costs Strike prices Benefits / issues 

Concentrated  

Concentrated around first 2 
projects; dominant role for 
gas CCS with SNS storage. 

  

£13.4 bn CfD cost to 2030 

£2.2 bn per annum in 2030  

£22 bn capex spend 

  

Early Phase 2 projects < 
£100/MWh by 2025  

< £90/MWh in 2030 

  

Fast cost reduction, but 
limited optionality or 
deferred costs to 2030s. 

EOR-led 

Wood report-style push; 
market pull for CO2 for EOR 
supported by e.g. tax 
incentives.   

  

£12.2 bn CfD cost to 2030  

£2.0 bn pa in 2030  

£27 bn capex 

  

Both coal and gas plants < 
£100/MWh by late 2020’s 

Assumes £20/t CO2 price to 
EOR  

  

North Sea jobs & revenues 

Oil & gas production cuts 
net costs to society.   

Oil price risk exposure 

Balanced  

Mulitple regional clusters, 
fuels and capture 
technologies.  

  

  

£16.7 bn CfD cost to 2030,  

£3.2 bn per annum in 2030 

£31 bn capex  

  

New gas-fired plants < £100 
in 2030 as 3rd gen of plants 
developed  

  

Greater optionality for 2030s 
roll out  

Store & technology diversity 
= risk reduction 



Caledonia Clean Energy Project
Update

Stephen Kerr 
CCEP Project Director

UKCCSRC Autumn Biannual Meeting

University of Strathclyde •  8-9 September 2015



• Over 25 years experience on renewable energy, oil & gas 
and construction projects - UK and international

• 15 years working in renewable energy sector

• Most recently led Inch Cape Offshore Wind Farm 
development (up to 780MW east coast of Scotland) 
through concept, EIA, S36 consent and CfD application; 
2009 - 2015

• Based in Edinburgh
1

Stephen Kerr - Introduction



• 25-year old U.S. developer of clean-energy power plants

• Founded by Donald Paul Hodel (former Secretary of 
Energy & Secretary of the Interior) and Earl Gjelde (No. 2 
official at Energy & Interior)

• Traditional focus:  wind, solar, and state-of-the-art 
combined cycle natural gas-fired power plants

• Focus now:  power plants w/ CO2 capture & sequestration

• Our new CEO Jason Crew headed GE’s gasification unit

• Currently working on (1) two large gasification projects 
with 90+% CO2 pre-combustion capture, and (2) retrofits 
of coal & gas-fired plants for post-combustion CO2 capture

2

Summit Power Group



• Texas Clean Energy Project (TCEP) is in the financing stage 
and ready to start construction, once contracts are final

• Caledonia Clean Energy Project (CCEP):  much earlier stage

• CCEP is a sister project to TCEP; this has many advantages

• These two gasification power projects have in common:
– Commercial-scale power plants with 90+ percent CO2 capture

– No new technology – what’s new is integrating proven systems

– Siemens gasifiers & Siemens high-hydrogen combustion turbines

– Lead EPC contractor is Chinese company with key experience

– Export-Import Bank of China is the expected project lender

– Both projects should be attractive to equity investors

3

Two Summit CCS Projects:
Texas & Scotland



• 400+ MW “polygen” gasification plant to produce power, 
urea (fertilizer), and captured CO2 (90+% from coal) for EOR

• Located atop Permian Basin oilfields:  CO2 pipeline will be 
~1 km long, connecting to Kinder-Morgan pipeline system

• Largest award ($450M) in U.S. DOE’s Clean Coal Power 
Initiative, plus $100s of millions in special tax credits

• China Huanqiu Contracting & Engineering Corp. (HQC) is 
lead EPC contractor; China Ex-Im Bank will be lead lender

• Challenge through 2014/15 was to optimize plant / reduce 
cost

• Finalizing EPC contracts this month; financing commencing

4

TCEP Overview



TCEP Schematic Diagram
Coal Coal Gasification, 

Gas Cleanup, and 
Gas Separation

Water

Syngas

Syngas

Main Outputs “High 
Hydrogen” Syngas 

(~95% H2 / 5% CO) & 
Pure CO2

CO2

CO2

Ammonia / Urea 
Complex

CO2 Delivered to Oil 
Fields via Pipeline

~195 MW ultra low 
carbon power
to San Antonio

from high-hydrogen 
combustion turbine 
in combined cycle

~750,000 
tons/yr of urea 

delivered to 
major fertilizer 

company

~2 mm tons per 
year delivered 

to Oil Producers 

Brackish Water 
Purified via Reverse 

Osmosis

Oxygen

Air Separation Unit

* Additional revenue from sales of sulfuric acid, argon gas, & minor 
products
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• 570MW gasification plant w ~ 94% CO2 capture from coal

• Different balance to TCEP, optimized for power output

• Site is at Grangemouth, on Firth of Forth, near Edinburgh

• On- & off-shore CO2 transport infrastructure largely exists

• One of four (4) finalist projects in UK’s CCS Competition, 
but not one of the two (2) Competition projects chosen

• CCEP is a “Phase 2” project (per DECC Policy Scoping 
Document, Aug 2014) seeking clustered projects to help 
initiate CO2/EOR sector

• With our debt structure, CCEP doesn’t need a capital grant 
from DECC:  just a Contract for Difference (CfD)

6

CCEP - Overview



CCEP CO2 Chain
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St Fergus CO2 Hub

Caledonia
IGCC

UK
coal

Atlantic pipeline

• Second of a kind IGCC Plant following Texas Clean Energy Project (TCEP)
• 570MW low carbon electricity for a million UK homes

• 3.8 Mt/yr CO2 Captured – Over 90%
• Re-use of existing pipeline systems

• Linking Central Scotland with the Central North Sea

• Storage in proven offshore saline formation
• High security: subsea development (no platform)

• EOR Ready: Independent of Oil Company decision
• Emitter Cluster and Sink Cluster

• Development of St Fergus as a CO2 Hub

78km offshore

Northern UK 
Emissions Cluster

Future CO2 Import to 
Peterhead Harbour

Injection into proven 
saline formation 

under a depleted gas 
field



IGCC Plant Grangemouth
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Onshore Transportion
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• Onshore transport through connection to existing 
Feeder 10 Pipeline is planned (in talks w Nat’l Grid)

• Existing natural gas pipeline can be repurposed for CO2

transport

• A FEED study was completed during DEMO 1 
(Longannet) process

• Excess capacity may be used to transport other CO2

eventually

34

Tunnel or HDD
Tunnel or HDD

Tunnel 

HDD or Cofferdam 
(open cut)

Tunnel or HDD 

OPTION 1 (exit West)

OPTION 2 (exit South)



Planned Work Programme

• Currently finalising Grant Agreement, organisation and resources;
– Work Package 1:  Industrial research and development, resulting in the 

preliminary design and notional pricing of CCEP. 

– Work Package 2:  Feasibility study of requirements, constraints and 
mitigation including grid connection, planning and regulatory requirements, 
and financing considerations.

– Work Package 3:  Obtain required site options and/or exclusivity 
agreement(s) as project enablers

• 18 month programme, budget ≈ £6.0M, grant ≈ £4.2M

• Front loading important to de-risk project

10

Onshore

Transportation

Permitting

Technical

Economics

Finance

Commercial

Offshore
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CCEP – What We Need

• Policy stability, Development Risk, Phase 
1 projects moving into Phase 2 projects, 
Investor Confidence

• CO2 chain physical interfaces, electrical 
grid connection, knowledge sharing, cost 
reduction, shared infrastructure, 
complex commercial interfaces

• Political, public & local community 
support, dedicated CfD budget and 
mechanism

Continuity

Collaboration

Support 



Long Term - Opportunity

• CCEP as anchor for sustained effort to develop an entire 
integrated system, consisting of:

– Clustered CO2 capture projects (not just one project),

– Sharing a common CO2 pipeline and offshore infrastructure,

– To produce low-carbon electric power to replace the UK’s coal 
plants (which are slated for closure within 15 years), and

– To store carbon in depleted North Sea gas fields and saline 
formations, while also 

– Creating a CO2 for enhanced oil recovery (EOR) sector in the 
North Sea, with its own secure geological storage of CO2

12



• Sources of captured CO2:
– Peterhead Project:  capture from natural gas, for 10 years or more
– Caledonia #1 (a/k/a Grangemouth A):  capture from gasified coal
– Caledonia #2 (power plant) and/or capture from industrial sources
– Possible marine terminal to receive added CO2 from Europe by ship

• Onshore CO2 transport:  National Grid’s Feeder No. 10 line
– Caledonia #1 & #2 would leave room for industrial CCS sources as 

well, all using common infrastructure 
• Offshore CO2 transport:  existing + some new pipelines
• Offshore CO2 stores (providing the needed multiple sinks):

– Goldeneye (depleted gas field, existing platform & infrastructure)
– Suitable oilfields (with existing & new infrastructure for CO2/EOR)
– Saline formation underlying Goldeneye, if needed  

13

Long Term : Physical Components



• “Single source, single sink” should be avoided; multiple 
sources & sinks is the right way to do CCS where possible

• Use of a common CO2 transport & storage infrastructure 
will significantly reduce costs of CCS (including from 
industrial sources)

• Environmental benefits:  ~ 10 million tons/year of CO2
sequestered, plus ≈ 1,500 MW of ultra low-carbon power 
if Central Scotland opportunity is fully developed

• Major employment & economic development benefits

• UK leadership potential in CCUS & cooperation with China

14

Long Term - Benefits
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Thank you
Contact information:

• Stephen Kerr, CCEP Project Director: 
skerr@caledoniacleanenergyproject.com

• Jason Crew, CEO:  
jcrew@summitpower.com

• Eric Redman, Co-Chairman:  
eredman@summitpower.com

www.summitpower.com

mailto:skerr@caledoniacleanenergyproject.com
mailto:jcrew@summitpower.com
mailto:eredman@summitpower.com
http://www.summitpower.com/
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Delivered by; 
 
 Pale Blue Dot Energy 
 
 Axis Well Technology 
 
 Costain 
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Carbon Capture 
& Storage 

2 

Oil & Gas 
Transition 

3 

Emerging 
Energy 

Systems 

We help organisations of all sizes to create opportunities 
and mitigate risks arising from major changes in the energy 

markets.  

Management Consultants for the Energy Transition 

Strategic UK CCS Storage Appraisal Project 

Pale Blue Dot Energy 

Strategic UK CCS Storage Appraisal Project 
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Delivery Team 
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Management Consultants specialising in CCS 
• Consortium Lead & Project Manager 
• CO2 storage specialists 
• Site and portfolio evaluation 

Well Technology & Reservoir Development Specialists 
• Geological & Geophysical characterisation of sites 
• Reservoir & injectivity modelling 
• Well design & costing 

Engineering Solutions Provider 
• Offshore developments concepts and facilities requirements 
• Offshore pipeline concepts 
• Cost and schedule estimates 
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Progress 
UK CO2 
storage 

Provide 
confidence 

to CCS 
developers 

Create 
tangible 
storage 

options for 
Phase 2 
projects 

Show that 
developable 

storage 
capacity 
exists 

Progress 
the 

appraisal 
process and 

schedule 
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Objectives & Process 
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Screen 
Many Sites 

Appraise 
Portfolio of 5 

Plan Risk 
Reduction 

Development 
Plans 

Make Output 
Public 

Consider a large number of possible stores & screen objectively to identify 
those with high potential & that form a robust portfolio of 5 sites 

Assess 5 sites and create output material which makes a significant and 
tangible difference to future storage developers and complements the DECC 
CCS Commercialisation Programme 

Estimate and schedule resources needed to fully appraise, develop and 
operate the 5 sites 

Identify specific risk factors associated with each of the 5 sites and prepare a 
risk reduction plan for each site 

Facilitate future commercial development of UK storage capacity 

Develop practical cost effective storage options that contribute to an 
extendable storage scheme for 1500MT of storage capacity and 
50MT/y of injection capacity by 2030 
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Schedule 
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Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec Jan Feb 

Screen 

Design 

Ongoing project co-ordination, management & reporting 

Select 

Assessment and development planning of 5 sites  

Methodology & Data Requirements 

Many to 20  

External communications; awareness & support building, stakeholder views 

Mar May 

20 to portfolio of 5  

Appraise 5 stores 

Report Report 

2015 2016 

Strategic UK CCS Storage Appraisal Project 
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Site selection criteria 

Can it be developed 
cost effectively? 

Is the subsurface 
environment 

suitable? 

Is the site capable 
of material 

progression in this 
study?  
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Strategic UK CCS Storage Appraisal Project 
Store Validation for 20 sites 
 Capacity 

 Calculation of capacity using aquifer data generated by the project 
or actual hydrocarbon production data 

 

 Injectivity 
 Calculation of injectivity using permeability thickness and Eclipse 

box model 

 

 Integrity 
 Geological risk assessment using seismic data to look at faulting 

and caprock resilience from CO2Stored database 

 Wells risk assessment based on number and age of existing wells 

 

 Costing 
 Development scenario and costing done for all 20 sites 

Strategic UK CCS Storage Appraisal Project 
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Selected Portfolio of 5 sites 
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Selected portfolio 

• Regionally distributed 

• Significant capacity (1606 Mt) 

• Diverse types 

• Strong build out from Phase 1 

projects 

• Good fit with ETI Scenarios 

• Enables further build out 

 

There are many other candidate 

storage sites around the UK with 

significant storage potential 

 

“The UK has lots of storage” 



South Morcambe 
Depleted Gas 
field 

Hamilton 
Depleted Gas 
field 

North Morcambe 
Depleted Gas 
field 

East Irish Sea 

Strategic UK CCS Storage Appraisal Project 
3 EIS Sites 

Strategic UK CCS Storage Appraisal Project 

East Irish Sea 

Liverpool 



Bunter Closure 9 
Hewett Lower Depleted Gas Field 

Hewett Upper Depleted Gas Field 

Barque Depleted Gasfield 

Viking Depleted Gasfield 

Bunter Closure 3 

Bunter Closure 36 

Bunter Closure 40 

5/42 
Bunter Closure 5 Southern North Sea 

Strategic UK CCS Storage Appraisal Project 
8 SNS Sites (plus 5/42 aquifer) 

Strategic UK CCS Storage Appraisal Project 

Hull 



Forties Aquifer 

Grid  Aquifer 

Bruce Depleted Condensate field 

Harding Central Depleted oilfield 

Coracle  Aquifer 

Captain Aquifer 

Depleted Captain Oilfield 

Maureen Aquifer 

Mey Aquifer 

Goldeneye Depleted Gas field 

Central North Sea 

Strategic UK CCS Storage Appraisal Project 
9 CNS Sites (plus Goldeneye) 

North 

Strategic UK CCS Storage Appraisal Project 

Aberdeen 

Shetland 
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Stakeholder Engagement 
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 Workshops held to coincide with significant project 
milestones & generate input: 

 

1. Definition of methodology 

2. Finalisation of 20 candidates in Select Inventory 

3. Recommended portfolio of 5 sites 

 

 Future: Presentation of key findings 
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Remaining work 
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Screen 
Many Sites 

Appraise 
Portfolio of 5 

Plan Risk 
Reduction 

Development 
Plans 

Make Output 
Public 

Consider a large number of possible stores & screen objectively to identify 
those with high potential & that form a robust portfolio of 5 sites 

Assess 5 sites and create output material which makes a significant and 
tangible difference to future storage developers and complements the DECC 
CCS Commercialisation Programme 

Estimate and schedule resources needed to fully appraise, develop and 
operate the 5 sites 

Identify specific risk factors associated with each of the 5 sites and prepare a 
risk reduction plan for each site 

Facilitate future commercial development of UK storage capacity 



sam.gomersall@pale-blu.com 

07799 740776 
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Strategic UK CCS Storage Appraisal Project 
Summary & Questions 

The UK has lots of CO2 storage potential 

 

Our challenge is ensuring it’s appraisal and 

development is being progressed 

mailto:sam.gomersall@pale-blu.com
mailto:sam.gomersall@pale-blu.com
mailto:sam.gomersall@pale-blu.com
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Portfolio summary 
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Site Bunter 36 Viking Captain Forties 5 Hamilton 

Region SNS SNS CNS CNS EIS 

Type Structured 
aquifer 

Depl. gas Open aquifer Open aquifer Depl. gas 

Geology Triassic 
Bunter 
Sandstone 

Permian 
Leman 
Sandstone 

Cretaceous 
Wick 
Sandstone 

Paleocene 
Forties 
Sandstone 

Triassic 
Ormskirk 
Sandstone 

Capacity (MT) 252 155 49 1021 129 

Injectivity kh 
(D-M) 

57 5 103 22 134 

Development NUI, 75m 
water, 86km 
pipeline 

NUI, 20m 
water, 220km 
pipeline 

SS,95m 
water, 67km 
pipeline 

SS, 80m 
water, 186km 
pipeline 

NUI, 25m 
water, 48km 
pipeline 
 

Comments Overlies 
Schooner 

Underlies 
Bunter 3 

“panhandle” 
only 

Specific 
storage site 
to be located 



A Blueprint for an industrial CCS network 
in the Tees Valley 
 
Mark Lewis 
Low Carbon Consultant  
Tees Valley Unlimited  

@Teescollective 
www.teessidecollective.co.uk 
info@teescollective.co.uk  

http://www.teessidecollective.co.uk/


Why ICCS and Why Teesside? 



Teesside 2030 Vision 





Over £3bn investment over last 
5 years 

Company Capex 
SSI £1.9 billion 

Air Products £600 million 

Sembcorp and SITA £200 million 

SNF Oil & Gas £150 million 

BOC Linde £100 million 

Huntsman Tioxide £65 million 

Lotte Chemicals £60 million 



Who are Teesside Collective? 

Multinational companies based in Teesside with an 
interest developing a CCS network on Teesside 
 
BOC    Largest steam methane reformer in UK 
Growhow   Largest UK ammonia fertiliser  
   producer 
SSI    Europe’s second largest blast furnace 
Lotte    produces PET for15bn  drinks bottles 
   per year 
National Grid Store developer 
TVU   Local Government 
NEPIC  Cluster representative 

“CCS on industrial plants is going to be a 
critical part of the global effort to prevent 
serious climate change. Teesside is in the right 
place, at the right time, to get ahead of the 
curve.” 
Sir David King, UK’s Special Representative 
for Climate Change 
 
“A CCS network in Teesside is a critical step, 
giving a shot in the arm to British industry’s 
long-term future.” 
Dianne Sharp, North East Director, CBI 
 



SSI - Europe’s second largest 
Blast Furnace 
 

Redcar Blast 
Furnace 

Redcar Blast 
Furnace 



SSI - Europe’s second largest 
Blast Furnace 
 

• Total site emits 7.1million tonnes of CO2 per year 
• After optioneering 3 concepts studied in detail: 

1. Post combustion capture on the flue gas from new power station fueled by blast 
furnace gas – 1.6million tonnes captured 

2. Pre-combustion capture from entire blast furnace gas – 2.1million tonnes 
captured  

3. Pre-combustion capture from excess blast furnace gas and BOS gas – carbon 
converted to H2 and CO2 in shift reaction – 2.2million tonnes captured 



Growhow – 35% of UK’s 
fertilisers 

• Produces CO2 as part of process, sells 
to Greenhouses and Drinks industry 

• Average of 375,000 tonnes of CO2 per 
year  

• New 100barg compression plant 
required (2 x 50tonne/hr compressors) 

• Proven technology from existing 
suppliers 

• No operation or integration issues 
identified 



BOC Linde - UK’s largest Steam 
Methane Reformer 
 

• 305,000  tonnes of CO2 captured 
• Conventional Amine Process on flue 

gas from SMR 
• No significant impact on the 

hydrogen plant 
• Significant power consumption – 

5.9MW 



Lotte - Produces enough PET for 
15billion drinks bottles every year 
 

• 50,000 tonnes of CO2 captured 
• Amine capture solution selected 
• Pre-designed amine units 

available – American – no 
European pricing available 

• 90% CO2 captured 



Onshore network 

• 5 and 15 million tonnes per year capacity pipe studied  
• 100 barg from capture units with specified CO2, transport at dense phase 
• Constraints identified to generate route: 

– Environmental 
– NG NTS Feeder 
– Populations 
– Access to suitable shore landing 
– Rail and road crossings 



Initial spine and extensions 

  



Offshore network 

• Two possible destinations: 
• National Grid’s 5/42 / Bunter 

– 154km  
– 3 pipeline crossings, 3 

communication crossings, 3 
electrical transmission cable 
crossings, submarine exercise area. 

– 5mt/yr = 18in.  15mt/yr = 24in 

• Captain 
– 433km  
– 4 pipeline crossings  
– 5mt/yr = 20in. 15mt/yr = 30in 



Investment mechanism 

• Without an investment mechanism, such as the power sector has, Industrial CCS will not happen 
• Trade exposed sectors - Costs cannot be passed on to consumers 
• EU ETS certificates are not bankable 
• Industrial companies can close – long term financing unavailable 
• Clustering important to minimise individual credit risk and decrease infrastructure costs 
 



What has  Teesside Collective 
done? 

• Used the £1million received from DECC to: 
– Engineer and cost capturing CO2 from 4 industrial plants, an onshore & offshore network and developing a new store  

( Amec  Foster Wheeler)  
– Develop the Business Case for an industrial CCS network (Pale Blue Dot) 
– Propose a solution to ‘how can Industrial CCS be funded?’ (Societe Generale) 

• We have: 
– Shown we can cut  industrial  CO2 emissions by 2.8million te/yr for at least 20 years 
– Shown it  supports retaining 5,900 local jobs 
– Shown it can be done by 2025 for less than £95/te CO2 stored at current prices. 
– Readily expand by a factor of 3 for less than 10% cost increase 

• We are  
– Developing the project proposal and plans for FEED towards a FID 
– Identifying additional partnerships 
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Research needs summary 

• The technical needs include: 
– Opportunities to improve efficiency & operational costs 
– Small scale capture is very expensive 
– Best approach for integrated steelworks 
– Operation of network – management, control & measurement 
– Reliability & Asset management 
– Large scale use possibility 
– Challenge of integration of other processes  
– Retrofitting of existing assets 

• New processes 
• Storage options need development  

– How to reduce costs and risks further - monitoring 



CCS Technology Innovation Needs 
Assessment ‘Refresh’ 
Joshua Brunert 
Email: joshua.brunert@carbontrust.com 
 
September 2015 



Technology Innovation Needs Assessments (TINAs) 
aim to prioritise innovation needs across 12 
different areas for the Low Carbon Innovation 
Coordination Group (LCICG) 



The TINAs use a consistent methodology to provide 
analysis on innovations that: 

The TINAs focus specifically 
on ‘learning by R&D’, i.e. 

outcomes achieved through 
R&D and innovation 

Have the greatest potential to reduce 
costs 

Benefit the UK economy 

Require public support to overcome 
market barriers 



The original CCS TINA was completed in 2012 

It concluded that successful innovation 
in CCS could save the UK energy system 
£10-45bn to 2050, with the help of 
investment amounting to hundreds of 
millions of GBP over the next 5-10 years 

This would amount to 40% cost 
reduction for capture plants; c. 50% cost 
reduction for transport; c. >50% cost 
reduction for storage 

Whilst supporting up to £3-16bn in direct 
GVA impact for the UK economy 

262 

18.4 

22.3 

221 

‘Learning by R&D' [and 
breakthrough] 
improvements (2010-
2050) 

Deployment costs based 
on achieving expected 
2050 levelised costs 

Deployment costs based 
on 2010 levelised costs* 

‘Learning by doing' 
improvements (2010-
2050) 

*Cumulative levelised cost of capacity installed between 2010 and 2050 discounted to 2010 using the social discount rate 

Resource cost savings based 
on medium deployment/high 
innovation scenario (£bn) 



Some of the innovation areas identified which 
would have the biggest benefit for the UK were: 

Assure the security of long-term deep sub-sea storage – with a particular emphasis on ‘lynch pin’ 
technologies that address the need for characterisation, simulation and risk assessment; 
measuring, monitoring and verification; and mitigation and remediation 

Advanced capture development to drive down costs in the long-term – especially for natural gas 
and biomass related technologies in the UK 

The importance of a source-to-sink 
demonstration as a critical innovation need to 
unlock understanding of potential 
improvements and future deployment 



The purpose of the CCS TINA Refresh is to provide 
an up-to-date analysis for the LCICG 

Taking account of developments in policy, deployment and innovations since the 
previous TINA e.g. incentive schemes, recent international progress etc 

Build more detail on top of the previous TINA:  
• Exploring the role that CCS can fulfil in the future low carbon energy system 
• Considering options for CO2 utilisation 
• Including analysis on the potential for job creation and splitting GVA across 

domestic value and exports 
• Conducting sensitivity analysis 
 
 

It is not a complete re-do of the previous TINA, but a refresh 



TINA Refresh timeline 

• March 2015 – evaluation of the previous TINA and establishing the scope 
of the Refresh 

 

• April 2015 – literature review of recent developments 

 

• May – August 2015 – engagement with industry and academia through a 
questionnaire and in-depth interviews 

 

• September 2015 – cost modelling and testing out initial findings with 
industry and academia through a workshop 

 

• October 2015 – final report by the end of the month 



Some of the insights we have received so far from 
our engagement with experts are: 

CCS does not require innovation to prove its technical feasibility and potential large-
scale deployment 

Innovation in CCS will be part of a strongly reciprocal process between what is actually 
built and what is worked on in research communities  

Some potentially significant innovation opportunities for the UK are related to: 
• Natural gas post-combustion capture power plant construction, integration and 

management 
• Understanding and developing reliable and effective flexible power generation as 

part of the future low carbon energy system 
• Advanced sub-sea storage pressure management, water extraction and 

monitoring 



Thank you very much for your time 

Please contact Joshua Brunert if you would like to discuss the 
CCS TINA or other related issues further:  
 
joshua.brunert@carbontrust.com 
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Hydrogen Storage and Flexible Carbon Capture and Storage 

Den Gammer for UKCCSRC 
 8th September 2015 
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Using H2 storage to maximise use of CCS investment  
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Pre–Combustion Power complex cost structures  

•Examined in a model at different load factors 
    (eg  diurnal use for 12 hours, off at weekend) 
•Costs of CCS pipeline and storage not 

included  
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Coal IGCC + NG ATR + NG SMR at DECC High, Medium and 
Low Fuel Prices at 36% Turbine Load Factor 

 

• Technology selection for H2 production was not as important as primary fuel choice or price. 
• Coal price less volatile, less impactful. Opens door to co-firing waste and biomass. 
• Biomass is most valued feedstock at system level (ESME) for emission reduction  
• At 36% Turbine load factor, there is a marked reduction in relative size of H2 plant costs 
• CCS pipeline and storage costs are not included above 
• Often need to store N2 for large H2 Turbines 
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Safe combustion of Hydrogen rich mixtures 
ETI High Hydrogen Project 
• Understanding limits on safe use of hydrogen-rich fuels 

in power production by GTs and engines. 
• Laboratory test work completed 
• Large scale testing in HSL Buxton underway 
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H2 Storage - Metrics 
• Salt caverns are already used for H2 in UK and US 
• One cavern family -  30GWhe daily 
      (c.f  Pumped hydro at Dinorwig 10GWhe, 75% efficient) 
• Coal/bio  to power – no penalty for going via H2 
• Gas to power – penalty for going via H2 
 

 
 

 
 
 • Geographical limitation of stores 

• “Fast churn” stores in operation on natural gas duty 
• Rapid empty modes used for CAES 
  (compressed air energy storage – Germany ) 
• Stores can be run on a “constant pressure basis” by 

flooding with brine – not covered in the ETI analysis. 
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UK Salt fields 
• Used for natural gas and hydrocarbons 
• Over 30 large caverns in use 
• Offshore operation twice the cost of onshore 
• Screening led us to focus in 3 areas 

 
 

 
 

 
 

Region Typical Depth, 
m 

Bed Thickness, 
m 

Cavern size, 
000m3 

Pressure 
bara 

Teesside 300 35 70 45 

Cheshire 800 200 300 105 

E Yorkshire 1800 175 300 270 
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Cost structure varies with store depth 
•  Although the component costs change with depth, overall costs               

are similar. 
 
• Deep stores have a round trip energy hit (takes 2% points off LHV 

efficiency of 34% for Yorkshire). 
 
• Shallow stores are unlikely to provide strategic quantities of storage, 

although constant pressure operation may improve the case. 
 
     

Distribution of costs for stores of different depth, all stores designed 
in a constant volume - variable pressure mode. 
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H2 store is cost effective at low load factors  

• CCGT with CCS is compared to an IGCC with a H2 Store 
• “Oxymembrane” means H2 derived from methane by technology in development 
        (separation assisted by membrane per the “Cachet” project) 
• Fuel Price assumptions shown in brackets. 
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ESME – ETI’s system design tool 
integrating power, heat, transport and infrastructure  
providing national / regional system designs 

ESME example outputs 
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ESME – a place for H2 in power capacity post 2030 

Gas 

H2 

Nuclear 

Wind 
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Summary 
• H2 storage in caverns could supply grid level quantities of load following and peaking power. 
• For schemes operating below 40% load factor (turbine) the store adds value by reducing overall 

system investment. ETI modelling suggests this could happen after 2030. 

Thank you for listening 
For more information please visit - 
www.eti.co.uk 

• For schemes above 50% load factor 
conventional CCS ( CCGT plus post 
combustion capture) are better. 
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For more information 
about the ETI visit 
www.eti.co.uk 

For the latest ETI news 
and announcements 
email info@eti.co.uk 

The ETI can also be 
followed on Twitter 
@the_ETI 

Registered Office  
Energy Technologies Institute 
Holywell Building 
Holywell Park 
Loughborough 
LE11 3UZ 
 
 

For all general enquiries 
telephone the ETI on 
01509 202020. 
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Next Step 1/6th scale 350Mwe Heat Recovery  Steam 
Generator (HRSG)  

• Effects of steam tubes on overpressure 
• Final test of scalability of results 



CO2 Enhanced Oil Recovery 

Richard Heap 
UKCCSRC Biannual 
September 2015 



ERP Overview 

ERP Analysis Team 

Hosted by 

Co-Chairs Public 
Prof John Loughhead 
Chief Scientific Advisor, DECC 

Private 
Dr Keith MacLean 
Independent Co-chair, formerly SSE Members 

£ 

Energy Research Partnership 



Project Steering Group 

Angus Gillespie  Shell International 

Tony Espie BP Group Technology 

Julien Hailstone Nexen Petroleum 

Andy Leonard Oil & Gas UK 

Paul Freeman OCCS DECC 

Jonathan Thomas Oil & Gas Authority 

Peter Emery Drax Power Ltd  

Paul Sullivan National Grid 

David Rennie Scottish Enterprise 

Ward Goldthorpe The Crown Estate 

Steven Fogg Atkins 

Tassos Vlassopoulos GE Oil & Gas 

 

Energy Research Partnership 



Outline 

• Technical challenges 

– CO2-EOR is not easy, and expensive 

 

• Synchronisation issue 

– Timing of CO2 supply 

 

• Geographical disconnect 

– CO2-EOR is in the North, most emissions in South 

Energy Research Partnership 



CO2-EOR 

Energy Research Partnership 

Additional 
Equipment 

 

Compression       Separation 



Successful in USA 

US Oil Yields     ~6% of total production       >300,000 barrels/day 

Injecting CO2    >70 Mt/yr    – mainly from natural sources 

Weyburn oil field 
production profile 

S
ource G
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Energy Research Partnership 



Additional oil  
• ~500 million barrels  
• ~10% extra oil from suitable fields 
• increase revenue from North Sea 
• revenue -> potential return on public investment 

 
CO2 storage   

• additional storage space  
• lower cost 

 
Accelerate CCS  

• transition to a low carbon energy system 
• transformation of the North Sea 

Benefits of CO2-EOR in UK 

Energy Research Partnership 



No CO2  
• limited time window  

 

Offshore challenge 
• higher CAPEX and OPEX 
• fewer wells – delay cost recovery 
• uncertain oil recovery 

 

Economics 
• oil price  
• tax regime 

 

Public acceptance 
• additional hydrocarbons and CO2 emissions 

Barriers in the UK 

Energy Research Partnership 



CO2-EOR economic risks 

Some risks are inherent – reservoir performance 
Others need negotiating – CO2 price 

S
ource E

lem
ent E

nergy 
Energy Research Partnership 



Demand for CO2 
C

O
2

 in
je

ct
ed

 (
M

t/
yr

) Illustrative CO2 
injection profile  

CO2 demand profile differs from emitter -> back-up storage needed 

Energy Research Partnership 

White Rose 

Peterhead 

Coal 600MW 



CO2 supply unlikely to reach critical mass until 2025   
Supply won’t reach Northern North Sea 

Central North Sea only real prospect 



Geographical disconnect 

Uncertainty about CO2 from CCS to St Fergus 
Teesside pipeline would secure CO2 supply 



Multiple capture projects needed to secure reliable supply. 
Pipeline from Teesside to CNS could reduce risks. 

Timing CCS is critical for CO2-EOR 

9Mt 

5Mt 

17Mt 



       
  
  

Critical timeline for CO2-EOR 



Mitigating transportation risks 

Pipeline Teesside to CNS  
 - additional cost 
 - enhance CO2 supply 
 
CO2 transport company 
 - de-risk interdependencies 
 - ‘Market Maker’ 
 - public support 
  

Energy Research Partnership 



Wider economic return on investment 

Energy Research Partnership 

Adapted from Element Energy 

HM 
Treasury 

Transport 
Company 

CO2 Stores 

Power / Industry 
 Capture 

CO2-EOR 
fields 

Wider economic benefits: Jobs, sustained 
oil industry, CO2 industry, benefits to low-

carbon electricity  

Oil tax revenue, delayed 
decommissioning 

Capacity 
charge (?) 

Direct and indirect 
support e.g. CfD 

Offshore 
tax 
regime 



Co-ordinate oil extraction, CCS and CO2 network in North Sea  

Oil & gas operators need active role in CCS development – role for OGA 
A North Sea CO2 network could open up a new offshore industry 

 
Early policy decisions on CCS Phase 1 & 2 will determine CO2-EOR outcomes  

Approving both CCS Commercialisation projects will help ensure CO2 supply 
Government to create environment to progress Phase 2 CCS by 2017  
De-risk storage to support Phase 2 capture 

 
Ensure offshore tax regime supports CO2-EOR’s high expense and risks 

Additional support for early CO2-EOR projects – essential for learning 
Define role for OGA in incentivising development 

 
CO2 network to reduce risks and cost for emitters, sinks and CO2 users 

Enable a CO2 transport company, with public support 
‘Market maker’ role to accelerate deployment of CCS and CO2-EOR 

Recommendations 

Energy Research Partnership 
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Scottish Carbon Capture & Storage 
 
Murchison House, West Mains Road, Edinburgh EH9 3LA 

Telephone  +44 (0)131 650 0270    www.sccs.org.uk  

Enabling the next phases of CO2 storage 

Professor Stuart Haszeldine 
SCCS & UKCCSRC 

University of Edinburgh 

UKCCSRC twice-a-year meet 
Strathclyde, 8 Sept 2015 
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Power sector (all sources) has not decarbonised at all since 1990. 
Growth in Renewables and Efficiency has matched the increased global demand 

 

Carbon embedded in electricity is constant 

Next phases of UK CO2 storage, UKCCSRC Strathclyde, 8Sept2015 2 

IEA 2015 
Tracking Clean Energy Progress Fig 2.2 

Progress is very slow.  Likely 4 to 6 C warming 
CCS not needed to prevent 2C, but to reduce 4C  6C  

Progress is very slow.  Likely 4 to 6 C warming 
CCS not needed to prevent 2C, but to reduce 4C  6C  
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Avoiding a carbon bubble 
1 tonne CO2 out =  1 tonne CO2 in 

Next phases of UK CO2 storage, UKCCSRC Strathclyde, 8Sept2015 Stuart.Haszeldine@ed.ac.uk 
Faster fossil carbon extraction now  ≠ Mitigation later …. Faster fossil carbon extraction now  ≠ Mitigation later …. 
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Global : storage ready ? 

4 Next phases of UK CO2 storage, UKCCSRC Strathclyde, 8Sept2015 

www.GlobalCCS Institute.com 
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Global: project pipeline 

5 Next phases of UK CO2 storage, UKCCSRC Strathclyde, 8Sept2015 

Good progress to 2020, then …. STOP.   Need to plan Now 
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1km+ 

https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/ccs-policy-scoping-document  

Research, 
development and 
innovation 

Chapter 14 

UK plans “Phase II & III” after first two projects 

This is policy, not a target … 

https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/ccs-policy-scoping-document
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/ccs-policy-scoping-document
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/ccs-policy-scoping-document
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/ccs-policy-scoping-document
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/ccs-policy-scoping-document
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/ccs-policy-scoping-document
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/ccs-policy-scoping-document
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/ccs-policy-scoping-document
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North Sea: offshore 
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•  Offshore ability essential for storage of CO2 
 
 • Commercial continuity needs $50 or more oil price  
 
• Low oil price means decommissioning becomes the new industry 
 
• OGA has CCS within its remit – leasing (England) and licensing, but 
its not explicit in Energy Bill 2015 (HoLords Mon 7  and Wed 9 Sept) 
 
• Possibility of lower cost small hydrocarbon industry to 2050 
 

CCS Problems 
1) Capture cost  2) Storage uncertainty   3) Business confidence 

 
Meaning Public subsidy off electricity price – no real  market 

CCS Problems 
1) Capture cost  2) Storage uncertainty   3) Business confidence 

 
Meaning Public subsidy off electricity price – no real  market 
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Oil and Gas Authority 

Next phases of UK CO2 storage, UKCCSRC Strathclyde, 8Sept2015 8 

Who is the CCS leadership ??  
OCCS (policy), OGA (Licensing), and Scottish Government (leasing) 

Who is the CCS leadership ??  
OCCS (policy), OGA (Licensing), and Scottish Government (leasing) 

Monday 7 September 2015 

 

DECC junior minister Lord Bourne said during a Committee 
Stage hearing in the Lords on the Energy Bill that carbon 
capture and storage (CCS) remains central to the 
government’s approach to decarbonisation. Labour Peers 
had tabled an amendment to the Bill that would have 
changed the primary objectives of the new Oil and Gas 
Authority (OGA) so as to incorporate a focus on CO2 
transportation and storage. Lord Bourne said that more 
time was needed to evaluate how the OGA could take 
forward its role in supporting CCS development, but he 
acknowledged that the new regulator would have “an 
important part to play”. 
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Lots of storage offshore 
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• “In principle” storage 
resource needs to be 
transferred into 
commercial certainty  
 
• There are established 
methods of resource to 
reserve conversion 
 
• DECC StratUKSAP 
project by Pale Blu Dot 
will establish 1,500 Mt 
CO2 storage for use by 
2030 at 5 sites : 
SNS, CNS, Irish Sea  

35% of EU storage 
60 - 80 Gt CO2 
Mapped by SCCS 2009 
Confirmed by ETI UKSAP 
and TCE & BGS    in 2014 
www.CO2Stored.co.uk 
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UK Blockages  converting resource to reserve 

Next phases of UK CO2 storage, UKCCSRC Strathclyde, 8Sept2015 10 

1) More data is available at no 
or low cost from OGA 
(seismic, dynamic fluids, 
boreholes) 

  
 
 
 
 
 
2) A big enough storage demand 
is created to interest global 
investors - by CCS pricing or UK 
carbon certificate mandate  
 

Borehole basics available. 
Need fluids injection and 

production and pressures.  
 

Also lower cost seismic access. 
www.co2stored.co.uk  is a good 

start, but needs more data  

Borehole basics available. 
Need fluids injection and 

production and pressures.  
 

Also lower cost seismic access. 
www.co2stored.co.uk  is a good 

start, but needs more data  

CCS still seen as “expensive 
novelty” a.k.a. major investment 

liability. 
How to turn into an opportunity ? 

CCS still seen as “expensive 
novelty” a.k.a. major investment 

liability. 
How to turn into an opportunity ? 
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UK Blockages  converting resource to reserve 
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3) Effective cost 
reductions 
  
A) co-located 

multiple storage 
users in one layer, 

 
A) stacked different 

layers, (multiple 
injection depths, 
shared 
monitoring) 

 
A) brine extraction 

(makes more 
useable 
porespace)  

Captain Sandstone: Central North Sea. 
MultiStore project release Thursday 10 

Sept 2015 (SCCS) 

Captain Sandstone: Central North Sea. 
MultiStore project release Thursday 10 

Sept 2015 (SCCS) 
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UK digital database : 
CO2Stored 

12 Next phases of UK CO2 storage, UKCCSRC Strathclyde, 8Sept2015 

Step –out additions Follow-
on reservoirs access from 

secure store 
UK CO2Stored database 

Step –out additions Follow-
on reservoirs access from 

secure store 
UK CO2Stored database 

Maps of sandbodies 
Aquifer storage, 
Chosen by database user 

Goldeneye 
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UK Blockages  converting resource to reserve 

Next phases of UK CO2 storage, UKCCSRC Strathclyde, 8Sept2015 13 

 
4) Profitable CO2-
Enhanced Oil 
Recovery can attract 
oil companies. 
 
But needs reliable oil 
price more than  $60 
/bbl  
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CO2-EOR stores carbon 

Next phases of UK CO2 storage, UKCCSRC Strathclyde, 8Sept2015 

UK (Forties) 24 

Saudi 40 

US domestic 56 

Mexico 82 

CTL 113 

CO2EOR 129 - 135 

CO2EOR 54 - 60 

Reduced 
venting/flaring 

All values in kgCO2e/bbl 
Data from (Mangmeechai, 2009) 

CO2-EOR can produce extra oil with less carbon cost 
than more “difficult” oil 

If CO2-EOR followed by CO2 disposal  stored C 
Rapid CO2 storage with Profit 

CO2-EOR can produce extra oil with less carbon cost 
than more “difficult” oil 

If CO2-EOR followed by CO2 disposal  stored C 
Rapid CO2 storage with Profit 

Pure CO2 injection Green Oil  

Blue/Red 
Oil  

Black Oil  

http://www.sccs.org.uk/exp
ertise/reports/sccs-co2-eor-
joint-industry-project 
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5/42 Hub 
(NOT EOR) 

Fulmar/ 
Clyde Hub 

Forties/ 
Nelson Hub 

Scott/ Claymore/ Piper Hub 

Beryl Hub 

Ninian et al 
Hub 

Buzzard 
Hub 

Brae/ Miller Hub 

Goldeneye Hub 
(NOT EOR) 

1Mt CO2 pa 

2.5Mt CO2 pa 

3.5 Mt CO2 pa 

5 Mt CO2 pa 

5 Mt CO2 pa 

3.5 Mt CO2 pa 

CCS can be helped by EOR: 
but needs an active oil 

industry to make it happen   

One view :  
 
CO2-EOR – unlocks 1 to 3 
Billion barrels of extra oil, 
UK & NO.   
Produces £ 37 Bn tax. 
 
National PROFIT on CCS, 
installs pipes and capture 
operating from  2021  

One view :  
 
CO2-EOR – unlocks 1 to 3 
Billion barrels of extra oil, 
UK & NO.   
Produces £ 37 Bn tax. 
 
National PROFIT on CCS, 
installs pipes and capture 
operating from  2021  
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CO2-EOR accelerates storage 

16 Next phases of UK CO2 storage, UKCCSRC Strathclyde, 
8Sept2015 

CO2-EOR acceleration stores 12x more CO2 by 2050,  
Compared against Government-led development rate 
CO2-EOR acceleration stores 12x more CO2 by 2050,  

Compared against Government-led development rate 
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Example CCS-EOR IGCC coal : Caledonia 

17 Next phases of UK CO2 storage, UKCCSRC Strathclyde, 8Sept2015 

Captain sandstone 
formation for added 

storage if needed 

Primary  CO2 
Injection for EOR 

Hub Development  

CCEP #1:  570MW Plant at 
Grangemouth 

CCEP #2:  Another power plant 
and/or industrial CO2 sources in 

Central Scotland to fill Feeder  10 to 
capacity 

Drives incremental  30,000 
bopd of oil  recovery, or 
330 million barrels over 
CCEP’s 30 year plant life, 

plus added amounts from 
other sources  

Second of a kind IGCC 
Power Plant (After TCEP) 

with 90+% carbon capture 
3.8MT/yr – no pollutants  

Phase 2: Integrated coal Gasification and CCS. Makes heat, H2, chemicals ….   
And electricity.  Proven storage at Goldeneye provides confidence. 

Phase 3: Follow-on is 3.8Mt CO2/yr – enables EOR and reduced carbon 

Existing Feeder 10  
pipeline 

Linking central Scotland 
and the central North Sea 

Existing offshore pipelines + 
new Peterhead pipeline   

CO2 store starts at 
Goldeneye Field 

proven by Peterhead 

Peterhead creates St Fergus as 
CO2 hub  imports UK and UE 

Uses existing store 
appraisal and pipes 
Uses existing store 
appraisal and pipes 
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North Sea: next storage actions 
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•  Offshore ability essential for storage of CO2. Engineering is ready 
 
•  Pipe building to create momentum for CCS as a follow-on industry  
 
• Develop projects : confidence in numbers, size, policy and profits 
      50Mt/yr CO2 in 2030  
 
• Data availability – fluids, seismic, pressures – Pale Blu DECC 1,500Mt 
 
• Less cost:  equipment sharing – (on) offshore re-use pipe clusters 
            -  CO2 – EOR  (accelerate and income) 
 
• Less cost :  offshore clusters – MultiStore horizontally,  
          - MultiLayer vertically 
          - Extracting brine, more porespace 

Reduce system cost 
Remove project risk 
Reduce system cost 
Remove project risk 



UKCCSRC Strathclyde Biannual Meeting, 

8-9 September 2015 

 

 

 
Jon Gibbins, Director 

UKCCSRC update and future 
funding opportunities 
 

The UKCCSRC is supported by the 
Engineering and Physical Sciences Research 
Council as part of the Research Councils UK 

Energy Programme  



6 Month Extension 
 
- One more Biannual Meeting! 
- Late summer 2017: 

- Scientific conference 
- Policy meeting 

Watch this space… 
 



Call 2 for PACT running days 

• Outcome of 1st call due soon 
• 2nd call will be launched on 18 September for 

people who have not applied so far 
 



UKCCSRC Call 1 and 2 
project outputs 
Outputs generated through UKCCSRC events (posters and presentations from biannual and other meetings), plus 
other reported project outputs, added to Call 1 and 2 project pages on the UKCCSRC website. 



UKCCSRC Data and Information 
Archive 
Outputs generated through UKCCSRC events (posters and presentations from biannual and other meetings) added 
to UKCCSRC Data and Information Archive for Call 1 and 2 and recent EPSRC projects. Data from some Call 1 
projects added – thank you! Reports from FEED studies and other important historical reports also added.  



UKCCSRC Learning Resources and 
Updates 
Materials generated through UKCCSRC activities have been brought together as a resource for anyone with an 
advanced interest in CCS, from taught course students to researchers. Tell your students! Found under the 
“Resources” tab on the UKCCSRC website. 



UKCCSRC Learning Resources and 
Updates - example 



Member profiles on the UKCCSRC 
website – add a link to your 
publications list 



Member profiles on the UKCCSRC 
website – add a link to your 
publications list 



Supporting CCS through Policy & R&D: 
The UK Approach & Update 
 
September 2015  
 
 
Brian Allison  
Assistant Head CCS R&D and Innovation 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



I Will Cover 
1. UK Position & Approach 
2. Our Commercialisation Programme 
3. Dissemination of FEED Outputs 
4. Next Steps 
5. Research & Development 
6. Beyond Power 
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 (25 Slides in 15 mins!!!) 
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Source: GCCSI (Aug 2015) 

UK Position 
• Most active country in Europe on  

CCS & the only country in Europe 
to have successful CCS project  
awarded funding under NER300 

• One of the most favourable policy 
& regulatory environments 
(Global CCS Institute)  

• Different approach - primary 
driver is the reduction in CO2 
emissions not enhanced oil 
recovery 

• One of the top countries for CCS 
research ranking a close third to 
the USA and China in articles 
published on the subject 
(UKCCSRC) 

• Active in international fora and 
bilaterally with priority countries 
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CCS 
Commercialisation 

Programme 

R&D and  

Innovation 

Electricity 
Market Reform 

 Enabling 
regulatory 

environment 

International 
Collaboration 

4 

 

Five Key Strands 
 

• £1bn CCS Commercialisation 
Programme 
 

• Implementing an enabling policy and 
regulatory environment 
 

• Electricity Market Reform: creating a 
market for low carbon energy 
 

• R&D and Innovation – over £130 million 
since 2011 (£25m DECC) 
 

• International engagement / EU 2030 
framework 
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The Contract for 
Difference - CfD 
 
• Provides long-term revenue 

stability for all forms of low 
carbon electricity  
 

• Generators sell their 
electricity at a fixed price - 
the ‘strike price’ 
 

• A single government owned 
counterparty body (the Low 
Carbon Contracts Company) 
will administer the CfD 

• When market price < ‘strike price’ 
– The generator receives a top-up 
 

• When market price > ‘strike price’ 
– The generator pays back the difference 
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Commercialisation 
Programme 

 

• £1bn capital funding 
 
• Operational support  

through CfD 
 

• Government / industry   
risk-sharing of CCS  
specific risks 
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White Rose 
• Ultra-supercritical 448MWe (gross) Oxy-

Power coal plant at Drax Site, Yorkshire 
• Enough low carbon electricity to power 

the equivalent of 630,000 homes 
• 100% of flue-gas treated with 90% CO2 

capture rate. Estimated 2 million tonnes 
CO2/year captured 

• Potential biomass co-firing leading to 
zero (or negative) CO2 emissions 

• Anchor project for National Grid’s 
regional  CO2 transport & offshore 
storage network 

• CO2 storage in a deep saline formation 
off-shore beneath the North Sea 
 

http://www.google.co.uk/url?sa=i&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&frm=1&source=images&cd=&cad=rja&docid=LjOmLCxJg0EmFM&tbnid=bBju-4RyFscRVM:&ved=0CAUQjRw&url=http://www.st-francis.co.uk/services.aspx&ei=SziBUa7_JK2m0wWX6YCQCQ&psig=AFQjCNG1JdYZLJedMR-bhYhQkgYXcDS47A&ust=1367509440669170
http://www.google.co.uk/url?sa=i&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&frm=1&source=images&cd=&cad=rja&docid=hiDFYPXhM7SEFM&tbnid=V7Zv-kg9PXpMCM:&ved=0CAUQjRw&url=http://www.paneuro.net/national-grid-selects-itron-and-ciscos-smart-grid-solution-for-pilot-program/&ei=-zeBUdHDHYiO0AWC5IGYAQ&psig=AFQjCNEBL1gKu5dgt9VWgb8VOsOixSp24A&ust=1367509362697780
http://www.google.co.uk/url?sa=i&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&frm=1&source=images&cd=&cad=rja&docid=CKIvT6nz4cdu2M&tbnid=IC1XGvgakmgcRM:&ved=0CAUQjRw&url=http://www.hse.gov.uk/strategy/d.htm&ei=ujeBUeSZAvCd0wWiyICgDA&psig=AFQjCNHM9Ciig4ApFpWYIoJk_zST2llfwg&ust=1367509290501123
http://www.google.co.uk/url?sa=i&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&frm=1&source=images&cd=&cad=rja&docid=3iV3Czfm8QNuyM&tbnid=3nwvZpE_jP7t2M:&ved=0CAUQjRw&url=http://www.paneuro.net/offshore-wind-energy-tennet-awards-dolwin3project-to-alstom-marking-next-step-in-germanys-energy-turnaround/&ei=FjeBUfiwNsmN0wWwq4CIAg&bvm=bv.45921128,d.d2k&psig=AFQjCNHe0fVxuFL6dLpIRpRCNZZSYWlxJQ&ust=1367509139077292


White Rose Activities Achieved - Consents 
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• Key milestone: 
Development Consent 
Order (DCO) application 
submitted 

Including: 
• Rights of Way 
• Environmental Statements 

 

• Public Consultation 
• Works Plans 

 



• Completing the Onshore Transport FEED 
– Key Milestone: Onshore Electrical Design 

• Completing the Offshore Transport FEED 
– Key Milestone: Environmental Permit Application 

• Completing the Storage FEED 
– Key Milestone: Storage Permit Application 

• Gaining consents 
– Key Milestone: Grid Expected Planning Consent Approval 
– Key Milestone: Oxy-Power Plant Expected Planning Consent Approval 

9 

White Rose Forward Look  



 

Peterhead 
• World’s first full scale gas CCS project 
• A 340MW post-combustion capture 

retrofitted to part of an existing CCGT 
power station at Peterhead, Scotland 

• Enough low carbon electricity to power 
the equivalent of 500,000 homes 

• 85% CO2 capture rate. Estimated 1 
million tonnes CO2/year captured 

• Reuse of North Sea infrastructure - 
linking into the existing offshore  
pipeline from St Fergus to the store 

• Storage in the depleted Goldeneye 
reservoir (a producing gas field from 
2004 to 2011) 

10 
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Peterhead CCS FEED 

Shell copyright 

Basic Design and Engineering Package completed 



• Completing the technical FEED 
– Key milestone: Confirming the onshore pipeline route and method 

 

• Gaining consents 
– Key Milestone: Planning Consent Approval  
– Key Milestone: Carbon Storage Permit Approval 

 

• Procurement preparation for construction 
– Key Milestone : Recommend to award EPC contracts 
  

12 

Peterhead Forward Look  



Road to Final Investment Decision 
 

13 OFFICIAL - SENSITVE 
 
13 

 
 

“As a result of the interventions, private sector electricity companies can take investment decisions to build CCS 

equipped fossil-fuel power stations, in the early 2020s, without Government capital subsidy, at an agreed CfD strike 

price that is competitive with the strike prices for other low carbon generation technologies.” CCS Roadmap, April 2012 

     

2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 

April 
Competition 

Launched 

July 
8 bids received 

March 
2 Preferred 

Bidders Selected 

December 
White Rose FEED 
Contract Signed 

February 
Peterhead 

FEED Signed 

December 
Draft PCs & CfDs 

Released 

Final Investment 

Decision[s] 

Q4 
Final Bids 
Submitted 

March 

State Aid 
Pre-notification 



 

Key Knowledge Deliverables (KKD) 
• All KKDs will be released over a 2yr 

period on the DECC website 

• Free – no ££££££ $$$$$$ €€€€€€ 

• Unrestricted access  

• Unlimited access 

• Easy to download to laptop or ipad 

Audience  
• Developers 
• Industry 
• Power station operators 
• Academia  
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Dissemination Principles for 
Commercialisation Programme 



Technical: Subsurface and Well Engineering 
• Abandonment Concept for Injection Wells (PH) 

• Conceptual Completions & Well Intervention Design Report (PH) 

• Initial In Place (IIP) Volumes Estimate Report (PH) 

• Petrophysical Modelling Report (PH)  

• Pressure, Volume and Temperature (PVT) Report (PH) 

• Seismic Interpretation Report (PH) 

• Well Functional Specification (WFS) Document (PH) 

• Well Operation Guidelines (PH) 

• Well Technical Specification (PH) 

• Peterhead: Introduction to the Subsurface and Well Engineering Key Knowledge Deliverables 
Static Model Reports (PH) 
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Current FEED KKDs (1) 



Technical: Power and Capture 
• Oxy Power Plant Plot Plan (WR) 

 Technical: Full Chain 
• Operation and Maintenance Philosophy (PH) 

• Peterhead CCS Project - Relief Flare and Vent Study Report 

• Peterhead CCS Project - Site Selection Report  

 Commercial, Project Management and Lessons Learned 
• Insurance Plan (PH) 

• Peterhead CCS Project - Health, Safety and Environmental Report. 

Available at: 
https://www.gov.uk/government/collections/carbon-capture-and-storage-knowledge-sharing 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Available at: 

https://www.gov.uk/government/collections/carbon-capture-and-storage-knowledge-sharing 
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Current FEED KKDs (2) 



 

Commissioned reports and related work 
• Kingsnorth FEED 

• Longannet FEED 

• Cost reduction work  

 

Available at: 
www.gov.uk/uk-carbon-capture-and-storage-government-funding-and-support    

17 

Previous FEED KKDs 
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Next steps in CCS:  
Policy Scoping Document  
 

 

• Informal Public Consultation 
published  August 2014 

• Summarised the policies and actions 
taken to support CCS deployment  

• Reaffirmed commitment to enable 
deployment of CCS (power and 
industrial) in the UK 

• Sought views and evidence from the  
CCS sector on future phases of CCS 
deployment 

 



 
 

Responses received from a range of CCS stakeholders 
including; the CCS Association, project developers,  
academia and the public sector 

PSD Key Messages Received 
  • Want long term vision for CCS 

  • Need certainty from Government on financial support      
for follow-on projects (clear line of sight) 

  • Need to consider how to de-risk FEED 

  • Need robust regulatory framework 

  • Look at role of GIB and EIB in attracting private funding  
for CCS projects 

  • Long term framework for CCS transport and storage 
infrastructure right 

  • Want increased HMG focus on Industrial CCS 19 

Responses to Policy Scoping Document 
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Phase 2 
• Creating right policy framework to enable follow-on 

projects to come forward 
• £4.2m for industrial research (pre-FEED) for Caledonia 

Clean Energy Project 
• Projects coming forward with little or no capital funding 

from Government 
• Financial support through CfDs 
• Storage appraisal & continued investment in R&D and 

innovation 
• Working to strengthen the business case and achieve cost 

reductions: 
 Utilising shared infrastructure 
 Learning from global projects 
 Collaborative R&D (EU) 
 Enhanced Oil Recovery 



 

Phase 3 
• CCS projects competing on cost with 

other low carbon technologies 

• Enabled by EMR 

• Benefitting from (for example):  
o Learnings from previous projects  

and increased confidence 
o Established supply chain 
o Significant cost reductions 
o Outputs of earlier R&D investments 

 
 21 



 

R&D 
Comprehensive 
Approach 
• Fundamental research and 

understanding 
• CCS ERA-NET (ACT) total ~ €42 
• Strategic UK CCS Storage 

Appraisal Project (£2.5) 
• Energy Entrepreneurs Fund (£2.5) 
• Caledonia Clean Energy project 

(£1.75m) 
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DECC Strategic UK Storage Appraisal Project 
Selected Portfolio of 5 sites 

Strategic UK CCS Storage 23 

 

 

 

 

 
Selected portfolio 
• Regionally distributed 
• Significant capacity (1606 Mt) 
• Diverse types 
• Strong build out from Phase 1 projects 
• Good fit with ETI Scenarios 
• Enables further build out 

 
There are many other candidate storage 
sites around the UK with significant storage 
potential 

“The UK has lots of storage” 

 

Strategic UK CCS Storage Appraisal Project 
Selected Portfolio of 5 sites 



CCS Decarbonising Energy Intensive 
Industries 

 

Beyond Power 
• Expect CCS to be key for  

decarbonising many industrial 
emitters 

• Particularly looking at iron, 
steel, oil refining, cement and 
chemicals industries 

• Industrial Decarbonisation and 
Energy Efficiency Roadmaps  
to 2050 
https://www.gov.uk/government/publicatio
ns/industrial-decarbonisation-and-energy-
efficiency-roadmaps-to-2050 

• Funding pre-FEED industrial 
CCS  study in the Tees Valley 
http://www.teessidecollective.co.uk/ 

24 

 

• CCS vital to successfully 
decarbonising energy intensive 
industries (iron and steel, cement, 
chemical and oil refining) 

• Could deliver 20mtCO2/yr abatement  
by 2050 

• Cross benefits – economies of scale, 
de-risking CCS infrastructure 
investment, supply chain development 

• £1m funding for Teesside industrial 
CCS study 
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twitter.com/DECCgovuk 
gov.uk/decc 
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Energy Security and Innovation Observing 
System for the Subsurface (ESIOS) 

Update 

Robert Gatliff 

Director Energy & Marine Geoscience 

9th September 2015 
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ESIOS 
• Initiated by Mike 

Stephenson, Director of 
Science, BGS 

• One of several proposals 
put to NERC for major 
capital investment by 
Government 

• Supported by BIS, DECC 
and the Treasury 

• Funding of £31M 
announced in December 
2014 in the Chancellor’s 
Autumn Statement 

• Economic impact 
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NERC Strategy and links to ESIOS infrastructure 
development  

 
The NERC strategy, The Business of the Environment, 
identified the importance of increasing our 
understanding of subsurface processes so that we can 
benefit from, and protect, natural resources.  
 
ESIOS will form part of NERC’s long-term strategic 
approach to integrated environmental observation and 
data science to deliver to the NERC Strategy, drive 
innovation and growth and bring closer a “full model of 
the environment”, working in partnership with industry 
and government. 
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•  ESIOS will establish world-leading knowledge that will be applicable 
to a wide range of energy technologies, both within the UK and 
internationally 

•  ESIOS will provide national science facilities for:  

monitoring and observing - answering questions on how 
subsurface energy technologies interact with the environment.  

 increasing efficiency and environmental sustainability for 
established technology 

Testing - answering questions on how to de-risk sub-surface 
energy supply and storage technology 

independent scientific evidence 

All scientific data will be available to the general public. 
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•  The aim is to understand more about how the Earth’s 
crust behaves in relation to subsurface energy activities, 
both for natural surface systems and human 
infrastructure.. 

• to improve our understanding, at a range of scales, 
overburden, seals, hydrocarbon reservoirs, aquifers and 
the critical zone - particularly in how these different 
zones act together and how changes interact with 
surface systems.  

• ESIOS will add to existing methods of building 
knowledge: studies and modelling at laboratory scale 
are relatively successful and modelling methods on the 
scale of single permeability units have been developed. 
ESIOS will complement these methods at a larger scale 

• Otway style facility or facilities 
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• Calls for projects that will define sites and research 

 

• In the initial announcement the Chancellor referred 
to Thornton in Cheshire as one site 

 

• The original proposal included several possible sites 
to cover different energy questions 

 

• Final decisions for sites will depend on the science, 
site surveys and suitability 
 

• The facilities will be managed by BGS 
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5 natural laboratories would 
cover a representative range 
of geological and energy-
related conditions for UK 
development 

Regional-sized subsurface natural 
laboratories. Each region chosen for its 
energy challenge and subsurface geology 
type.  
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Thornton Science Park  
 
• A new campus at an ex-Shell petrochemical 

research site - to pursue STEM agenda, world class 
research and address national skills shortages 

 
• University of Chester Faculty of Science and 

Engineering 
 
• Part of new BIS and energy industry-funded 

National College for Onshore Oil and Gas  
– centre of excellence for training future engineers 

 
• Align students directly with engineering and 

scientific industries and businesses with the latest 
thinking,  facilities and equipment 
 

• Accommodate pre-start and high growth SMEs in 
environment, engineering, advanced manufacturing  
and automotive sectors. 
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• Acquired from Shell UK in March 

2014 

 

• Teaching accommodation, 

research laboratories and 

industrial units 

 

• 66 acres and 48 buildings over  

1.1m sq ft of space 

 

• Highly specialised equipment 

 

• Undergraduate, postgraduate 

and research activity 

 

• Vital component of Cheshire 

and Warrington LEP ‘Science 

Corridor’  

and ‘Northern Powerhouse’ 

 

• £27m Government funding 

received  

to date  

Manchester Ship Canal 
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Thornton will require industry support and co-funding 

 

Appropriate geology for studying Lower Carboniferous shale and a 

typical northwest England seal, overburden, and critical zone sequence 

above 

 

Thornton will form the hub of a network of sensors, measuring devices 

and instrumented boreholes and will be capable of monitoring test 

operations run at Thornton and the surrounding region 

  

Shale gas licences already stretch east around the Thornton area 

contiguously to the north to the Lytham/Blackpool  

 

Potential for high resolution monitoring of a hydraulic fracturing 

operation, and industrial value would be very high.  
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High level science objectives 
 

Quantitative risk and hazard scenarios 
Understanding of geologically shallow processes (less than 5 km 
deep) 
 

Multi- and single phase reactive/non-reactive fluid flow 
and sub-surface geodynamic processes 

 well leakage   geodynamic strain (well damage) 
 hydraulic fracture growth 
 subsidence  induced seismicity 
 residual stress  crustal change 
 fugitive emissions 
 growth & mediation of biofilms & affect on fluid flow -  
 injection and extraction of fluids. 
 Role of microbiology in the carbon cycle 
 
Intense interest to the public and regulators 
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• Translation of knowledge from fluid flow, geomechanics 

and biology into dynamic models that take account of 
subsurface complexity and geological variability 
 

• Coupled models of subsurface fluid flow, geomechanics 
and biology with surface environmental models.  
 

• Quantify the possibility of change to natural surface 
systems and to human activity.  
 

• Improving communication between scientists and the 
public 
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 A long-term coherent science plan for ESIOS will be developed 
between September 2015 and March 2016 
 
 This process includes an opportunity to the UK and 
international energy and earth science community to submit 
high-level science ideas to NERC  
 
NERC are asking that ideas are at the level of concepts, for 
example:  
 
• 'Investigating the geothermal potential of tight deep 
aquifers for geothermal heat'  
 
• 'Investigating the causes and controls on induced seismicity 
in hydraulic fracturing'  
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 These ideas will be used to: 

• Develop the business case by NERC to feed into equipment 
for capital investment 

• Define location for potential sites.  

• A town hall meeting will be held on  

Thursday 22 October 2015 at BGS Keyworth  

to further engage with the wider scientific community and 
encourage participation and input to the design, concept and 
operability of ESIOS. 

• Responses to this call for ideas will be considered by the 
ESIOS Science Advisory Group. 
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ESIOS Science Advisory Group  
 
Experts to participate in the development of the science plan 
 
Encompasses academic and technical expertise in energy and 
Earth science disciplines 
 
Membership drawn from across the UK energy and Earth science 
community, including HEIs, ESIOS project management and end 
users  
 
Develop and recommend the scientific user requirements for 
ESIOS to optimise science capability and capacity 
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Draft ESIOS Timetable 

ESIOS announced by 

Chancellor 

  

December 2014 

Formation of Science 

Advisory Group 

July-August 2015 

Consultation & Call for 

ideas 

  

September - 

October 

2015 

Town Hall meeting 

  

22nd October 2015 

Site selection & 

tendering 

  2016 

Science Programme 

start 

  2017 
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Scottish Carbon Capture & Storage 
 
Murchison House, West Mains Road, Edinburgh EH9 3LA 

Telephone  +44 (0)131 650 0270    www.sccs.org.uk  

Pathway to UK CCS rollout: CO2-EOR 

Professor Stuart Haszeldine 
SCCS & UKCCSRC 

University of Edinburgh 

UKCCSRC twice-a-year meet 
Strathclyde, 9 Sept 2015 
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Power sector (all sources) has not decarbonised at all since 1990. 
Growth in Renewables and Efficiency has matched the increased global demand 

 

UK carbon budget 4: gap by 2027 

Pathway to UK CCS rollout, CO2-EOR. UKCCSRC Strathclyde 9Sept2015 2 

Gap 70 Mt, progressively increases to 250 Mt : need ways of storing/reducing carbon  Gap 70 Mt, progressively increases to 250 Mt : need ways of storing/reducing carbon  

Electricity emissions 
150Mt/yr 

Other fossil fuels    
400 Mt/yr 

Electricity emissions 
150Mt/yr 

Other fossil fuels    
400 Mt/yr 
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1 Mt CO2 / yr 

CO2 capture and storage proven  
1 Mt CO2 / yr since 1996 : Sleipner 

3 
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Basic Rollout Questions 

• Does CCS need acceleration and money ? 
 

• Does CO2-EOR need acceleration ? 
 

• Can both of these be combined, 
                 profitably and environmentally ? 
 

4 Pathway to UK CCS rollout, CO2-EOR. UKCCSRC Strathclyde 
9Sept2015 

YES 
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Pathway to UK CCS rollout, CO2-EOR. UKCCSRC Strathclyde 
9Sept2015 

Inject CO2 into deep 
oilfield.  
 
Makes the oil less viscous,  
 
Repressurises,  
 
Produces 5 – 15% extra oil 
 
Recycle CO2, all stored 

What is  
CO2 – EOR ? 
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Pathway to UK CCS rollout, CO2-EOR. UKCCSRC Strathclyde 
9Sept2015 

More than 20  
Suitable oilfields 
 
Geological knowledge  
and expertise 
 
Legacy pipelines 
 
Overlap with CO2 

Storage regions 
 
UK or EU supply CO2 

Where is  
CO2 – EOR ? 
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Does CO2-EOR work now ? 

• No CO2 supply 
 

• Expensive Investment 
 

• Licensing and 
Regulation 
 

• Oil price 

7 Pathway to UK CCS rollout, CO2-EOR. UKCCSRC Strathclyde 
9Sept2015 

• CCS supplies CO2  

 

• Financial incentives, 
set to Profit Index to 
compete globally  

 

• Enabling oil,  

   plus CO2 storage 

 

• Oil price > $ 60/bbl 
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Gas-EOR works in the North Sea 

8 Pathway to UK CCS rollout, CO2-EOR. UKCCSRC Strathclyde 9Sept2015 

Magnus (BP) uses stranded CH4, to produce extra oil, 39API 
40% of field production in 2012 attributable to gas injection EOR 

Magnus (BP) uses stranded CH4, to produce extra oil, 39API 
40% of field production in 2012 attributable to gas injection EOR 

SPE 171780-MS 
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This Report: tackling the barriers 

9 
Pathway to UK CCS rollout, CO2-EOR. UKCCSRC Strathclyde 9Sept2015 

•  Economics 
 
• Stakeholder 
 
• EOR performance 
 
• CO2 Management  
& Environmental 
 
• Legal 
 
• CO2 Supply 

A series of studies 
Designed and directed by the 

steering group of the JIP 
 

Enacted independently by 
academic experts, or by 
recognised consultants 

 
Report – summary versions 

 
Website – full versions (may 

be commercially limited) 
 
 

www.sccs.org.uk/expertise/
reports/sccs-co2-eor-joint-

industry-project 

A series of studies 
Designed and directed by the 

steering group of the JIP 
 

Enacted independently by 
academic experts, or by 
recognised consultants 

 
Report – summary versions 

 
Website – full versions (may 

be commercially limited) 
 
 

www.sccs.org.uk/expertise/
reports/sccs-co2-eor-joint-

industry-project 
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CO2-EOR Economic Multiplier 

10 
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Linkage of CCS, and EOR offshore has 
LARGEST LEVERAGE 

£1 Treasury invested = £7.2 Output  

Linkage of CCS, and EOR offshore has 
LARGEST LEVERAGE 

£1 Treasury invested = £7.2 Output  

Value-for-Money  
 
finance help from 
Government                
=  input  
 
can be measured 
by the effects            
=  output  
 
Multiplier = 
activity into wider 
UK economy 

 
Offshore Wind         =   3.3 
 
CCS – pure storage =  2.6 
 
CCS + CO2-EOR     =  7.2 
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Economic sensitivity oil & CO2 price 

11 Pathway to UK CCS rollout, CO2-EOR. UKCCSRC Strathclyde 
9Sept2015 

Reference Loan Low Tax Low CO2 

Claymore 

Scott 

Buzzard 

Claymore 
& Scott 

90 

40 

£ 

Size of dot = 
NPV 

Public data only 
For each field 

O
il 

P
ri

ce
 

62 

$ 

140 

CO2 £ /ton 
Kris Welkenhuysen,  

Geological Survey Belgium 

10 0 -5 

Double  
Monte Carlo: 
reserves and 

prices 

for this evaluation no oil company 
has provided detailed decision-
making inputs 
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CO2-EOR Stakeholders 

12 
Pathway to UK CCS rollout, CO2-EOR. UKCCSRC Strathclyde 9Sept2015 

Seven types of public: each hope for good, but expect poor Seven types of public: each hope for good, but expect poor 
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CO2-EOR Performance 

13 Pathway to UK CCS rollout, CO2-EOR. UKCCSRC Strathclyde 
9Sept2015 
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More CO2 injection rate = more oil 
= more CO2 stored 

More CO2 injection rate = more oil 
= more CO2 stored 

Olden & MacKay Heriot-Watt 
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CO2-EOR Environmental 

14 Pathway to UK CCS rollout, CO2-EOR. UKCCSRC Strathclyde 
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Compare emissions 3.96 Mt CO2 of CCS plus imported oil against 4.25 Mt CO2 
emissions CCS + CO2-EOR which produces oil  

 
Minimal additional carbon required to produce 100 Mbbl oil in 10 yrs 

Low-carbon electricity unaffected 

Compare emissions 3.96 Mt CO2 of CCS plus imported oil against 4.25 Mt CO2 
emissions CCS + CO2-EOR which produces oil  

 
Minimal additional carbon required to produce 100 Mbbl oil in 10 yrs 

Low-carbon electricity unaffected 

3.96 Mt CO2  

4.25 Mt CO2  
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CO2-EOR Legal 

15 Pathway to UK CCS rollout, CO2-EOR. UKCCSRC Strathclyde 
9Sept2015 

• CO2 for food is moved across EU boundaries. 
 

• CO2 for EOR operations can be moved across EU 
boundaries 
 

• Bilateral contracts can be enacted, before any 
federal agreement 

 
• Property rights offshore are unclear, and practical 
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CO2-EOR Supply : shipping 

16 Pathway to UK CCS rollout, CO2-EOR. UKCCSRC Strathclyde 
9Sept2015 
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Shipping is flexible and similar 
cost to pipes 

Shipping is flexible and similar 
cost to pipes 
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CO2-EOR accelerates storage 

17 Pathway to UK CCS rollout, CO2-EOR. UKCCSRC Strathclyde 
9Sept2015 

CO2-EOR acceleration stores 12x more CO2 by 2050,  
Compared against slow Government development rate 

CO2-EOR acceleration stores 12x more CO2 by 2050,  
Compared against slow Government development rate 
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Summary 
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Summary 
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•  CO2-EOR could produce an extra 1 Billion barrels UKCS oil 
 
• Gas injection recovery works in the North Sea, on very large fields 
 
• The Prize is blocked by investment size, perceived risk, and CO2 availability 
 
• Fiscal allowance CAPEX on fields and clusters needed, to £23 /bbl oilpretax  
 
• Environmental and carbon budget effects are similar to oil produced now 
 
• Acceleration of CCS development, can deliver adequate CO2 by 2030 
 
• Economic Multipliers are very favourable 7.2 x; better than off-wind or CCS 
 
• Carbon budget is favourable, electricity stays “green”, more CO2 is stored 
 
• Stakeholders are favourable, if CO2-EOR is part of a low-carbon Transition 

Next Phase of CO2-EOR project seeks sponsors, Oct 2015 Next Phase of CO2-EOR project seeks sponsors, Oct 2015 
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 This talk draws on insights from the “CO2-EOR in the UK: 

Analysis of Fiscal Incentives” project, which was 

commissioned by the SCCS CO2-EOR. 

 How can the UK kick-start a CO2-EOR market through 

fiscal incentives, recognising the additional costs, 

complexities, and uncertainties associated with CO2-EOR? 

 The project was delivered by Element Energy (with the 

help of Dundas Consultants and Prof. Kemp) in 2013/14. 

 

Background to material presented 

 

 

 

DISCLAIMER - all material presented today represents the view of the author, not clients, 

partners or stakeholders 

 The summary report is available at:  

http://www.sccs.org.uk/images/expertise/reports/co2-eor-jip/SCCS-CO2-EOR-JIP-WP5-Fiscal.pdf 

http://www.sccs.org.uk/images/expertise/reports/co2-eor-jip/SCCS-CO2-EOR-JIP-WP5-Fiscal.pdf
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http://www.sccs.org.uk/images/expertise/reports/co2-eor-jip/SCCS-CO2-EOR-JIP-WP5-Fiscal.pdf
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Energy technologies 
modelling 

Consumers behaviour 
modelling 

Strategic market 
analysis  

Energy networks 
modelling 

Commercialisation 
strategies 

Advanced geographic 
modelling 

Techno-economic 
studies 

Policy 
recommendations 

Project management 

Project financing 

 Element Energy is a specialist energy consultancy, with an excellent reputation for 
rigorous and insightful analysis across a wide range of low carbon energy sectors 

 These include: Carbon capture and storage, energy systems, energy networks, 
renewable energy systems, the built environment, hydrogen and low carbon vehicles 

 We consult on both technical and strategic issues – we believe our technical and 
engineering understanding of the real-world challenges support our strategic work 

About Element Energy – a consultancy focussed on the 
energy sector  
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Element Energy-led CCS publications in the last two years:  
We provide insight and analysis across all parts of the CCS chain 

Project Description Year Clients 

CCS sector 
development 
scenarios 

▪ Element Energy-led project to develop three realistic and 
deliverable CCS scenarios at scale in the UK by 2030 by 
considering the practical steps that are required 

2015 

Infrastructure 
in a low-carbon 
energy system 
to 2030 

▪ Element Energy-led project on characterisation, cost and 
feasibility of transmission, distribution, CO2 transport and 
storage, and DSR infrastructures under a number of CCC 
decarbonisation scenarios to 2030 

2014 

Demonstrating 
CO2 capture in 
the industrial 
sectors by 2025 

▪ Element Energy led a study for DECC and BIS, to identify the 
carbon capture opportunity in the UK energy intensive 
sectors by 2025 by reviewing the main technologies that 
could be deployed in the period to 2025, as well as the main 
barriers for uptake of industrial carbon capture 

2014 

CO2-EOR: 
Analysis of fiscal 
incentives 

▪ Element Energy-led project to quantify the potential impacts 
of fiscal incentives for CO2-EOR in the UKCS, recognising the 
additional costs, complexities, uncertainties and longer-term 
liabilities faced by CCS projects involving CO2-EOR 

2014 

CCS hub study 
for Scotland 

▪ Element Energy led a comprehensive project, which 
examined a wide range of CCS scenarios to develop 
blueprints and detailed business plans for how to deliver CCS 
at least cost, least risk, and with maximum flexibility 

2014 
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Recap of benefits and challenges for CO2-EOR in the UKCS 

Illustrative cash flow of a CO2-EOR investment for a developer 

Benefits Challenges 

• Low or negative cost storage capacity 
• Boost CCS project economics 
• Leverage support from oil industry 
• Support economy (tax receipts and jobs) 

• Limited and uncertain supply of CO2  
• Tight window of opportunity  
• High first-of-a-kind project risks  
• Uncertain revenues due to oil price uncertainty 
• High cost and high tax 

Source: Element Energy 
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Since the 1970s, UKCS taxation structure has been dynamic to 
reflect the market conditions 

Simplified history of the UKCS taxation 

Source: Element Energy analysis for the CO2-EOR Joint Industry Project  
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If structured efficiently, field allowances encourage new investments 
without incurring substantial deadweight losses 

Comparison of changing headline tax rate and field allowances 

PRT= Petroleum Revenue Tax 
DPI= discounted NPV 
/discounted capex 

Source: Element Energy analysis for the CO2-EOR Joint Industry Project  
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“CO2-EOR Kick-start” model, developed by Element Energy, is used to 
quantify the impacts of tax incentives to kick-start CO2-EOR for the UK 

Oil field 
database 

Oil production 
history of the 
UKCS fields 

Technical 
inputs 

Cash-flow 
(real and 
nominal) 

General 
inputs 

Reservoir 
performance 

model 

Infrastructure 
requirements 

Financing 
model 

The CO2-EOR Kick-start model consists of following sub-models; 
• Reservoir performance model creates oil and CO2 production profiles based on annual fresh CO2 injection rates, 

and oil field and reservoir characteristics such as CO2 sweep efficiency, recycling system capacity, etc. 
• Financing model calculates loan repayment with interest based on debt rate, interest rate and repayment 

schedule. 
• Taxation model calculates corporation tax, supplementary charge, PRT, capital allowances, losses carried forward, 

decommissioning tax relief, ring-fence expenditure supplement and field allowances (if available). 
• Oil investor model provides KPI thresholds for different types of oil investors 
• The uptake model then calculates the cash-flow and KPI of each CO2-EOR project, and predicts the viability of 

these EOR projects based on KPI thresholds for different stakeholders. Finally, economic impact model estimates 
the KPI for Government 

Financing 
inputs 

CO2 supply 
scenarios 

High-level 
reservoir 

characteristics 

Base oil 
production 

and COP date 
estimation 

CO2-EOR 
cost 

database 

CO2 transfer 
prices 

Taxation 
model 

Taxation 
inputs and 
scenarios 

Project KPI 

KPI for 
Government 

CO2-EOR 
investor 

model/inputs 

CO2-EOR 
uptake model 

Source: Element Energy 
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Modelling suggests that it is possible to kick-start CO2-EOR in the 
UKCS with tax incentives 

Comparison of the proposed CO2-EOR field allowance with the 
existing brownfield allowance  

Source: Element Energy analysis for the CO2-EOR Joint Industry Project  
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CO2-EOR offers the opportunity to produce up to 1 billion barrels of 
incremental oil in the “Push” scenario 

Source: Element Energy analysis for the CO2-EOR Joint Industry Project  
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Exchequer incremental cash flow: Additional UK tax revenues could be 
more than £4bn 

Source: Element Energy analysis for the CO2-EOR Joint Industry Project  
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It will be necessary to monitor potential interactions between 
different onshore and offshore incentives 

Exchequer 

Direct and 
indirect 

subsidies 

Tax incentives (e.g. field allowance) 

Source: Element Energy 
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Conclusions 

 

 CO2-EOR projects in the UKCS can be economic but are unlikely to meet commercial 
hurdle rates. 

 The first CO2-EOR project(s) would need to overcome an initial commercial investor 
risk premium. 

 CO2-EOR incentives could be negotiated on a project-by-project basis. However 
announcing a specific tax break for CO2-EOR could send a positive signal to both the 
oil industry and the CCS industry. 

 Field allowances based on unit development cost could be an efficient means of 
sustaining a CO2-EOR industry; however, the absolute levels of field allowance 
required would need to be higher than the existing brownfield allowances.  

 Up to 1 billion barrels of incremental oil could be produced and additional UK tax 
revenues could be more than £4bn (at $90barrel).  

 Any decision on CO2-EOR financial support is best taken within over-arching 
strategies for UK oil production and for CCS. 

 



Thank you for your attention 
 
 
 

If you have questions, please contact: 
 
 

Emrah Durusut 
emrah.durusut@element-energy.co.uk 

 
 
 
 
 
 

Element Energy Limited 
www.element-energy.co.uk  

http://www.element-energy.co.uk/
http://www.element-energy.co.uk/
http://www.element-energy.co.uk/


Offshore CO2 EOR 
The Sceptics/Realists View 

Steve Furnival 

Reservoir Engineer 



It’s not just money – though that’s key! 
 EOR Screening 

 CO2 EOR – How does it work? 

 When it works, it works: The Permian Basin 

 And what about the Geology (caution – I’m an RE) 

 Can you see the problem yet? 

 Facilities challenge 

 The “best candidate” in Europe 

 There are optimists 

 And finally, economics 

 



EOR High Level Screening 
 Taber et al, SPE 35385 

 

 

 

 

 

 Thickness & Permeability 

 Thickness – “Wide Range” 

 Permeability – “Not Critical” 

 Will discuss this shortly 

 “Successful” W/F usually a 
pre-condition for CO2 EOR 

 But doesn’t guarantee it!! 

Solvent Thermal 

EOR 

Chemical 

Steam-Flood 

Cyclic-Steam 

SAGD 

In-Situ Comb 

Polymer 

Surfactant 

ASP 

Lean H/C 

Rich H/C 

N2 

CO2 

Operator Good Better Unit

Oil Gravity Less Than 0.92 0.84 wrtWat=1

Viscosity Less Than 10.0 1.5 cP

Oil Saturation Greater Than 20.0 55.0 percent

Oil Composition

Depth Greater Than ft

Formation Type

High % C5-C12

2500.0

Sandstone/Carbonate



CO2 EOR – How does it work? 

 If P > 1071 psi (73.9 bar) and T > 31.1 oC, CO2 is in Super-Critical (S/C) state 

 Density is liquid-like (but usually less than the target oil!) 

 Viscosity is vapour-like 

 CO2 must “dissolve” in the remaining oil in place 

 First Contact Miscibility (FCM) 

 Vapourising Gas Drive 

 Condensing Gas Drive 

 If it does dissolve 

 Incremental Recovery Factor (RF) 10-15% 

 Denbury Resources (Mississippi) get 20% by  

“carpet bombing” their fields 

Swell the Oil 

Reduce the Viscosity 

Reduce the IFT 



CO2 EOR – When it works, it works! 

ogj.com 

Steve Melzer 

Since first flood in 1972 (SACROC) over 2 Billion  

barrels oil produced via CO2 EOR 

 

Most CO2 (historically) from CO2 Fields, 65 Mt/yr 



What about the Geology? Caution – I’m an RE 

 The best (to date) North Sea reservoirs tend to be thick (H) and  

have high permeability (K) as production rate  KH 

 Heterogeneity, heterogeneity, heterogeneity … 

 If there’s a high permeability streak, the CO2 will find it 

 If the reservoir is thick and has vertical connectivity, its  

likely the CO2 will gravity override the target oil 

 Viscosity of S/C CO2  0.05 cP 

 10 times more mobile than water 

 10-100 times more mobile than the oil we seek 

 It doesn’t fully dissolve in the oil – immiscible flood  

or displacement 

 RF is halved, say less than 5% incremental oil 

𝑖 =
1

𝑅
𝑉 𝑣 =

𝐾



𝑑𝑃

𝑑𝑥
 

Ohm’s Law Darcy’s Law 



Can you see the problem yet? 

 Permian basin reservoirs are usually low permeability (less than 10 mD) 

carbonates, highly stratified (thin zones) with poor vertical communication 

 Most important factor affecting RF is field scale sweep efficiency 

 Control by reducing inter-well spacing 

 Increase injection rate 

 Reconfigure well patterns 

 Increase CO2 slug size 

 Vary ratio of Water to CO2 slug sizes/timing (WAG) 

 Onshore: Simulate, Lab Tests, Single Well Pilot, Single Pattern Pilot 

 Incremental spend, build confidence, reduce risk 

 Offshore: It’s all or nothing, invest billions and hope it works! 

How do you retro-fit  

all this onto this? 

Well Spacing 

Onshore –   100’s m 

Offshore – 1000’s m 

And this has to stay afloat for another 20-30 years 



Facilities Challenge 

 If the process works, CO2-saturated oil will be produced 

 It has to be processed, captured, and re-injected 

 Retro-fitting existing facilities ~ 3x cost of designing/fitting up-front 

Steve  

Melzer 



The “best candidate” in Europe 

From www.ens.dk 

 Halfdan field, Danish Sector 

 Operator Maersk; Partners Shell & Chevron 

 STOIIP  2 Bstb, RF < 30% by Water-Flood 

 Chalk: high porosity, very low permeability 

 Best K  2 mD, hence 3 km long wells 

 About 150-200 m apart 

 Producer, Injector, Producer, … 

 10-15 Vertical Frac’s in plane of the well 

 Relatively low heterogeneity 

 The CO2 will probably contact most oil 

 But time from injector to producer is … 

4 years! 



There are optimists 

 US Department of Energy: National Energy Technology Lab 

 http://www.netl.doe.gov/File%20Library/Research/Energy%20Analysis/Publications/Offshore-GOM-resource-Final.pdf 

 Google “CO2 EOR Offshore Assessment” (05 June 2014) aimed at Gulf of Mexico 

 Benefits are offshore storage of CO2 from Gulf Coast Power & Industrial Plants 

 15 Bstb of incremental recovery and 3.9 Gt of storage 

 Requires “Next Generation” CO2 EOR Technology 

 Existing technology needs $100+ oil and recovers less 
than 1 Bstb 

 Next Generation Technology being 

 Improved reservoir conformance 

 Advanced CO2 flood design 

 Enhanced Mobility Control 

 Increased Volumes of Injected CO2 

Inject more (who pays?) 

Control where it goes 

http://www.netl.doe.gov/File Library/Research/Energy Analysis/Publications/Offshore-GOM-resource-Final.pdf
http://www.netl.doe.gov/File Library/Research/Energy Analysis/Publications/Offshore-GOM-resource-Final.pdf
http://www.netl.doe.gov/File Library/Research/Energy Analysis/Publications/Offshore-GOM-resource-Final.pdf
http://www.netl.doe.gov/File Library/Research/Energy Analysis/Publications/Offshore-GOM-resource-Final.pdf
http://www.netl.doe.gov/File Library/Research/Energy Analysis/Publications/Offshore-GOM-resource-Final.pdf
http://www.netl.doe.gov/File Library/Research/Energy Analysis/Publications/Offshore-GOM-resource-Final.pdf
http://www.netl.doe.gov/File Library/Research/Energy Analysis/Publications/Offshore-GOM-resource-Final.pdf
http://www.netl.doe.gov/File Library/Research/Energy Analysis/Publications/Offshore-GOM-resource-Final.pdf


And finally, ECONOMICS 

 20-30 years to perform a CO2 flood 

 Look at price volatility over last 10 years 

 Doesn’t include last month (less than $50/stb) 

 Who pays for the CO2? 

 Offshore costs prohibitive 

 Especially pipelines, wells & facilities 

 Existing facilities will probably need replacing 

 Require stable fiscal setting 

 Do you trust politicians not to change the rules? 

 How do you mitigate the risks? 



University of Edinburgh , School of Engineering, Edinburgh
SCCS – Scottish Carbon Capture and Storage Centre

Rotary wheel adsorber for carbon capture

E. Mangano1, E. Shiko1, A. Greenaway3, A. Gibson2, A. Gromov2, M. M. Lozinska3, 
E. Campbell2, P. A. Wright3, S. Brandani1

1 University of Edinburgh, School of Engineering;
2 University of Edinburgh, School of Chemistry;

3 University of St. Andrews;

EPSRC:  EP/J02077X/1

e.mangano@ed.ac.uk
s.brandani@ed.ac.uk

“Best paper” of the Carbon Management: Recent Advances in Carbon Capture, Conversion, Utilization and Storage session 
at ACS Fall meeting 2015



Adsorption Materials and Processes for 
Gas fired power plants – AMPGas

2

Partners:           

The University of Edinburgh 
(Coordinator)

University of St. Andrews Heriot‐Watt University

Industrial Partner: 

Howden Group Ltd

Other industrial contributions:

Chemviron Carbon; Purolite; Thomas Swan and UOP 

UKCCSRC Autumn Biannual Meeting 2015



AMPGas Project 

3

Aims:           
• Apply a range of experimental techniques to determine equilibrium and 

kinetic properties of nanoporous materials, which are being developed for 
CO2 capture from dilute streams;

• Predict the performance of an integrated adsorption process based on rapid 
thermal swing;

• Demonstrate the proposed process using a bench scale rotary wheel 
adsorber.

Materials:
Thanks to the expertise of the partners different materials can be tested:

Zeolites (St. Andrews University)
Amine‐containing MOFs (St. Andrews University)
Amine‐based Silicas (Heriot‐Watt University & St. Andrews University)
Amine‐containing Carbon and Carbon Nanotubes (University of Edinburgh)

UKCCSRC Autumn Biannual Meeting 2015



Adsorbents: the challenges

4

Tailoring novel adsorbents for CO2 separation from dilute streams (4‐9% CO2):            

Physisorption
(optimised zeolites)  

Chemisorption
(amine‐based adsorbents )   

• Structures

• Cation types 

• Cation distribution

• Hydrophilicity

• Supporting material 

• Pore size/volume

• Amine groups

• Synthesis process

• Chemical and thermal stability 

• Behaviour in presence of water 

UKCCSRC Autumn Biannual Meeting 2015



Porous Materials

5

Cation Gating Zeolites Small Pore MOFs

• Metal organic frameworks consist of 
organic linker groups coordinated to metal 
clusters (nodes)

• Ability to modify both metal source and 
organic linker makes MOFs highly versatile

• Functionalisation of organic linkers can 
have a profound effect on the adsorption 
properties of the material.

• Aluminosilicates which contain 8 
membered windows, such as RHO, ECR‐18

• Extra framework cations adopt positions in 
window sites

• Co‐operative interaction between CO2 and 
cation causes cation to move allowing CO2
to pass through window

• Highly selective for CO2/ N2 and CO2/ CH4

UKCCSRC Autumn Biannual Meeting 2015



Cation Gating Zeolites

6

• Recently discovered which can be used to separate  adsorbates with 
differing physical properties, for example  the separation of CO2 from N2.

• This is a separate mechanism from the more common molecular sieving 
separations that zeolites are commonly used for. 

• Has potential to be used for size inverse separations. As molecules with a 
larger polarizability, dipole and quadrupole moments interact more 
strongly with the cation. 

• M. M. Lozinska, E. Mangano, et al.  J. Am. Chem. Soc. 2012, 134, 17628‐
17642

UKCCSRC Autumn Biannual Meeting 2015



Cation Gating Zeolites: Na‐RHO

7

Simple zeolite structure, with lta cages connected via d8r cages.

Exhibits promising gas adsorption / separation properties – but slow

• M. M. Lozinska, E. Mangano, et al.  J. Am. Chem. Soc. 2012, 134, 17628‐
17642

• M. M. Lozinska, P. A. Wright, et al. Chem. Mater., 2014, 26, 2052‐2061.

Na

UKCCSRC Autumn Biannual Meeting 2015



Cation Gating Zeolites: Expanding the Rho series

8

• ECR‐18 is the synthetic form of zeolite
Paulingite

• All openings 8‐rings
• 7 different cage types.
• Similar interpenetrated backbone to Rho

UKCCSRC Autumn Biannual Meeting 2015



Cation Gating Zeolites: ECR‐18

9

Na,H‐ECR‐18
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0
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0.3082 g 
CO2/N2 (50:50)
20 cc/min
303 K

Structural changes of synthetic paulingite (Na,H‐ECR‐18) upon dehydration and CO2 adsorption A. G. 
Greenaway, J. Shin, P. A. Cox, E. Shiko, S. P. Thompson, S. Brandani, S. Bong Hong, P. A. Wright*, Zeit. 
Krist. – Crystalline Materials, 2015, 230, 223‐231
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ZSM‐25

10

• Solved structure of ZSM‐25 : related to ECR‐18 and Rho

ECR‐18 ZSM‐25

A zeolite family with expanding structural complexity and embedded isoreticular
structures P. Guo, J. Shin, A. G. Greenaway, J. Gi Min, J. Su, H. J. Choi, L. Liu, P. A. 
Cox, S. B. Hong, P. A. Wright, X. Zou Nature, 2015, 524, 74‐78
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ZSM‐25

11

• NaTEA‐ZSM‐25, NaTEA‐ECR‐18, Na‐Rho 
and K‐chabazite

• Presence of secondary cage structure 
speeds up adsorption in Na form of the 
zeolites ECR‐18 and ZSM‐25

• Adsorption isotherms at 298 K of CO2, 
CH4 and N2

• Good regenerability. Inset shows 
capacities over 100 cycles

Kinetics of CO2 uptake

Adsorption Isotherms on ZSM‐25

UKCCSRC Autumn Biannual Meeting 2015



Small Pore MOFs

12

CO2 at 273 K N2 at 77 K

• Model Sc2BDC3 series is hydrophobic
• Isostructural series with functional 

groups
• Resulting MOFs exhibit different 

adsorption properties
• Amine –functionalised most selective

UKCCSRC Autumn Biannual Meeting 2015



CO2 adsorption on Sc2(NH2‐BDC)3

13

Thermodynamics 
from isotherms

Kinetics (Zero Length Column)

Heat of adsorption 31(±3) kJ mol‐1

In situ synchrotron IR microspectroscopy of CO2 adsorption on the functionalised MOF Sc2(BDC‐NH2)3
A. Greenaway, B. Gonzalez‐Santiago, P. M. Donaldson, M. D. Frogley, G. Cinque, J. Sotelo, S. Moggach, 
E. Shiko, S. Brandani, R. F. Howe and P. A. Wright Angew. Chem. Int. Ed. 2014, 53, 13483‐13487
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Desorption curves of CO2 from Sc2(BDC‐NH2)3 and an 
empty ZLC column at different flowrates. The 
normalized decrease in concentration (C/C0) is 
plotted against a) time (t) and b) Ft scales.

Desorption is under equilibrium conditions even at 
fastest flow rate
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Amine functionalised carbons: preparation
3 Main types of material prepared:

1.  CNTs grafted with a basic amino functionalities
2.  Activated carbon grafted with amino functionalities
3.  A physical impregnation of amino groups to the surface of two 

different types of porous carbon

Amine Grafted carbon nanotubes 
(CNT‐CO‐NHR)

Amine grafted porous 
carbon

Amine impregnated porous 
carbon (various loadings)

EDA √ √ √

DETA √ ‐ √

TETA √ √ √

PEI (MW600) √ √ √

PEI (MW10000) √ √ √

PEI (MW750000) √ ‐ ‐

Advantage: 
• Carbon materials can be heated ohmically for cyclic regeneration of the 

adsorbent
UKCCSRC Autumn Biannual Meeting 2015



Multi‐walled carbon nanotubes (MWCNT)

15

• Carbon nanotubes are cylindrical allotropes of 
carbon 

• Two varieties: single walled and multi‐walled 

• Large specific surface area ranging from 200 –
1000 m2 g‐1

• Surface can be readily functionalised to modify 
the material’s properties 

• Functionalization methods can be applied to 
cheaper activated carbon for large scale gas 
separation 

• Thermal cyclic regeneration through ohmic
heating

• The highly ordered structure makes particularly 
interesting the study of the kinetics  

UKCCSRC Autumn Biannual Meeting 2015



Functionalization of Carbon Materials

16

Scheme: Functionalization of carbon 
nanotubes with basic amine moieties 

Image: MWCNT/agarose aerogel produced 
by lyophilisation

Scheme LHS: Carbon nanotubes can be functionalized for selective carbon 
capture 

Image RHS: Functionalized CNTs can be utilised to create 3D structures with high 
specific surface area

UKCCSRC Autumn Biannual Meeting 2015



Physical impregnation of amine onto porous carbons 

17

Pore Volume/ cc g‐1

micro‐AC meso‐AC

Raw 0.74 1.09

TETA‐10 0.52 0.77

TETA‐30 0.11 0.47

TETA‐50 0.02 0.31

TETA‐70 0.01 0.19
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CO2 Uptake Temperature Dependence

18
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• Raw AC material 
• CO2 capacity ↓ as temperature ↑

• Impregnated AC material 
• CO2 capacity ↑ as temperature ↑ 

micro‐AC
Pore width ≤ 2 nm

micro‐AC‐TETA‐50
Pore width ≤ 2 nm

Heat of Adsorption > 50 kJ mol‐1 – chemisorption
Heat of Adsorption < 50 kJ mol‐1 – physisorption

ΔHADS = 27 kJ mol‐1
Physisorption

ΔHADS = 90 kJ mol‐1
Chemisorption

Thermogravimetric analysis (TGA):
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CO2 uptake of carbon supports loaded with various 
wt % of TETA

19
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J.A.A. Gibson, A.V. Gromov, S. Brandani, E.E.B. Campbell, 
Microporous and Mesoporous Materials, 208 (2015) 129‐139.
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CO2 Cyclic Experiments

20
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Experimental approach for novel adsorbents  

21

Zero Length 
Column

Extended Zero 
Length Column

Dual Piston PSA Rotary Wheel 
Adsorber  

 Equilibrium
 Kinetics 
 Stability

 Clear separation
 Useful for TSA 

evaluation

 Heat transfer
 Mass transfer 
 Pressure drop 

 Full cycle 
performance 

 Purity
 Recovery
 Productivity  

10‐15 mg ~ 50 mg ~ 10 g ~ 1 Kg
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Real rotary system  
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Testing Novel Adsorbents: the Zero Length Column

23

An experimental technique should allow us to:

• Rank CO2 capacity of materials rapidly 

• Require only small samples

• Interpret the results easily

• Allow to determine kinetics

• Allow to test the materials with water

• Allow to test the materials with SOx and NOx

A properly designed ZLC system can deliver 
on all of these requirements. -100
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Full sat.  Partial sat.
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Experimental approach for novel adsorbents  

24

Ranking 

Good 
sample 

Bad 
sample 

Equilibrium 

Kinetics 

Stability 
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Ranking of CO2 capacity for Amine based Carbons (UoE)

25
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meso‐AC‐PEI600(20)
meso‐AC‐PEI600(40)
meso‐AC‐PEI600(60)
meso‐AC‐PEI600(75)
meso‐AC‐PEI600(100)

meso‐AC‐2‐PEI600(290)

q (mmol g‐1)

Conditions: 75 °C , 10% CO2, 90% helium
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Ranking of CO2 capacity for Zeolites (UoStA)

T = 35 °C; PCO2 = 0.1 atm
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Equilibrium controlled experiment 

27
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ZLC Partial loading experiment on Na‐Rho (1μm)

28

R2/D = 167 min

T = 35 °C; PCO2 = 0.1 atm
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Experimental approach for novel adsorbents  

29

Ranking 

Good 
sample 

Bad 
sample 

Equilibrium 

Kinetics 

Stability 
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ZLC scale‐up: Extended ZLC for breakthrough experiments

Sample: meso‐AC‐PEI1200(200)

Conditions: 75 °C, 10% CO290%N2

Model under development to fit E‐ZLC data

Capacity: 1.8 mmol g‐1

Allows to run breakthrough 
experiments with ~ 50 mg 
of sampleEvidence of 

chemical reaction
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Breakthrough experiment on Li ‐ Rho

Ptot = 1 atm

T = 35 °C

YCO2 = 0 .05

YCH4 = 0.4 

Carrier gas: He

CO2/CH4 selectivity
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Breakthrough experiments on Paulingite
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Ptot = 1 atm

YCO2 = YN2 = 0.3 in He

Evidence of structural change 

AdsorptionCO2/N2 selectivity
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Experimental approach for novel adsorbents  

33

Ranking 

Good 
sample 

Bad 
sample 

Equilibrium 

Kinetics 

Stability 

Good 
sample 
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Process scale‐up: Dual Piston PSA 

34

Benefits of DP‐PSA 
• Direct test of the separation  
performance

• Single column required
• Closed system with total reflux; 
only small amount of gas needed

• Rapid testing of adsorbent 
materials

• Many different experiments are 
possible

• Particularly suitable to measure 
kinetic and equilibrium properties  
of novel adsorbent materials

Aim
Testing of novel materials for the 
separation of CO2 from flue gas

Dosing system

Column

PistonsOven

Pressure readings
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Experimental approach for novel adsorbents  

35

Ranking 

Good 
sample 

Bad 
sample 

Equilibrium 

Kinetics 

Stability 

Good 
sample 

All information for 
the model acquired!
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Adsorption model hierarchy

36

Now including also Ideal Adsorption Solution 
Theory methods for multicomponent adsorption
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General adsorption cycle simulator

37

Feed 
Pressurisation

Adsorption

Evacuation

PE

Purge

PE

Column 2

Column 1
Adsorption systems
• Multiple adsorption columns
• Connected by splitters, mixers, 

valves and tanks
• Series of cycle steps: 

pressurisation, feed, purge, …

Extend column simulation to general adsorption cycles
• Modular system with different units: adsorption 

columns, valves, splitters, tanks, ...
• Arbitrary number and connection of the units
• Simulate different cycle configurations by time events, 

e.g. switching of valves
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Buffer unit for unibed approach

38

•All columns cycle through the same steps
•Steps with interaction between two columns

• Output of one column is input of the other 
column

• Add a buffer unit for each interaction pair
•Data in buffer unit is half a cycle out of date
•Same result at Cyclic Steady State
•Order of magnitude faster
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Experimental approach for novel adsorbents  

39

Ranking 

Good 
sample 

Bad 
sample 

Equilibrium 

Kinetics 

Stability 

Good 
sample 

All information for 
the model acquired!
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Rotary Wheel Adsorber for carbon capture – Advantages 

40

• Can treat large volumes of gas 

• Lower capital cost (no multiple columns, piping , valves, etc…) 

• Efficient heat integration

• Low pressure drop

• Can perform rapid temperature swings 

• Thermal cycles of few minutes: 10 times faster than traditional TSA 
in fixed bed

• Significant reduction of the size of the capture plant 

Due to very low concentration of CO2 thermal swing adsorption is required for 
rapid regeneration of the adsorbent.
A properly designed rotary wheel adsorber:
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Bench scale Rotary Wheel Adsorber for carbon capture 

41

• 12‐columns rotary system

• Each column is detachable and can be 
independently tested

• Up to 24 thermocouples (2 per column)

• Large amount of data to be sent in real 
time 

• Max. rotational speed 1 rpm

• Regeneration using electrical heating 
elements

• One of the first LiFi communication on 
moving elements 

• Real time computer for data acquisition 
and control of the system 
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Bench scale Rotary Wheel Adsorber for carbon capture 
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Experimental setup being built at UoE
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Rotating can and 
adsorption columns  Sector plate

PTFE sector plate 
sealing
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RWA concept ‐ system control

44

Slip rings for H‐E

60 W AC motor 0 ‐ 1 rpm

NI – CRIO real time computer 

MFC
Gas

D‐P transducers  

LED ring
TC data + position

LiFi receiver
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Preliminary simulations  

Column: L = 20 cm, ID = 2 cm. 

Adsorbents: 

• TRI‐PE‐MCM‐41(Y. Belmabkhout, et al., 2010)

• 13X (isotherms measured in our lab)

Ptot = 1 bar

Feed concentration: 5% CO2 in N2

Adsorption:35 °C

Regeneration methods: Electrical heating; Steam

0.05 bar

Adapting Cysim cycle simulator for the simulation of some base scenarios:
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Case 1 : Electrical heating 
TRI‐PE‐MCM‐41 13X
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Case 1 : temperature distribution 
TRI‐PE‐MCM‐41 13X
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Case 1 : concentration distribution 
TRI‐PE‐MCM‐41 13X
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Case 2 : Purge with steam
TRI‐PE‐MCM‐41 13X
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Case 2 : temperature distribution 
TRI‐PE‐MCM‐41 13X
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Case 2 : concentration distribution 
TRI‐PE‐MCM‐41 13X
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LiFi – how does it work?

52

Time

Intensity

1 1 1 10 0 00 0

On

Off

Spectrum:

• Unregulated (free)

• Huge 

• Safe

Existing Infrastructure

Inexpensive devices
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Recent ‘hero’ demonstrations
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3.5 Gbps from single color LED at 5 mW

1.1 Gbps at 10 m at 5 mW

5 mW

Prof. Harald Haas, Dr. Stefan Videv UKCCSRC Autumn Biannual Meeting 2015



Conclusions 
• Several materials have been developed and tested using different 

techniques (ZLC, TGA, Breakthrough)

• Some of the amine‐functionalised carbons show a clear chemisorption 
process 

• Some of the zeolitic frameworks show evidence of structural modification 
associated to the presence of CO2

• A novel bench scale rotary wheel adsorber has bee designed and is being 
built at the UoE

• CySim is being modified to predict the performance of the bench scale 
prototype

• A novel LiFi communication system (one of the first on moving elements) 
is being developed for the data acquisition in the RWA 
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Solid Adsorbents Looping Technology 

 We propose ‘Solid adsorbents looping technology 

(SALT)’ as a post-combustion capture 

technology for NGCC plants 

o Supported amine solid adsorbents 

o Alkali-based inorganic adsorbents, 

carbonate-bicarbonate cycle. 

 



CO2, H2O 

Flue gas (CO2, O2, N2, H2O etc) 

Vent gas (N2, O2) CO2-loaded adsorbents 

Regenerated 
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sweeping gas 
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Project Aim 

  To overcome the performance barriers for 
implementing the two types of adsorbents 

  

supported polyamines  

co-precipitated potassium oxide 

 

in solids looping technology for NGCC power 
plants 

 



Project Specific Objectives (1) 

 To overcome the following major specific challenges: 

 To examine and enhance the oxidative and/or hydrolytic 
stability of supported / immobilised polyamine adsorbents 
and hence to identify efficient and cost-effective 
management strategies for spent materials. 
 

 To optimise the formulation and preparation of the 
potassium carbonate co-precipitated sorbents for improved 
working capacity, reaction kinetics and regeneration 
behaviour at lower temperatures. 
 

 To gain comprehensive understanding of to what degree 
and how different flue gas conditions, particularly oxygen 
and moisture, can impact the overall performance of 
adsorbent materials and related techno-economic 
performance of a solid looping process. 

 



Project Specific Objectives (2) 

 To produce kg quantities of the optimum adsorbent 
materials and then demonstrate their performance 
over repeated adsorption/desorption cycles and to 
establish the optimal process thermodynamics in 
fluidized bed testing. 
 

 To investigate a novel rejuvenation strategy for 
oxidised PEIs involving low temperature 
hydrogenation.   
 

 To conduct techno-economic studies to assess the 
cost advantages of the solids looping technology for 
NGCC power plants over amine scrubbing based on 
the improved adsorbent performance and optimised 
process configuration achieved in the project. 



Research Programme 

 WP1 - Development, characterisation and testing of 
solid amine adsorbents (UoN & UCL) 

 

 WP2 - Development, testing and characterisation of 
potassium-promoted porous adsorbent materials (UoN 
& UCL) 
 

 WP3 - Modelling of Surface Adsorption and Advanced 
characterisation (UCL & UoN) 
 

 WP4 - Fluidised-bed testing and optimisation of the 
most effective adsorbents (UoN) 
 

 WP5 - Conceptual design, process engineering 
modelling and techno-economic assessment of SALT for 
future demonstration and commercialisation (UoN, UoL) 

 

 

 

 



Workplan 

Work Package / Tasks Partners Year 1 Year 2 Year 3 Year 4 
Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 Q1 Q2 

WP1: Development, characterisation and testing of solid 
amine adsorbents 

UoN, UCL               

Task 1.1 Preparation and performance-scoping study of 
candidate adsorbent materials 

UoN               

Task 1.2 Optimised preparation for enhanced thermal 
oxidative stability 

UoN, UCL               

Task 1.3 Management of spent materials: PEI rejuvenation UoN, UCL               
WP2 Development, testing and characterisation of potassium-
promoted porous adsorbent materials 

UoN, UCL               

Task 2.1 Preparation, characterisation and testing of 
potassium-promoted inorganic adsorbents 

UoN, UCL               

Task 2.2 The role of flue gas moisture UoN, UCL               
WP3 Modelling of Surface Adsorption & Advanced 
characterisation 

UCL, UoN               

Task 3.1 Modelling of surface reaction processes  UCL               
Task 3.2 Advanced characterisation to support the modelling 

studies 
UCL, UoN               

WP4 Fluidised-bed testing and optimisation of the most 
effective adsorbents 

UoN               

Task 4.1 Scaled-up production of the adsorbents UoN               
Task 4.2 Fluidised-bed testing & process development under 

simulated NGCC flue gas conditions 
UoN               

Task 4.3 Fluidised-bed process testing of the optimum 
adsorbents with real flue gas streams from natural 
gas combustion furnace at a kilowatt-thermal scale 

UoN               

WP5 Conceptual design, process engineering modelling and 
techno-economic assessment of SALT for future 
demonstration and commercialisation 

UoN, UoL               

Task 5.1 Conceptual design and process engineering modelling UoN               
Task 5.2 Techno-economic assessment UoL               
 



Summary/Selection of Research Results (1) 

• Fluidized bed testing and process simulation of 
CO2 capture by PEI-silica 
 Two batches (10kg & 30kg) of the standard PEI-silica 

sorbents had been characterized by TGA (for CO2 
uptakes) and DSc (for heat of adsorption and specific 
heat);  kg-scale of the solid sorbents had been tested in 
BFB reactor with simulated NGCC flue gases – the 
breakthrough capacity ~7%, equilibrium capacity ~ 10% 

 
 Thermal and oxidative degradations were observed with 

dry cycle tests. However, with the presence of moisture 
(~8.8%), the degradations can be significantly alleviated. 
 

 Process simulation on a 550MWe NGCC plant integrated 
with a PCC unit has shown that application of standard 
PEI-silica adsorbent can save over 2.0% in efficiency 
penalty compared to MEA, owing to the much lower 
regeneration heat requirement 
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Degradation of PEI-silica adsorbents over 60 cycles tested 
with the BFB reactor 

With moisture present 

With moisture present Without moisture 
 present 

Recovery of degraded adsorbent 



Cyclic Performance Tests of PEI/Silica  
with/without Moisture (TGA) 

Cycle No. Weight Uptake (wt %)  
Adsorption & Desorption without Moisture 

Weight Uptake (wt %)  
Adsorption & Desorption with Moisture 

1 8.2 10.2 

2 8.2 8.3 
30 7.8 8.5 

Adsorption Condition: 5% CO2 and 70˚C  
Desorption Condition: N2 and 130˚C  
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Degradated PEI reductive rejuvenation by 
Hypy/autoclave – Promising results obtained 
 

Oxidised PEI-silica 

Hypy/autoclave 
+ 

Catalyst 

Rejuvenated PEI +Silica 

Rejuvenated PEI-Silica 

Re-
Impregnation  

*ASCOUGH, P. L., BIRD, M. I., BROCK, F., HIGHAM, T. F. G., MEREDITH, W., SNAPE, C. E. & VANE, C. H. 2009. Hydropyrolysis as a new tool for 
radiocarbon pre-treatment and the quantification of black carbon. Quaternary Geochronology, 4, 140-147. 



 Rejuvenation Condition is ≤200˚C temperature and  
50bar H2 atmosphere. 

 PEI loading of these PEI adsorbents is 50%. 
  



Summary/Selection of Results (2) 

• Development of new adsorbent materials 
 New PEI-impregnated large mesoporous silica adsorbents have 

been prepared, some with much higher CO2 uptakes under NGCC 
flue gas conditions; 
 

 Optimisation for the preparation/testing of the new PEI-adsorbents 
have been concluded in terms of aging time/temperature, PEI 
loadings and adsorption temperature to achieve ideal CO2 capacity; 
 

 Novel PEI-K2CO3/silica sorbent materials have been prepared 
and early results indicate the conjunct contribution of PEI and 
K2CO3 can enhance the CO2 capture 
 

• Atomic modelling to understand the CO2 capture mechanisms 
(UCL) 
 

• Techno-economic analysis (UoL) 



  CO2 uptake at 75 oC  (wt.%) 
  5% 15% 100% 

 BL-40 9.1 10.4 11.7 
MCF-17-1-60 14.5 17.0 18.0 
MCF-17-2-60  14.5  15.7 16.0  

BET Surface 
Area (m2/g) 

Mesopore 
Volume (cm3/g) 

Mean pore 
diameter (nm) 

Base Line 269.4 1.4 25 
MCF-17-1 500.1 2.1 25 
MCF-17-2 463.5 2.1 25 

 All isotherms conducted at 77K by 
nitrogen. 
 

 Larger BET surface area, larger mass 
transfer boundary. 
 

 Higher pore volume, higher PEI 
loading---up to 70 wt.% theoretical 
loading. 

 

 Characterisation of PEI impregnated large 
mesoporous silica adsorbents  
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 CO2 adsorption performance of PEI-K2CO3 sorbents 

Sample PEI wt. % K2CO3 wt. % 
 

H2O uptake 
(wt.%) 

CO2 uptake 
(wt.%) 

Total uptake 
(wt.%) 

PYH01 25 25 4.99 7.23 12.22 

PYH02 25 25 4.31 8.07 12.37 

PYH03 25 25 2.98 9.91 12.89 

 Adsorption temperature: 60oC 
 

 Before CO2 introduction, 
sorbents were pre-moistured 
for 0.5 h 
 

 All three samples were tested 
by TGA (modified) 
 

 Atmosphere: 15 % CO2+85 % 
N2+9 % H2O 

15% CO2 
introduction 
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Amine chemistry with CO2 
Possible mechanisms involve a Base (B): 
• RNH2 + CO2 + B ↔ RNHCO2H + B (R1) 
• RNH2 + CO2 + B ↔ RNHCO2

- + BH+ (R2) 

B=RNH2 B=H2O B=K2CO3 

Amines react with CO2 in the presence of K2CO3 to form zwitterions 
Amine binding of CO2 is weakly endothermic 
Amine binding of CO2 in presence of K2CO3 is exothermic, i.e. K2CO3 does 
strongly enhance CO2 binding energy 

19 



How effective 
is capture? 
 
How effective 
is adsorbent? 
 
Once material 
has been 
characterized, 
how do we 
build a real 
cycle, replacing 
degraded 
adsorbent?  

Techno-economic analysis of CCS: minimizing expenditure for CO2 
solid adsorbent by optimizing replacement of degraded material in 
circulating fluidized beds 

How does CC(S) work , from systems eng. view? 

Colantuono,G., and Cockerill, T. “Optimal strategy for solid sorbent replacement in CCS”, submitted 
20 



Conclusion and Future Work 

• Most of the proposed tasks have been completed 
according to the workplan 
 

• Some tasks are on-going and these will be the main 
parts of the future work: 
– Regeneration strategies,  
– Development of hybrid PEI-K2CO3 adsorbents,  
– CO2 capture testing with the real flue gas of a natural 

gas boiler,  
– Atomic modelling 
– Techno-economic analysis etc. 
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CFD modelling of a post-
combustion CCS 
absorber 
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Project goal 

To develop a CFD tool to compare the 
performance of structured packings 



How to model the 
absorber? The 
three scales 
strategy 

Micro-scale: 
2D 

simulations 
Interface 
tracking 

Micro-scale: 
2D 

simulations 
Interface 
tracking 

Meso-scale: 
Small set of 
REUs. Dry 

pressure drop 

Meso-scale: 
Small set of 
REUs. Dry 

pressure drop 

Macro-scale: 
Porous medium. 

Liquid 
dispersion 

Macro-scale: 
Porous medium. 

Liquid 
dispersion 



MICRO-SCALE 
 

Novelty: Implementing reaction kinetics and 
interface tracking at 3D domains 

 
Daniel Sebastià (PhD student) 

d.sebastiasaez@cranfield.ac.uk 



Hydrodynamics: 
liquid 
maldistribution 



Influence of liquid 
maldistribution on 
absorption rate 
(no chemistry) 



Reactive mass 
transfer 



Enhancement 
factor vs. MEA 
concentration 



MESO-SCALE 
 
 

Novelty: implementing interface tracking in 
commercial geometries (MontzPak B1-250) 

 
Daniel Sebastià (PhD student) 

d.sebastiasaez@cranfield.ac.uk 

 



Implementing the 
VOF method at 
meso-scale 

70#m2/m3## 0.307#s## 0.454#s## 0.548#s##

c#

180	m2/m3		 0.142	s		 0.283	s		 0.360	s		

e	



Liquid hold-up vs. 
liquid load 



Interfacial area vs. 
liquid load 



Wet pressure drop 



MACRO-SCALE 
 
 

Novelty: implementing liquid dispersion within 
high void fraction porous media 

 
Mohammad Ashraf Hossain (PhD student) 

m.a.hossain@cranfield.ac.uk 
 
 

 



Liquid dispersion 

Said et al. 2011 

CFD present work 

z = 0.32 m 

z = 0.48 m 

z = 0.74 m 



Liquid dispersion 

Without dispersion 

With dispersion 
(Fourati et al. 2012) 



Liquid dispersion 

z = 0.32 m 



Conclusions 

The present model successfully represents: 
 

• CO2-MEA reaction kinetics 
• Liquid maldistribution and dispersion 
• Liquid hold-up  
• Effective area 
• Pressure drop 
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THANK YOU, 
 

ANY QUESTIONS? 



Australia – 10 years of achievement 
and the view to 10 more 
Tania Constable 
Chief Executive Officer 

UKCCSRC Autumn Biannual 
Meeting 2015 



• Current Australian Government is primarily focused on 
economic growth.  Australia is highly reliant on fossil fuel 
exports  

• Relationship with China and US matters 

• Mandatory CCS or low emissions technology inclusion at an 
industrial scale is regulated on a project by project basis. 

• Differences exist between State and Australian Government 
policies with some States progressive, but the Australian 
Government is the key influencer 

• Significant reliance on electricity from aging coal fired power 
plants  

• Dynamic policy context with lack of incentives for investment 
low emissions technology 

 

Political and economic context supporting a 
low emissions future in Australia 



Why CCS? 

56 per cent growth in global energy consumption by 2040 (EIA) 
To keep long-term global temperature increases below 4DS, CCS will need to be 
deployed and store 2,000 MtCO2/yr by 2030 (IEA) 

56 per cent growth in global energy consumption by 2040 (EIA) 
To keep long-term global temperature increases below 4DS, CCS will need to be 
deployed and store 2,000 MtCO2/yr by 2030 (IEA) 



Global CCS picture  
 

Modified after Global CCS Institute (2014, p. 41)  

55 global projects in 
various stages of 
development 

55 global projects in 
various stages of 
development 



Gap Analysis for CCS Technology Roadmap 

1. Why is CCS important in Australia? 

2. What R&D is happening nationally and 
internationally and how can we add value? 

3. What are the priorities for CCS R&D 

 

 
 

To determine the high-level CCS R&D priorities for 
Industry in Australia  

To provide insight on outcomes and products 
needed from R&D that will meet Industry needs.  

 

 



• Maintain Australian Exports (60 
billion) 

• Stay within 2 degree scenario 

• Green house gas reduction 5% 
below 2000 level by 2020 

• Heavy reliance on coal 

 

 
 

Drivers for CCS in Australia 

Source: GDF SUEZ Australian Energy 

Source: AdelaideNow  



Sectoral trends in Australian GHG emissions  

Modified after Department of Environment (2014)  



Major work to date in Australia  

• Vic-Otway -2005  

• GCCSI establishment -
2010 

• QLD-Callide 2012 

• Vic-Hazelwood  

• Vic-Carbonet 
(feasibility) 

• WA- South West Hub 
(feasibility) 

• QLD-CTESCO 
(feasibility)  

• WA-Gorgon 2016 

 

Image: Google 
South West Hub Stratigraphy 
Source: DMP 

 



Source: SaskPower  

Source: Chevron Corporation 

CCS Business Case?  

Must be socially acceptable 
• Regulation 
• Community acceptance 

Must be socially acceptable 
• Regulation 
• Community acceptance 

Must be cost 
competitive- technology 
neutral  

Must be cost 
competitive- technology 
neutral  

Real projects 
make a difference 
Real projects 
make a difference 



 CCS Barriers – Perception matters 

Cost  of CCS 

• Electricity demand 

• Capital Costs 

• Social Costs 

• Lifecycle Costs, LCOE as a 
proxy 

Environment, health 

• Carbon mitigation 

Renewables- 

• Not a competition  

 



How can we improve the business case in 
Australia? 

Source: SaskPower  

Source: BHPbilliton 
JOB RETENTION  

COST OF 
ELECTRICITY 

NEW CAPTURE 
TECHNOLOGIES 

Work with broad stakeholders to 
determine the cost of electricity 
production in Australia with and 
without CCS 

Undertake industry relevant research 
that filters from one sector to 
another – investigating new capture 
technologies for high CO2 
concentration gas fields  

Change the narrative around CCS in 
Australia   
– Engage with environmental groups 
– Job retention in fossil fuel industries 

INDUSTRIAL SCALE 
CCS 

TECHNOLOGIES MAKE 
THEIR WAY TO COAL 

Australian CCS researchers 
demonstrating direct impact on 
operating CCS sites overseas 



Gorgon Project 

The Chevron-operated Gorgon 
Project is one of the world’s largest 
natural gas projects and the largest 
single-resource development in 
Australia. Construction operations 
are over 90% complete. 

 
Source: Chevron Corporation 

Callide Oxyfuel 

The Callide Oxyfuel Project is 
world leading project that aims to 
demonstrate how carbon capture 
technology can be applied to a 
coal-fired power station to 
generate electricity with low 
emissions. 

Projects on the ground 

Source: CS Energy 



CarbonNet Project 

The CarbonNet Project will implement a 
multi-user CO2 capture and storage 
network in the Latrobe Valley. The 
network could integrate multiple CO2 
capture projects in the Latrobe Valley, 
transporting CO2  via a common-use 
pipeline and injecting it deep into 
offshore storage sites in the Gippsland 
Basin.  

Source: DEDJTR, State Government Victoria 

Research Projects 

Otway Project 
The CO2CRC Otway Project is 
Australia’s first demonstration 
of the deep geological storage 
of CO2.  

 



Trapping 
mechanism 

Project 
Location, Basin 

Geological characteristics 
of location 

Estimated capacity 
of target reservoir 

Trapping mechanism 
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Otway Project Stage 1 

Depleted Naylor Gas 
field 

Waarre Sandstone 

Otway Basin, VIC 

Fluvial sandstones, 
moderate salinity. 
Onshore. Good quality 
heterogeneous reservoir. 
Well-established regional 
seal and fault bound 
structural trap.  

Pilot study only 
Stored ~65,000 
tonnes 

Non-commercial scale  
Commenced 2008 - 
Successfully validated the CO2 
storage concept 

CarbonNet Project 

La Trobe formation 

Gippsland Basin, Vic 

  

Marine sandstone, 
moderate salinity near off-
shore reservoir. Properties 
consistent and good. 
Well established regional 
seal with structural close 
(anticline). 
  

Estimated storage 
capacity >100Mt.  
Adjacent oil/gas 
exploration data 
gives a degree of 
confidence in this 
estimate. 
  

No resource conflicts 
anticipated for target reservoir, 
though interaction with on-
shore water resources and 
further off-shore oil/gas 
resources possible. 
  
Lowest technology risk for 
large scale storage 
demonstration. 

CCS projects in Australia 
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mechanism 

Project 
Location, Basin 

Geological characteristics of 
location 

Estimated capacity of 
target reservoir 
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 Otway Project Stage 

2 

Paaratte Formation 

Otway Basin, VIC 

Marine sandstone, low salinity. 
Onshore. Good quality 
heterogeneous reservoir. 

Thin intraformational seals. 

No structural closure.  

Pilot study only 
Planned storage of 
~15,000 tonnes of CO2 

Non-commercial scale 

2011 - Successfully validated 
residual & solubility trapping 
concept.  

2014: Successfully stored CO2 
captured from Callide Oxyfuel 
Project.  

Commencing Nov 2015 - 
Demonstration of plume 
stabilisation  

CTSCo Project  

EPQ7 tenement 

Surat Basin, Qld 

Fluvial sandstone, low salinity 
reservoir.  Properties variable 
but generally good.   

Well established regional seal 
but no structural close 
(anticline).   

Estimated storage 
capacity >100Mt.   

Adjacent gas exploration 
data gives a degree of 
confidence in this 
estimate. 

Potential resource conflicts 
arising from interaction with 
Great Artesian Basin. 

Low to moderate technology 
risk for large scale storage 
demonstration. 

CGI Project  

Surat Basin, Qld 

Fluvial sandstone, low salinity 
reservoir.  Properties variable 
but generally good.   
Well established regional seal.   

Estimated storage 
capacity >3 Gt.   
Large basin scale 
exploration. 

Compliments CTSCo by 
defining the total Surat Basin 
with pre-competitive data to 
enable further commercial 
exploration. 

CCS projects in Australia 
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mechanism 
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location 

Estimated capacity of 
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Gorgon CO2 Injection 
Project 

Dupuy Formation 

Barrow Island 

Turbidite fan deposit. Good quality 
homogeneous reservoir, with 
internal siltstone baffles. 

Effective top seal to vertical CO2 
migration. 

Commercial scale project 

Planned storage of 3 – 4 
million tonnes per year of 
CO2 

Numerous monitoring & reservoir 
management techniques are planned to 
assure the containment of CO2 in the 
subsurface 

Otway Project Stage 3 

Paaratte Formation 

Otway Basin, VIC 

Marine sandstone, low salinity. 
Onshore. Good quality 
heterogeneous reservoir.   

Thin non-continuous seals.  

No structural closure. 

Pilot study only 
Planned storage of ~15,000 
– 30,000 tonnes of CO2 

Non-commercial scale 

Commencing 2018 - Successfully validated 
subsurface monitoring techniques 
applicable to The CarbonNet Project.  

Commencing 2019+: Validation of storage 
management and mitigation techniques, 
observed using subsurface monitoring 
system.  

SW Hub Project 

Lesueur formation 

South Perth Basin, WA 

Fluvial sandstone, saline reservoir.  
Properties not well known but 
likely to be variable. 
Discrete non-permeable units but 
no continuous regional seal. 
  
  

Estimated storage capacity 
>200Mt, subject to 
confirming the trapping 
mechanism. 
  

No resource conflicts anticipated for 
target reservoir. 

Moderate technology risk for large scale 
storage demonstration but the highest 
portfolio risk with the highest return by 
potentially doubling the available storage 
geology.   

NSW Storage Project 

Pondie Range 

TroughDarling Basin, 
NSW 

  

Fluvial sandstone, saline reservoir. 
Properties not well known but 
complex of separate troughs 
suggests likely to be highly 
variable.   

Impermeable regional seal likely 
but not confirmed.   

Estimated storage capacity 
>400Mt. 
High uncertainty due to 
limited data. 
  
  

No resource conflicts, very supportive 
local community. 

Technology risk for large scale storage 
demonstration unknown at this stage.  

Conventional trapping possible but not 
confirmed. 

TB
D

 
CCS projects in Australia 

Source: ACALET 



What is CO2CRC? 

• CO2CRC is a world leading carbon capture & storage (CCS) research organisation that works 
closely with major Australian and international industry to find solutions to reduce large 
scale greenhouse gas emissions through: 

• Investigating carbon capture, transport, utilisation and storage technologies 

• Examining the costs and drivers across the CCS chain 

• Conducting research, development and demonstration across the CCS value chain  

• Providing efficient collaboration amongst 150 researchers in capture and storage 

• Building experience in CCS technology by addressing knowledge gaps 

International Connections Research Providers 



CO2CRC’s achievements  

Where we were 
Developing unique national 
and international partnerships, 
sophisticated R&D programs, 
innovative concepts, 
comprehensive datasets 

Where we are 
Focus on driving down the 
costs and securing more 
efficient operational 
monitoring and regulatory 
outcomes 

Where we will be 
Linked to major 
international projects, prove 
up Aus storage, driving 
transport and storage costs 
down, Otway facility to 
include other opportunities    



• Export knowledge / skills to international projects 

• Provide advice in the regulatory context for test sites 

• Examine further opportunities beyond CCS – Deep Earth 
Research Facility – international linkages 

• Foster international collaborations between industry, 
government and research 

 

 

 

What can Australia do to make a meaningful 
contribution globally? 



Location of CO2CRC Otway Project 



The CO2CRC Otway Project: Stages 

Otway Project Schematic 

Stage 1: 2004 – 2009 
Depleted Field Storage 

 Demonstrate safe transport, 

injection and storage of CO2 

in a structural trap 

Stage 2: 2009 – 2018 
Saline Formation Storage 

 2A :Drill CRC-2 

 2B: Measure parameters affecting 

residual and dissolution trapping in a 

saline formation 

• 2C: Spatially track injected CO2 in a 

saline formation 



The CO2CRC Otway Project: Stage 3 

Otway Project Schematic 

Stage 1: 2004 – 2009 
Depleted Field Storage 

 Demonstrate safe transport, injection 
and storage of CO2 in a structural trap 

Stage 2: 2009 – 2018 
Saline Formation Storage 

 2A :Drill CRC-2 

 2B: Measure parameters affecting residual 
and dissolution trapping in a saline 
formation 

• 2C: Spatially track injected CO2 in a saline 
formation 

Stage 3: 2014 – 2021+ 
Otway Subsurface Laboratory 
• Validate subsurface monitoring 
• Trial storage management processes and 

technologies 

Stage 3: 2014 – 2021+ 
Otway Subsurface Laboratory 
• Validate subsurface monitoring 
• Trial storage management processes and 

technologies 



Otway Stage 3 - Project Overview 

Problem:  
1. Potential cost, geographical, societal, or 

economic impediments to repeat, 
surface-based M&V.  

2. Insufficient resolution or accuracy across 
regions of higher risk and uncertainty 

3. Effectiveness of subsurface M&V 
alternatives, is poorly understood  

4. Effectiveness of storage management is 
poorly understood 

 

Goals:  
1. Validation of subsurface M&V as 

alternation M&V option (cost, footprint, 
socio-political) 

2. Expanded Otway facility to enable 
storage management field trials 

 

 

 

Objective:  
Appraisal, implementation, 
demonstration and validation 
of subsurface monitoring of a 
CO2 storage system and 
storage operations at the 
CO2CRC Otway Facility.  



Other CCS field trials 2015 - 2025 

Figure 4: A 10 year Otway Stage 3 research & OSL utilisation plan. 
There is a opportunity for developing the Otway Subsurface Laboratory facilities to meet the needs of Otway Stage 3, and 
for expanding the capability towards a National Deep Earth Research Facility.  



Utilising the capital at the Otway – A National 
Deep Earth Research Facility 

Through international collaborations we wish to establish a National Deep Earth 
Research Facility that will continue to undertake leading CCS research while pursuing 
opportunities in: 

 

CO2CRC’s aims to develop innovative clean energy technologies, over the 
next 10 years, by further understanding and exploiting deep earth 
processes. 

CO2CRC’s aims to develop innovative clean energy technologies, over the 
next 10 years, by further understanding and exploiting deep earth 
processes. 

Geothermal  Geothermal  Unconventional gas Unconventional gas 

Energy storage Energy storage 
CCS Water Co-Production 
Management  
CCS Water Co-Production 
Management  



National Deep Earth Research Facility 

The Otway site and its operating environment is ideal because it has a: 

1. Sedimentary basin with several kilometres of sediments 

2. Variety of sediment types including several reservoir and seals 

3. Several fresh aquifers, saline formations and depleted gas structures 

4. Structurally simple with faulted structure at depth 

5. Presence of earth resources  

6. Comprehensive geological data set 

7. Location with multiple CO2 sources and pipeline to site 

8. Supportive local community 

9. Politically stable and supportive government  



Government, Industry and Research Partners 



Thank you 

© CO2CRC 2015 



A.-H. Alissa Park 
Departments of Earth and Environmental Engineering & Chemical Engineering 

Lenfest Center for Sustainable Energy 
Columbia University 

 

UKCCSRC, Glasgow, UK 
September 9th, 2015 

Research Coordination Network on  
Carbon Capture, Utilization and Storage  

– US NSF – 



Large-scale CCS projects in key markets by project lifecycle 

North America continues to dominate the projects landscape; China 
increasing in importance; project progress has stalled in Europe 

• (Brad Page, CEO, Wye River Thought Leadership Forum, 24 June 2014) 



Develop Technology Options for GHG Management 

 Capture Goals: captured cost of CO2 less than $40/tonne in the 2020-
2025 timeframe with longer commitments to extending R&D support to 
even more advanced transformational carbon capture technologies 
beyond 2035. 

 Carbon Storage: predict geologic storage capacity to within +/- 30% and 
permanence of geologic storage up to 99%. Increased EOR activities 
from 32 million tons of CO2 per year 

 Monitoring, Verification and Accounting (MVA) 

 CO2 Utilization: enhanced oil/gas recovery, CO2 as feedstock, non-
geologic storage of CO2, indirect storage, beneficial use of produced 
water, breakthrough concepts 

US DOE Goals (energy.gov) 



    FutureGen 2.0 

Artist's rendering of the proposed FutureGen plant (FutureGen Alliance) 

FutureGen 2.0 will be the world’s first, near-zero emissions commercial scale coal-fueled power 
plant that is fully integrated with geologic carbon capture and storage 
• CO2 capture: Retrofitting an existing coal-fueled power plant in Meredosia, Illinois with cutting 

edge oxy-combustion clean coal technology 
• Transport: Construction of a CO2 pipeline from Meredosia to a CO2 storage facility 
• Storage: northeastern Morgan County, Illinois in Mt. Simon sandstone formation 

Total capital cost is ~$1.65 billion ($ 1 billion from DOE 
and the rest is from the private sector); Construction to 

start in 2014 and operations to begin in 2017 

On Sept 2, 2014, the EPA approved its injection permit 

 Suspended in Feb. 2015 



    Boundary Dam Carbon Capture Project 

Company/Alliance: SaskPower  Feedstock: Coal Start Date: Started in October 2014 
Location: Unit #3, Boundary Dam Power Station, Estevan, Saskatchewan, Canada 
Size: 139 MW gross. 110 MW net (1Mt/yr) Retrofit 
Capture Technology: Post-combustion amine 
CO2 Fate: EOR in Weyburn field (90% of CO2). Transportation is via 66 km pipeline built by Cenovus. Excess 
CO2 is to be used at the Aquistore project 2 km away 

http://www.saskpower.com/our-power-future/innovating-today-to-power-tomorrow/capturing-carbon-and-the-worlds-attention/ 



Novel CO2 Capture Solvents (2011 & 2012 NETL CO2 Capture Technology Meeting) 

 Ionic liquids 

 

 

 

 

 CO2BOLs 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Liquid-like Nanoparticle Organic Hybrid Materials  

 Carbonic Anhydrase (Enzyme) 

 

 

 

 

 

 Phase changing absorbents 

 



Nanoparticle Organic Hybrid Materials (NOHMs) 

 Solvent-free liquid-like hybrid 
systems 
 Solvent tethered to nanoparticle 

cores 

 Zero-vapor pressure and improved 
thermal stability 

 Tunable chemical and physical 
properties 
 Liquid, solid, gel 

 Solvation in NOHMs driven by both 
entropic and enthalpic interactions 

 Straightforward synthesis 
 Easy to scale up 



 Introduction of nanoparticles increases the viscosity of the system 

Viscosity Issues 



Encapsulated Solvents 

Silicone microcapsules containing 3 
wt% potassium carbonate dyed with 
thymol blue 

 
Dark-field optical images of silicone 
microcapsules containing 30 wt% 
sodium carbonate 
 

Capture in air and regeneration at 70 ºC. 
Scale bar, 500 mm 

Microcapsules 
for carbon 
capture 

Vericella, et al., Nature Communications (2015) 



http://energy.gov/fe/articles/doe-selects-16-transformational-carbon-capture-technologies-projects-funding 

Sorption Enhanced Mixed Matrix Membranes for 

H2 Purification and CO2 Capture 

Hybrid Encapsulated Ionic Liquids for Post-

combustion CO2 Capture 



Now, we have CO2, what do we do? 



Various Feedstocks for Carbon Mineralization 

Source: Kurt Houz 

Availability  
silicate minerals >> industrial wastes 
 
 
Crystallinity  
industrial wastes < minerals 
 
 
Reactivity  
industrial wastes > minerals 
 
 
Pre-processing requirements  
(e.g.,  mining, crushing etc.,) 
 industrial wastes < minerals 

Carbonation of industrial wastes results in reclassification of these materials as non-hazardous  
hence safe for landfilling and for long-term carbon storage 

Baotao Steel in China 







CO2 Utilization 

http://www.netl.doe.gov/research/coal/carbon-

storage/research-and-development/co2-utilization 



Biomass CO2 Recycling 



Capture of CO2 from air and Co-electrolysis 



Jon Gibbins (United Kingdom Carbon Capture and 

Storage Research Center, United Kingdom) "How Can 

CCS Become a Global Policy Option in Ten Years?"  
Juerg Matter (University of Southampton, 

United Kingdom) "In Situ Carbon Dioxide 

Mineralization for Permanent Storage"  



Debates on  
CO2 storage, utilization vs. conversion 



www.co2-cato.nl 1 

 
Dutch CCS landscape 

 
2015-09-09 

UKCCSRC, Strathclyde Biannual 



www.co2-cato.nl 

Issues 
 
• Energy Vision 

 
• CCS Vision 
 
• Other relevant developments 

 

2 

Dutch CCS Landscape 
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CCS-Vision 

Energy vision 
 
• The Netherlands Reaffirm 2 Degree Climate Target 

 
• This requires the deployment of a combination of options 

 
• These options include CCS (both industry and power) 

 
• CCS required post 2030, but probably before this date 

 
• CO2 use of limited relevance to climate policy 



www.co2-cato.nl 4 

CCS-Vision 

CCS vision 
 
• Be prepared, no premature steps 

 
• Support EC climate policy 

 
• Support R&D (4 M€ /year) 

 
• Address long term Transport and Storage 
  
• Support full size demo 



www.co2-cato.nl 5 

R&D Support 
 
• CCUS Research Line under Topsector Energy 
 
• ERANET-CCS under H2020 (“ACT”) 

 
• ERANET-DEMO (“ROAD”) under H2020 

 
• Support for regular H2020 calls 

CCS-Vision 



www.co2-cato.nl 6 

ERANET-CCS (ACT) 
 
• Funding from National Governments and H2020 

 
• Private co-funding required 

 
• The Netherlands participate in 1st and 2nd call 

 
• Total Dutch budget 6 M€  

 
• Scope: Capture, Transport, Storage, Full Chain, EOR 

R&D Support 



www.co2-cato.nl 7 

ACT 



www.co2-cato.nl 8 

Transport and Storage plan 
 
• Ensure the availability of storage locations 

 
• Facilitate the development of transport infrastructure 

 
• Address safety issues 

 
• To be completed in 2016 

CCS-Vision 



www.co2-cato.nl 9 

Support of full scale demo (ROAD) 
 
• Improve Business Case 

 
• Involve new member states 

 
• Address operational costs 

 
• Positive FID expected early 2016 

CCS-Vision 



www.co2-cato.nl 

ROAD  

10 
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Other relevant developments 
 
• Increasing use of Coal 

 
• The “Urgenda Climate Case” 

 
• Induced seismicity 

 

Dutch CCS Landscape 
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Other relevant developments 
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The “Urgenda Climate Case” 
 
• Dutch NGO Urgenda and nine hundred co-plaintiffs went to 

court to force the Dutch government to adopt more stringent 
climate policies. 
 

• District court of The Hague has granted the plaintiffs’ claims, 
and the government is now required to take more effective 
climate action to reduce the Netherlands’ considerable share 
in global emissions 
 

• Although the government will appeal, they have agreed to 
adopt the requested (more challenging) climate goals  

Other relevant developments 



www.co2-cato.nl 

Will induced seismicity related to gas production set 
the scene for all sub-surface related activities in the 
Netherlands (including CCS)? 

KNMI 

• Thought to exceed magnitude 5 
• Damage estimated at ~€ 5 billion 
• Production cut of 25% 

suggested 
• New licensing suspended 
• Role of responsible authorities 

questioned 
• Strong opposition against fossil 

14 

Other relevant developments 

http://www.google.nl/url?sa=i&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&frm=1&source=images&cd=&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=0CAcQjRw&url=http://ernstseconomyforyou.blogspot.com/2014/01/do-earthquakes-in-groningen-force.html&ei=QwhuVbe4FsiosAGUoIDYDw&psig=AFQjCNF4kABR9yvmxFWff3AWRP9yCXvvrQ&ust=1433360789129002
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… sun wind and biomass are indispensible but differ in potential, 
cost and societal support; 
- the role of solar energy is highly uncertain,  
- the infrastructural constraints on wind are severe and 
- sustainable bio-mass is scarce and can be used only in 

combination with coal.  
 

There is no public support for nuclear.  
 
It may be worthwhile to consider natural gas and CCS in the 
Energy mix … 
 
September 2015. H. Kamp Minister of Economic Affairs 
 

Other relevant developments 



www.co2-cato.nl 
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8th Dutch CCS Symposium 
 
• October 16th 2015 
 
 
• Location: SS-Rotterdam 

 
 

• Programme 
– National CCUS conference 
– CCS Market 
– Social Programme (including Dinner, Reception) 
– Excursions to engine room and bridge 

___________________ 
http://www.co2-cato.org/news-events/events/8th-dutch-ccs-symposium/programme 

http://www.google.nl/url?sa=i&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&frm=1&source=images&cd=&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=0CAcQjRxqFQoTCMKa9Mvk1ccCFUaa2wodf3QAFA&url=http://www.pannenkoekenboot.nl/rotterdam/tickets-en-prijzen/ss-rotterdam-75-minutenvaart/&ei=NZPlVYKsJsa07gb_6IGgAQ&psig=AFQjCNFFsManipChkPdf8huvoSEFlZBojQ&ust=1441195165598485
http://www.google.nl/url?sa=i&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&frm=1&source=images&cd=&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=0CAcQjRxqFQoTCOOZ_tbk2scCFQE4FAodA0MDdw&url=http://www.bndestem.nl/algemeen/binnenland/ss-rotterdam-nu-attractie-voor-toeristen-1.721471&psig=AFQjCNEArpbJJZF8H_EQpFvr7pD7CZwz6g&ust=1441366993670041
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The Norwegian instruments 
for CCS development 

UKCCSRC Biannual Meeting 8-9 September 2015 at Strathclyde University  
Åse Slagtern (asl@rcn.no) 



R&D TCM 
 
 

Full scale 

Plant 2020 

 

Pilot 
 
 

Lab-
scale 

Policy Instruments for CCS in Norway 

RCN 
Industry 

Gassnova 

Demo Invest. 
R&D-
Centers 

INFRA CLIMIT 

Accelerated development of CCS technology 



Technology Centre Mongstad 

 Technology Centre Mongstad is an 
important part of the Norwegian 
CCS strategy 

 

 Ambitions: 

 Test verify and demonstrate 
technology 

 Generate knowledge for owners 

 Knowledge sharing 

 Encourage the development of a 
market for CCS 

 

 



Norwegian R&D-instruments for CCS-
development: 

 
 

 CLIMIT R&D - more than 150 
projects since 2005 

 Yearly budget 7.75 mill GBP 
 

 FME – CCS Research Centres 
(BIGCCS & SUCCESS) 

 Yearly budget 2.3 mill GBP for 8 years 
 

 Research Infrastructure 

 ECCSEL 15,5 mill GBP 

CLIMIT 



CLIMIT R&D and CLIMIT Demo portfolio 

5 

R&D Demo 

49% 

10% 

40% 

1% 

CLIMIT R&D: Distribution per 
technical area 

Active projects  per end of 2014 

Capture

Transport

Storage

Whole chain

36% 

58% 

4% 2% 

CLIMIT R&D: Distribution per 
development stage 

Active projects  per end of 2014 

Researcher Project
(FP)

Competence projects
(KPN)

Innovation (IPN)

58% 

6% 

29% 

7% 

CLIMIT Demo: Distribution per 
technical area 

Active  projects, per end of 2014 

Capture

Transport

Storage

Whole chain and other

2% 

78% 

0% 
16% 

4% 

CLIMIT Demo: Distribution per 
development stage 

On going projects, per end of 2014 

Pre-development

Development

Pre-demonstration

Demonstration

Other

 Total investments CLIMIT R&D and CLIMIT Demo since 2005 116 mill GBP 



Liquid crystals as capture, transport and storage medium (NTNU and UoB) 

Third generation solvents and membranes (NTNU) 

Combining two promising looping capture technologies (SINTEF MK) 

CO2 capture using magnetic nanoparticles (SINTEF MK and NTNU) 

New concepts for CO2 capture 

Illustration: Eivind Vetlesen 



Europe’s first CO2 capture test facility in 
cement industry, Brevik, Norway 

 
 Small Scale Test Centre 
 Basis for qualification of CO2 capture technologies 
 Project on behalf of the European Cement Industry 
 Evaluation of full scale capture  
 Total budget: 93 MNOK  

Partners:  
Norcem, HeidelbergCement and 
ECRA (European Cement Research 
Academy) 

 



CLIMIT - CO2 storage - Examples 

Longyearbyen CO2 Lab 

CO2 Field Lab 

Modelling and 
simulation 

Recommended practice 

CO2 Seal 

Monitoring 

CO2 EOR 

CO2 Inject 



    
 
 
 

 EU 

 Horizon 2020  

 ERA NET Cofund initiative on CCS 

 Strategic Energy Technology Plan (SET-plan) 

 ZEP – Zero Emissions Platform 

 EERA – European Energy Research Alliance 

 IEA Greenhouse programme (IEA-GHG) 

 Carbon Sequestration Leadership Forum (CSLF) 

 MoU OED (Norway) - DOE (USA)  

 MoU Research Council of Norway - Joint Research Centre (EU) 

 Bilateral cooperation with UK, the Netherlands, Germany 

 

International cooperation is essential 
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To conclude: 
 Norway is committed to CCS  

 More details on CCS strategy will be launched in 

October  with the state budget 

 The R&D efforts of Norway have been important for the 

development of CCS 

 International cooperation is an essential part of 

deployment of CCS 

 

 



Capability Construction of  

Shanghai CCS Research Center 

上海CCS研究中心能力建设 

Shanghai Jiao Tong University 

Energy Research Institute 

9 September 2015 



Outline 

Progress and Deployment of CCS Demonstration 

Projects in China 

CCS Activities in Shanghai and SJTU 

Shanghai CCS Research Center Plan 
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Progress and Deployment of CCS Demonstration 

Projects in China 

CCS Activities in Shanghai and SJTU 

Shanghai CCS Research Center Plan 
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Energy structure in China 

Energy consumption in China 

(2013) 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Data Sources：National Bureau of Statistics 

Type Consumption（Mtce） 

Coal 2475 

Oil 690 

Gas 217.5 

Hydro 285 

Nuclear 36 

Renewable 46.5 

Total 3750 

66% 
18% 

6% 
8% 

1% 

1% Coal

Oil

Gas

Hydro

Nuclear

Renewable

In 2013, the total energy consumption  

in China reached 3.75 Btce, of which 

coal shares 66%, oil 18.4%, gas 5.8%, 

hydro 7.6%, nuclear 1.0%, renewable 

1.2% respectively.  
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CO2 emission in China 

The CO2 emissions of four industrialised countries change little. 

Since 2002, CO2 emission suffered a sharp increase in China. 

In 2013, the total CO2 emission is over 9 billion tonnes, contributing 

almost ¼ of global emission. 

 

Coal fired power 

plant is the key CO2  

capture source. 

Coal fired power 

plant is the key CO2  

capture source. 

CO2 emission in the top 6 emitting countries Distribution of CO2 emission in China  

Unit：kt/yr Data Sources：The World Bank 
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            How to capture CO2 from power plants? 

The technologies and projects based on post-combustion, oxy-fuel 

combustion and pre-combustion CO2 capture are being developed and 

constructed in China. (Prof. Yuegui Zhou) 
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Main CCS Demonstration Projects in China 

No Project Name Scale  Demonstration 

content 

Status 

1 Huaneng Beijing Gaobeidian 3000t/a Flue 

Gas CO2 Capture Demonstration Project 

3000t/a Post-Combustion 

Capture 

Operational since 2008 

2 Huaneng Shidongkou 120,000t/a Flue Gas 

CO2 Capture Demonstration Project 

120,000t/a Post-Combustion 

Capture 

Operational since 2009 

 

3 Chongqing Hechuan Shuanghuai Power 

Plant CO2 Capture Indyatrial 

10,000t/a 

 

Post-Combustion 

Capture 

Operational since 2010 

 

4 Demonstration of 35MWth Oxy 

combustion Carbon Capture (Huibei) 

50,000-

100,000t/a 

Oxy-combustion 

Carbon Capture 

 

Under Construction 

5 Huaneng Group Tianjin IGCC 

Demonstration  

1.8Mt/a 

 

400MW 

IGCC+EOR 

First Phase: operation 

Third Phase: design 

6 Shenghua Group’s 100,000 t/a CCS 

Demonstration (Ordos, Inner Mongolia) 

100,000t/a 

 

Capture from Coal 

Liquefaction Plant 

+ Saline Storage 

Operational since 2008 

 

7 Guandong Huarun CO2 Capture Project 100Mt/a 

 

Carbon Capture Feasibility 
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Huaneng Tianjin GreenGen 400MW IGCC Project  

Three stages of the GreenGen Project Three stages of the GreenGen Project 

The first stage (2006-2011): 

250MW IGCC demonstration 

power plant  

The second stage (2012-

2014): Improve IGCC power 

plant, key technology and 

development of “GreenGen". 

The third stage (2014-2016): 

to construct a demonstration 

project of 400MW IGCC 

with  CO2 capture for EOR 

in Dagang Oil Field, will be 

finished in 2016.  
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3000 t/a Post-combustion Capture in Huaneng 

Beijing Thermal Power Plant 

Capacity:1800-3200Nm3/h, CO2 in flue gas:12%-15% 

Captured CO2: 3000t/a food grade produced and sold 

Operated in 2008 
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120,000 t/a Post-combustion Capture from coal-

fired power plant in Shanghai  

Project：660MW USC in Shanghai Shidongkou No.2 power plant 

Scale：70,000Nm3/h extracted, captured CO2 120,000t/a 

Operated in 2009 
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Oxy-fuel Combustion R&D and Demo Projects in 

China 

 

Location: Yingcheng city, Hubei Province 

Scale: 50,000-100,000 tonnes CO2 per year 

Goal: Industrial demonstration plant of oxy-

combustion carbon capture based on a 35MWt 

traditional thermal plant 

Status: expected to finish construction in 2014 
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200MWe Oxy-fuel Demonstration Retrofit Project 

Project Entity: Shenhua Group Guohua Shenmu Power Plant  

Location:  Shenmu, Shanxi 

Scale:     1Million tonnes per year for CO2 sequestration  
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Shenhua Group’s 100,000t/a CCS Demo Project 
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Sinopec Shenli Oil Field CCS-EOR Demo Project 

Project Entity: Sinopec Group , Location: Shengli Oil Field 

Scale: 10,000 tonnes per year, Trasportation: CO2 tanker  

CO2 sources: The flue gas of Qilu company’s coal gas plant and Shengli power plant 

Technology: Post-Combustion Capture + EOR 

Status: Under construction 
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Four Million Tons CCS Demonstration Project  

in  Yanchang Petroleum Group (Shaanxi) 

 
 

Capture: Studied the feasibility of building the 

3.5 million tons CO2 capture devices, to realize 4 

million tons CO2 capture capacity totally. 

Pipeline: Construct a 300km pipeline which 

could transport 4 million tons of CO2 per year. 

EOR & Storage : Plan to apply CO2-EOR in 

600 wells, enhance 8%~12% oil recovery, and 

apply CO2 fracturing in 100 gas wells. The final 

CO2 injection reach 4 million tons. 

Re-capture : Launch CO2 re-capture and 

utilizing project. 

Monitoring : Launch the safety monitoring 

research for CO2 underground storage. 

Team building : Try to build a high-level 

management and operation team to ensure the 

efficient operating of CCUS project. 
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Integrated Demonstrations: Potential Regions 

All kind of CO2 point emission sources and onshore and offshore aquifer 

storage have many opportunies in Songliao Basin, Bohai basin, Ordos 

basin, Subei basin, Jianghan basin. 
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 Challenge 

The huge cost is unbearable: 

Investment of capture system, 

transportation, storage 

Mismatch between source and 

sink of CO2: The emission sources 

center in the east, the storage potential 

in the west 

Complex geological conditions: 

the storage technology is difficult to 

realize  

High security requirement: 

        The dense population is a difficult   

problem for transportation and storage 

Chance  

Abundant point emission 

sources of CO2 

      Coal-fired power plant, coal chemical 

plant, cement plant, steelworks 

Considerable theoretical 

storage potential 

Various promising CO2 

utilization technologies 

        Micro-algae utilization, chemical   

synthesis, mineralization 

 
 

 
 

Chance & Challenge of CCS in China  
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Progress and Deployment of CCS Demonstration 

Projects in China 

CCS Activities in Shanghai and SJTU 

Shanghai CCS Research Center Plan 
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CCS Research in SJTU 

 
SJTU performed all CCUS activities including: 

 Research & Development on Post-combustion, Pre-combustion, and Oxy-

fuel Combustion technologies 

 CO2 Utilization (CO2 Biofixation and biofuels production with 

microalgae, CO2 hydrate technology)  

 CO2 Geological Storage Simulation 

 Technical, economic and environmental assessment and Life Cycle 

Assessment  of  different CCS technologies 
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Research on CO2 capture technology of membrane 

separation combined with chemical absorption 

Compared with individually using CO2 membrane separation or chemical 

absorption technology, CO2 capture technology of membrane separation - 

chemical absorption has a significant advantage on CO2 capture efficiency 

and economy for IGCC system.  

Under the experimental conditions, the total CH4 concentration is about 

96%, and the corresponding total CO2 capture efficiency is about 80%. 

CO2 concentration distribution  
Lab scale CO2 capture with membrane separation-

chemical absorption 
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Post-combustion CO2 capture with chemical 

absorption 

1000Nm3/h pilot-scale CO2 absorption and stripping facility (under 

construction) 

Development on the highly efficient and low-cost CO2 solvents 

Performance test and evaluation platform of different novel CO2 solvents 
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Oxy-fuel combustion R&D  

Coal particle ignition and combustion 

experiments in the well-controlled 

O2/CO2 environments with FTIR 

emission-transmission technology 

Continuous film model to simulate the 

role of CO2 on coal particle combustion    

Retrofitting 0.5MWth oxy-coal 

combustion facility for the 

experiments of Oxy-coal burners 

CFD simulation and optimization 

of  Oxy-coal combustion system 
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3MW Pilot-scale Oxy-fuel combustion Facility 

at Shanghai Boiler Works Lt.  

 

SJTU collaborated with Shanghai 

Boiler Works Ltd. for R&D and 

demonstration of commercial Oxy-

coal Boilers. 
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A 

B 

CO2 biofixation and biofuels production with 

microalgae 

The two microalgaes could grow at 50% CO2 (0.7 g/L). The maximum biomass 

concentration, CO2 biofixation rate and lipids content were 1.8 g/L , 0.3 g/L/d and 19% for 

Scenedesmus obliquus SJTU-3 (A) and 1.6 g/L, 0.3 g/L/d and 24% for Chlorella 

pyrenoidosa SJTU-2 (B) at 10% CO2, respectively. (Prof. Xiaoling Miao) 
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CO2 hydrate formation  

CO2 hydrate for CCS and utilization 

CO2 hydrate technology for low-cost 

CCS and utilization 
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CO2 Conversion by Solar Energy 

CO2 + H2O + Solar light → Solar fuels 

photocatalyst 

Band engineering strategies for designing  photocatalysts for CO2 conversion by 

solar energy : developing visible-light-driven photocatalysts  

Photocatalyst: 
Ni3Zn1Cr2-LDOs 

Production of CO, H2, CH4 in CO2 + H2O system under xenon irradiation 
26 



CO2 Geological Storage Simulation 

k = 2×10-13 m2，n = 0.15 

CO2 continuous injection with rate 

1200 m3/d at 200 days  

To determine the best sedimentary basins selected for CO2 storage and  how to 

inject CO2. 

Deep sedimentary basins with low  temperature gradient  are better  site for CO2  

storage; Use of CO2 stage injection decreases by 40.1%  than  traditional method  

in head pressure. 
27 



CCS has the potential of decarbonisation for coal derived vehicle 

fuel in China --- Life Cycle Analysis 

With CCS 
With CCS 

CCS incurs an energy penalty of 7-15%, GHGs emissions decrease obviously especially 

for  fuel production combined with electricity generation. (Prof. Xiaomin Xie) 
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CCS Technology Assessment  
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“Store” Carbon by Microalgae --- Life Cycle Analysis 
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STT results for the 

production of biodiesel 

from Chlorella sp. in the 

different unit processes 

•Microalgal biodiesel shows 24.4%  WTW GHGs emissions 

reduction compared with CD. 

• According to results of GHGs and Energy consumption, 

regions of Hainan, Guangxi, Guangdong, Fujian, Chongqing, 

Hubei, Anhui and Zhejiang have the potential for Microalgal 

biodiesel development 
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（1）Shanghai carbon 

emissions quota allocation and   

management scheme 

(2) Equipment efficiency 

evaluation 

(3) Equipment industry survey 

(4) Power system design 

 

Prof. Lijun Yu 
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Progress and deployment of CCS demonstration 

projects in China 

CCS Activities in Shanghai and SJTU 

Shanghai CCS research center plan 
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Objectives 

The capability construction of research center is focusing on： 

 The ability to cope with applied basic research on the 

climate change 

The ability to drive technology innovation on industry-

university-research in Shanghai and the Yangtze River Delta 

region 

The ability to support the development and demonstration of 

carbon capture, utilization and storage technology 

 The ability to promote the industrial development, market 

mechanism construction and the policy 

The ability to popularize public education and propaganda 
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Research tasks 

To establish CCS evaluation system and to develop the 

technical-economic assessments and Life Cycle Assessment 

of pre-combustion, oxy-fuel combustion and post combustion 

carbon capture technology; 

Through industry-university-research alliance,  to establish a 

joint development platform of CCS and to support the 

development of full-chain demonstration project in Shanghai 

and Yangtze River Delta region; 

Through hosting domestic and international conferences and 

forum, to promote CCS communication and cooperation, and  

to improve public education and popularization of CCS 

technology. 

 
 

 



   
 
 

Thanks for your attention. 



Introduction to UK-China (Guangdong) CCUS Centre Activities 
中英（广东）CCUS中心活动介绍 

 
Xi Liang2, 3 , Jia Li2, Lan Chen2, 3, Hui Yang2, 3, Di Zhou2,4, Xiaolong Li5   

1University of Edinburgh 
2 UK-China (Guangdong) CCUS Centre 

3 Guangdong Electric Power Design Institute 
4 South China Sea Institute of Oceanology, Chinese Academy of Sciences 

5 China National Offshore Oil Corporation 
 

UKCCSRC Biannual Meeting, 8-9 Sep 2015, Glasgow 
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Data Source: China Southern Power Grid, 2014 
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Background of Guangdong Province 
广东省背景 

 

• 106 million population (1st in China) 

   1.06亿人口 

•  GDP: 1 trillion USD (close to South Korea)  

    1万亿美元GDP 

•  Electricity Generation: 380 TWh (2013), ¾ 
generated by coal and gas 

    年发电量3800亿千瓦时，3/4以上来自煤和天
然气 

• Peak Generation Capacity Demand in Summer 
2014: 88 GW 

   2014年夏季高峰负荷8800万千瓦时  

• Power Capacity Growth: 4% to 5% pa 

   装机容量增长：平均每年4%至5% 

• Pilot Low-carbon Province and Host the Largest 
ETS scheme in non-OECD countries 

   低碳试点省份，启动了发展中国家最大的单一
碳市场，世界第二大碳市场 
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Early CCUS Studies in Guangdong 
早期广东的CCUS研究项目 

 

• Started to engage with 
stakeholders in 2006 

 2006年开始探讨 （广东省政协举
办专题会议） 

• 2010-2013 GDCCSR Study 
implemented by UoE, Cambridge, 
Chinese Academy of Sciences 
Institutes and Linkschina, funded by 
UK FCO and GCCSI 

 2010年至2013年爱丁堡大学，剑
桥大学，中科院，领先财纳公司
开展学术研究工作 

• Identified storage capacity in 
South China Sea 

 确定了南海的封存潜力 

• Suggested a roadmap, CCSR & 
demonstration 

 建议了CCUS路线图, CCS预留和示
范项目 
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华润电力（海丰）项目被列为广东省CCUS示范项目牵头单位并参与中英（广东）
CCUS中心建设： 

 

• On 27/Sep/2013 MoU signed between UK and Guangdong institutes, witnessed by 
Gregory Barker and ZHU Xiaodan 

• Kickoff UK-China (Guangdong) CCUS Centre on 18/Dec/2013 

• Kickoff the million tonne project pre-feasibility study in May 2014   

• The first Capture Readiness Study completed by Mar 2015 

• Guangdong Offshore CCUS Project (GOCCUS) project is included as a US-China 
Climate Change Working Group (CCWG) project on 22 Jun 2015  
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 Potential Future Large-scale Integrated CCUS Project 
     潜在的一体化项目 

Recent studies 
by CNOOC 
identify more 
potential 
storage sites for 
selection 

中海油最近的
研究进一步确
认潜在封存地 
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Aerial view of China Resources Haifeng Power Plant 
华润海丰电厂鸟瞰图 

Testing Platform 
测试平台 

Proposed Large-scale Demonstration 
拟建设百万吨CCUS示范 
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Huizhou 

Oilfield 

Offshore Facilities Layout 
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Progress Review 进展回顾 
Guangdong CCUS Demonstration Programme 

广东省CCUS示范项目 

 

•      CCSR for CRP 2 x 1 GW unit 3 & 4 (a contract with Edinburgh and GEDI, the draft report is completed) 

      为华润3号及4号机组进行CCS预留的计划(与爱丁堡大学及广东省电力设计院合同已签署，草案已经完
成)  

•      Medium Scale Full-chain CCUS Project (Pilot Capture,  Shipping, Utilisation, Pilot Storage)  

     中型全链条CCUS项目（在华润1号机组和附近炼油厂二期进行捕集测试，运输，利用和试注封存） 

•     1 million tonne CO2 capture demonstration development Plan (Pre-feasibility started)  

   100万吨碳捕集示范项目发展计划 （预可研已经开始） 

•     Guangdong Capture Pilot Testing Platform (Engineering Feasibility Study)  

       广东省碳捕集测试平台 （工程可行性研究） 

•    Industry CO2 Capture Opportunities and Regional CCUS Cluster Planning (In discussion with IEAGHG) 

     其他工业二氧化碳捕集机会和区域CCUS规划（与国际能源署温室气体中心讨论东莞-惠州-汕尾集群） 
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About the UK-China (Guangdong) CCUS Centre 
中英（广东）CCUS中心简介 

 Support the development of full-chain demonstration project 

       支持一体化示范项目开发 

 Develop the UK-China joint technology testing platform 

       开发中英联合技术测试平台 

 Deliver through three working groups and one program 由三个工作组推动具体工作 

- Technology (Capture, Transportation, Utilisation, Storage, Best Practice) 技术 

- Demonstration (CRP Project, Refinery, Coal SNP Project in Identification) 示范 

- Policy and finance (Financing, Communication and Stakeholder Engagement) 政策和融资 

- Manufacturing Working Programme (NEW) 装备制造分组（新） 

 Appoint the international advisory board to support working groups and center operation 

       委任国际顾问专家支持工作组和中心运作 

 Communicate with key stakeholders (magazine, website, workshops, specific meeting) 

        与主要决策者通过杂志，网站，研讨会，专门的拜访进行沟通 
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UK-China (Guangdong) Centre Structure 

 Management Board 

 Advisory Board  

 Secretariat  

- Project Office 

- General Office 
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Acknowledge the following supporting institutes. 
‘Open’ and ‘Quality’ are two principles in Centre 
and Project Development in Guangdong.   

 
 

http://www.google.co.uk/url?sa=i&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&frm=1&source=images&cd=&cad=rja&docid=_nTQdGpOjWnIJM&tbnid=Tlv-vmomgk9ZjM:&ved=0CAUQjRw&url=http://www.etp-scotland.ac.uk/EnergyThemes/CarbonCaptureandStorage.aspx&ei=YBtYUoKhFoLP0QXh1QE&bvm=bv.53899372,d.d2k&psig=AFQjCNFCjvJ6_pLDAzYkMormnyznQt6gqw&ust=1381592283119547
http://www.arena-international.com/ogtforum2012/shell-cansolv/2646.sponsor
http://www.google.co.uk/url?sa=i&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&frm=1&source=images&cd=&cad=rja&uact=8&docid=Du24pzig2ypUwM&tbnid=rDQATvs9hejTrM:&ved=0CAUQjRw&url=http://www.asry.co.id/homepage/content/6&ei=b8BZU-nJJ-LIiAf4z4CwAg&bvm=bv.65397613,d.dGc&psig=AFQjCNE0V0TIzTq89W5ohROMk5uujLuPjQ&ust=1398477256500857
http://www.google.co.uk/url?sa=i&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&frm=1&source=images&cd=&cad=rja&uact=8&docid=6nSpdrZpzPw4lM&tbnid=lsAHky3uBcG4fM:&ved=0CAUQjRw&url=http://www.youngscotsayswho.org/consultation/the-scottish-government-national-planning-framework&ei=JxNiU9jkA4y2kAX0woCYBQ&bvm=bv.65636070,d.dGI&psig=AFQjCNEzt1q5xQ_2TXvhVOQS5TC0S_u_-A&ust=1399022733831118
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The Centre also is Dedicated to bring Side Benefits of Demonstrating CCUS 
中心也致力于为广东省/南中国带来CCUS示范的其他协同效益 

 Near Zero Emission Technologies (e.g. Flue Gas Wet ESP, Coal SNG, Coal Water Slurry)       
引进近零排放技术 

 Low-carbon Manufacturing industry    推动低碳装备制造业 

 Enhance offshore engineering capacity   强化海洋工程行业 

 International collaboration model  探索和强化国际合作的模式 

 Establish effective communication for infrastructure projects   

      为未来建设大型能源基建项目寻找有效的公众沟通机制 

 Pilot very strict IPR protection environment 

      示范非常严格的知识产权保护环境 

 Very rigid quality control  非常严格的质量控制 

 Low-carbon Education for Public / Kids  公众和孩子低碳教育 

 Potentially International Co-financing Mechanisms 示范国际合作融资机制 
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